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(54) CONTROL DEVICE OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

(57) The present invention relates to a control device
for internal combustion engine comprising: a means for
correcting an target value of each object to be controlled;
a means for predicting a future state of each of the objects
when the objects are controlled according to an initial-
target-value or a corrected-target-value of each object;
and a means for determining whether or not the future
state of each object satisfies a constraint condition for
the internal combustion engine, wherein the correction

of the target value of each object, the prediction of the
future state of each object based on the corrected target
value corrected by the correction, and the determination
whether or not the predicted future state of each object
satisfies the constraint condition are repeated until de-
termined so that the predicted future state satisfies the
constraint condition. Furthermore, in the present inven-
tion, the state of the object to be predicted is the state in
the future after a limited predetermined period.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a control device for an internal combustion engine.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] A temperature control device, which controls the temperature of a heating panel on which semiconductor wafers
are to be mounted, is disclosed in Patent Literature 1. The heating panel is heated by a heater in this temperature control
device, so that the semiconductor wafers mounted on the heating panel are heated. Further, this temperature control
device controls the heating operation of the heater so that the temperature of the heating panel becomes a target
temperature.
[0003] Meanwhile, when a heating panel is affected by a disturbance in the temperature control device disclosed in
Patent Literature 1, the temperature of the heating panel exceeds or becomes lower than a target temperature (hereinafter,
this target temperature is referred to as an "initial target temperature"). That is, when the heating panel is affected by a
disturbance, the temperature of the heating panel is changed.
[0004] Here, if the target temperature of the heating panel is temporarily lower than the initial target temperature when
the temperature of the heating panel is to exceed the initial target temperature, then the amount of heat applied to the
heating panel from the heater is reduced. Accordingly, the excess of the temperature of the heating panel over the initial
target temperature is suppressed. Conversely, if the target temperature of the heating panel is temporarily higher than
the initial target temperature when the temperature of the heating panel is to become lower than the initial target tem-
perature, the amount of heat applied to the heating panel from the heater is increased. Accordingly, the lowering of the
temperature of the heating panel below the initial target temperature is suppressed. Therefore, if the target temperature
of the heating panel is made to change contrary to the change of the temperature of the heating panel that will occur if
the target temperature of the heating panel is maintained at the initial target temperature when the heating panel is
affected by a disturbance, the temperature of the heating panel is maintained at the initial target temperature even though
the heating panel is affected by a disturbance.
[0005] Meanwhile, in the device disclosed in Patent Literature 1, a disturbance is forcibly applied to the heating panel
while the temperature of the heating panel is controlled to the initial target temperature and a temperature change pattern
of heating panel at this time is measured. Further, a temperature change pattern, which is contrary to the temperature
change pattern of the heating panel at this time, is acquired as a target temperature change pattern of the heating panel
when the heating panel is affected by the disturbance. Furthermore, when the heating panel is affected by the same
disturbance as the above-mentioned disturbance, the target temperature of the heating panel is changed according to
the acquired target temperature change pattern so that the temperature of the heating panel is maintained at the initial
target temperature.
[0006] As described above, Patent Literature 1 discloses an idea for maintaining the temperature of the heating panel
at the initial target temperature by changing target temperature itself of the heating panel from an initial target temperature
according to a target temperature change pattern when the heating panel is affected by a disturbance.

CITATION LIST

[0007] Patent Literature 1: JP 2005-276169 A

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

1. Technical Problem

[0008] Meanwhile, in the temperature control device disclosed in Patent Literature 1, target temperature change
patterns of the heating panel corresponding to all kinds of disturbances need to be acquired in order to maintain the
temperature of the heating panel at the initial target temperature in a suitable control mode even though the heating
panel is affected by any kind of disturbance. However, since the number of the kinds of disturbances affecting the heating
panel is large, the number of the target temperature change patterns of the heating panel to be acquired is also large,
Considering this, it is impossible to actually acquire the target temperature change patterns of the heating panel corre-
sponding to all kinds of disturbances. If the target temperature change patterns of the heating panel corresponding to
all kinds of disturbances are to be nevertheless acquired, much labor is required for acquiring the target temperature
change patterns of the heating panel and large memory is also required for storing the acquired large number of the
target temperature change patterns of the heating panel. However, if the target temperature change patterns of the
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heating panel corresponding to all kinds of disturbances are not acquired, it is certain that the temperature of the heating
panel cannot be maintained at the initial target temperature in a suitable control mode when the heating panel is affected
by a kind of disturbance corresponding to a target temperature change pattern of the heating panel that is not acquired.
[0009] At any rate, in the temperature control device disclosed in Patent Literature 1, it is difficult to maintain the
temperature of the heating panel at the initial target temperature in a suitable control mode even if the temperature of
the heating panel is to be maintained at the initial target temperature when the heating panel is affected by a disturbance.
More generally, in the idea disclosed in Patent Literature 1, it may be said that it is difficult to maintain a control amount
of an object to be controlled at an initial target value in a suitable control mode even if the control amount of the object
to be controlled is to be maintained at the initial target value when the object to be controlled is affected by a disturbance.
[0010] Further, in the temperature control device disclosed in Patent Literature 1, it is preferable that the temperature
of the heating panel be controlled at a changed initial target temperature in a suitable controls mode when the initial
target temperature itself of the heating panel is changed. Here, in a case where the idea disclosed in Patent Literature
1 is applied to the control of the temperature of the heating panel when the initial target temperature itself of the heating
panel is changed, for example, a target temperature change pattern corresponding to a changed initial target temperature
is acquired in advance and the target temperature of the heating panel is changed according to the target temperature
change pattern that corresponds to the changed initial target temperature when the initial target temperature of the
heating panel is changed. However, it is difficult to control the temperature of the heating panel to the changed initial
target temperature in a suitable control mode according to this due to the same reason as the above-mentioned reason.
More generally, in the idea disclosed in Patent Literature 1, it may be said that it is difficult to control the temperature of
the heating panel to the initial target temperature in a suitable control mode even if the temperature of the heating panel
is to be controlled to the changed initial target temperature when the initial target temperature itself of the heating panel
is changed.
[0011] Furthermore, when the heating panel is affected by a disturbance in the temperature control device disclosed
in Patent Literature 1 and the temperature of the heating panel is changed based on a target temperature to which
temperature can be changed according to a target temperature change pattern corresponding to this disturbance, the
temperature of the heating panel may not be maintained at the initial target temperature in a suitable control mode in
some states of the entire system including the heating panel (hereinafter, this system is referred to as a "heating system").
Accordingly, it may not be said that the control of the temperature of the heating panel at this time is a suitable control
mode in the heating system. Moreover, even when the initial target temperature itself of the heating panel is changed
in the temperature control device disclosed in Patent Literature 1 and the temperature of the heating panel is changed
based on a target temperature to which temperature can be changed according to a target temperature change pattern
corresponding to this changed initial target temperature, the temperature of the heating panel may not be controlled to
the changed initial target temperature in a suitable control mode in some states of the heating system. Accordingly, it
may not be said that the control of the temperature of the heating panel at this time is a suitable control mode in the
heating system.
[0012] As described above, the states af the entire system including the heating panel are not considered in the
temperature control device disclosed in Patent Literature 1 when the temperature of the heating panel is maintained at
the initial target value or is controlled.
[0013] Accordingly, more generally, in the idea disclosed in Patent Literature 1, a control amount of an object to be
controlled is not maintained at or controlled to an initial target value in a suitable control mode, or the control of the
control amount of the object to be controlled is not a suitable control mode in the entire system including the object to
be controlled in some states of the entire system including the object to be controlled, even if the control amount of the
object to be controlled is to be maintained at the initial target value or is to be controlled to the initial target value.
[0014] Further, when the temperature control device disclosed in Patent Literature 1 includes other objects to be
controlled than the heating panel, that is, a plurality of objects to be controlled, the control amounts of the respective
objects to be controlled are not maintained or controlled to initial target values in suitable control modes due to the same
reason as the above-mentioned reason or the controls of the control amounts of the respective objects to be controlled
are not suitable control modes in the entire system including these objects to be controlled, if the control amounts of the
respective objects to be controlled are to be maintained at or controlled to the initial target values in suitable control
modes when the respective objects to be controlled are affected by disturbances.
[0015] Meanwhile, in order to maintain or control the control amounts of the objects to be controlled at or to the initial
target values in the suitable control modes; future states of the objects to be controlled when the control amounts of the
objects to be controlled will be controlled according to the initial target values (hereinafter, these states are referred to
as "future controlled-object-states’") are predicted before the control amounts of the objects to be controlled are actually
controlled according to the initial target values; whether or not the control amounts of the objects to be controlled are
controlled in suitable control modes is determined based on these predicted future controlled-object-states; and the
controls of the control amounts of the objects to be controlled should be changed so that the control amounts of the
objects to be controlled are controlled in suitable control modes, if the control amounts of the objects to be controlled
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are not controlled in suitable control modes.
[0016] However, the device disclosed in Patent Literature 1 does not perform the prediction of the future controlled-ob-
ject-states.
[0017] Accordingly, an object of the invention is to predict a future state of an objects to be controlled at the time when
a control amount of the object to be controlled is controlled to a specific target value before the control amount of the
object to be controlled is actually controlled to the specific target value when the control amount of the object to be
controlled is to be controlled to a specific target value, to set a target value of the control amount of the object to be
controlled by using the future state of the object to be controlled, so that the control amount of the object to be controlled
is controlled to the target value in a suitable control mode, and to control the control amount of the object to be controlled
according to the set target value.

2. Solution to Problem

[0018] A first invention of this application relates to a control device for internal combustion engine comprising: an
initial-target-value determining means for determining: a target value of a control amount of a first object to be controlled
in the internal combustion engine as a first initial-target-value; and a target value of a control amount of a second object
to be controlled in the internal combustion engine as a second initial-target-value; an operation amount determining
means for determining: an operation amount to be input to the first object as a first operation amount depending on a
first control-target-value that is a target value for controlling the control amount of the first object; and an operation
amount to be input to the second object as a second operation amount depending on a second control-target-value that
is a target value for controlling the control amount of the second object; a first operation-controlling means for controlling
an operation of the first object according to the first operation amount determined by the operation amount determining
means; and a second operation-controlling means for controlling the operation of the second object according to the
second operation amount determined by the operation amount determining means. Here, the control amounts of the
respective objects are controlled due to a control that the respective operation-controlling means controls the operations
of the respective corresponding objects.
[0019] This invention further includes: a corrected-target-value outputting means for correcting the first initial-target-
value and the second initial-target-value according to a predetermined rule and outputting the corrected initial-target-
values respectively as first corrected-target-value and second corrected-target-value; a controlled-object-state predicting
means for performing prediction calculation to predict future states of the first object and the second object as future
controlled-object-states through calculation when the control amount of the first object and the control amount of the
second object are controlled according to the first operation amount and the second operation amount determined by
the operation amount determining means by employing the first initial-target-vatue and the second initial-target-value
respectively as the first control-target-value and the second control-target-value-, and a constraint-condition-satisfaction
determining means for determining whether or not the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-
state predicting means satisfies a constraint condition for the internal combustion engine.
[0020] Further, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining
as the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfies the constraint
condition for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-target-value are input to
the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-target-value.
[0021] Meanwhile, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determines
that the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means do not satisfy the con-
straint conditions for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-target-value are
corrected according to the predetermined rule by the corrected-target-value outputting means; the corrected initial-target-
values are output respectively as the first corrected-target-value and the second corrected-target-value; the future states
of the first object and the second object are predicted again as future controlled-object-states when the control amount
of the first object and the control amount of the second object are controlled according to the first operation amount and
the second operation amount determined by the operation amount determining means by employing the first initial-
target-value and the second initial-target-value respectively as the first control-target-value and the second control-
target-value; the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determines again whether or not the future con-
trolled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfies the constraint condition for
the internal combustion engine.
[0022] Moreover, in this invention, the first corrected-target-value and second corrected-target-value are input to the
operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-target-value, when the con-
straint-condition-satisfaction determining means determines that the future controlled-object-states predicted again by
the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfy the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine.
[0023] Meanwhile, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determines
that the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means do not satisfy the
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constraint condition for the internal combustion engine, then the corrections of the first corrected-target-value and the
second corrected-target-value by the corrected-target-value outputting means, the prediction calculation by the control-
led-object-state predicting means based on the first corrected-target-value and the second corrected-target-value cor-
rected by the correction, and the determination by the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means based on the
future controlled-object-states predicted by the prediction calculation are repeated until determined that the future con-
trolled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfy the constraint condition.
[0024] Then, in the invention, the controlled-object-state predicting means predicts states of the objects in the future
after a limited predetermined period through calculation.
[0025] According to this invention, the future states of the objects to be controlled in the future after a limited prede-
termined period in the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means, and the following
effects are obtained. That is, since the future controlled-object-states in the future after a limited predetermined period
in the prediction calculation performed by the control object predicting means, the future controlled-object-states to be
predicted in the prediction calculation are limited within a limited time. For this reason, it is possible to quickly and
accurately predict the future controlled-object-states. That is, even though the future controlled-object-states obtained
by the prediction calculation are future controlled-object-states in the future after a limited length, the future controlled-
object-states to be obtained are quickly and accurately predicted. Accordingly, the future states of the objects to be
controlled in the future after a limited predetermined period in the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-
object-state predicting means, so that an effect of quickly predicting accurate future controlled-object-states is obtained.
[0026] According to this invention, if the constraint conditions for the internal combustion engine are satisfied when
the control amounts of the respective objects to be controlled are controlled according to the operation amounts deter-
mined by using the initial target values as the control-target-values, the initial target values become the control-target-
values. Meanwhile, if the constraint conditions for the internal combustion engine are not satisfied when the control
amounts of the respective objects to be controlled are controlled according to the operation amounts determined by
using the initial target values as the control-target-values, the initial target values are repeatedly corrected according to
a predetermined rule until the constraint conditions for the internal combustion engine are satisfied, the corrected initial
target values are output as corrected-target-values, and the output corrected-target-values become the control-target-
values, That is, according to this invention, instead of using correction patterns to correct the initial target values acquired
for every situation in advance so that the constraint conditions for the internal combustion engine are satisfied in any
situation (that is, so that the control of the control amount of each object to be controlled becomes a control mode suitable
for the state of the internal combustion engine), the initial target values are corrected repeatedly using a specific prede-
termined rule so that the constraint conditions for the internal combustion engine are satisfied. As described above,
according to this invention, instead of using the correction patterns acquired for every situation in advance in the correction
of the initial target values, a specific predetermined rule is used. Accordingly, when the control amount of each object
to be controlled is maintained at a constant initial target value (that is, when the control of the control amount of each
object to be controlled is in a steady state), the control amount of each object to be controlled is maintained at the initial
target value in a suitable control mode (that is, in a state where the constraint conditions for the internal combustion
engine are satisfied) while where the control amount of each object to be controlled is maintained at a constant initial
target value. Further, when the initial target value itself is changed and the control amount of each object to be controlled
is controlled to the changed initial target value (that is, the control of the control amount of each object to be controlled
is in a transient state), the control amount of each object to be controlled is controlled to the changed initial target value
in a suitable control mode (that is, in a state where the constraint conditions for the internal combustion engine are
satisfied) while the control amount of each object to be controlled is controlled to the changed initial target value.
[0027] Moreover, according to this invention, if the constraint conditions for the internal combustion engine are satisfied
when the control amounts of the respective objects to be controlled are controlled according to the operation amounts
determined by using the initial target values as the control-target-values, the initial target values become the control-
target-values, If the constraint conditions for the internal combustion engine are not satisfied when the control amounts
of the respective objects to be controlled are controlled according to the operation amounts determined by using the
initial target values as the control-target-values, the initial target values, which are corrected so that the constraint
conditions for the internal combustion engine are satisfied, become the control-target-values. Accordingly, the control
amount of each object to be controlled is controlled in a state where the constraint conditions for the internal combustion
engine are satisfied in connection with the controls of the control amounts of both the objects to be controlled. For this
reason, even though the controls of the control amounts of the respective objects to be controlled interfere with each
other, the control amount of each object to be controlled is maintained at or controlled to the initial target value in a state
where the constraint conditions for the internal combustion engine (that is, in a control mode suitable for the state of the
internal combustion engine),
[0028] In a second invention of this application, in the first invention, the prediction calculation performed by the
controlled-object-state predicting means is continued after the limited predetermined period being shortened, when a
calculation load of the control device is larger than an allowable load value in view of calculation capacity of the control
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device.
[0029] According to this invention, if the calculation load on the control device is larger than an allowable load value
in view of calculation capacity of the control device, the predetermined period defining the predicted range of the future
controlled-object-state is shortened. For this reason, the calculation load on the control device is reduced, so that the
significant excess of the calculation load on the control device over the allowable load value is suppressed. Accordingly,
the prediction calculation performed by the control device maintains a high accuracy.
[0030] In a third invention of this application, in the first or second invention, the control device further includes a model
selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation to select a state space model suitable for the present state
of the internal combustion engine from a plurality of state space models prepared according to states of the internal
combustion engine. Further, in this invention, the controlled-object-state predicting means predicts the future controlled-
object-states by using the state space model selected by the model selecting means. Furthermore, in the invention, in
the case of states of the internal combustion engine is changed during the prediction calculation performed by the
controlled-object-state predicting means and future controlled-object-states that has already been predicted by the
controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point is future controlled-object-states in the future after an allowable
period from the present time point or in the future later of the allowable period, then the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means is ended. On the other hand, in the invention, in the case of states of
the internal combustion engine is changed during the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state
predicting means and future controlled-object-states that has already been predicted by the controlled-object-state
predicting means at that time point is future controlled-object-states in the future before the allowable period from the
present time point, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means is continued.
[0031] According to this invention, the following effect is obtained. When the model selecting calculation is performed,
the calculation load on the control device is increased with a relatively great amount. In this invention, if when the states
of the internal combustion engine are changed, the future controlled-object-states that were already predicted by the
controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point are future controlled-object-states ahead by an allowable
period or ahead of the allowable period from the present time point, and sufficient future controlled-object-states are
obtained even though the prediction calculation is ended, the prediction calculation is ended. Accordingly, in this case,
sufficient future controlled-object-states are obtained while the relatively great increase of the calculation load on the
control device is suppressed. Moreover, in this invention, if when states of the internal combustion engine are changed,
the future controlled-object-states that were already predicted at that time point are future controlled-object-states behind
the allowable period from the present time point, and sufficient future controlled-object-states are not obtained when the
prediction calculation is ended at this time point, the prediction calculation is continued. Accordingly, in this case, sufficient
future controlled-object-states are obtained when the prediction calculation, is ended afterward.
[0032] In a fourth invention of this application, in the first or second invention, the control device further includes a
model selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation to select a state space model suitable for the present
state of the internal combustion engine from a plurality of state space models prepared according to states of the internal
combustion engine. Further, in the invention, the controlled-object-state predicting means predicts the future controlled-
object-states by using the state space model selected by the model selecting means. Furthermore, in the invention, in
the case of states of the internal combustion engine is changed during the prediction calculation performed by the
controlled-object-state predicting means and future controlled-object-states that has already been predicted by the
controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point is future controlled-object-states in the future after an allowable
period from the present time point or in the future later of the allowable period, then the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means is ended regardless of the calculation load of the control device.
[0033] Meanwhile, in this invention, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine is changed during the
prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means, future controlled-object-states that has
already been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point is future controlled-object-states
in the future before the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation load of the control device is
larger than an allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model selecting
means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means is ended. On the other
hand, in the invention, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine is changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means, future controlled-object-states that has already been predicted
by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point is future controlled-object-states in the future before
the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation load of the control device is equal to or smaller than
the allowable load value in view of the calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model selecting means,
then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means is continued.
[0034] According to this invention, the following effect is obtained. When the model selecting calculation is performed,
the calculation load on the control device is increased with a relatively great amount. In this invention, if when the states
of the internal combustion engine are changed, the future controlled-object-states that were already predicted at that
time point are future controlled-object-states ahead by an allowable period or ahead of the allowable period from the
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present time point, and sufficient future controlled-object-states are obtained even though the prediction calculation is
ended at that time point, the prediction calculation is ended regardless of the calculation load on the control device.
Accordingly, in this case, sufficient future controlled-object-states are obtained while the relatively great increase of the
calculation load on the control device is suppressed. Moreover, in this invention, if when the states of the internal
combustion engine are changed, the future controlled-object-states that were already predicted at that time point are
future controlled-object-states behind the allowable period from the present time point, the calculation load on the control
device is larger than the allowable load value for the calculation of the model selecting calculation, and at the same time,
if a possibility that the calculation own the control device may exceed the allowable calculation load value is high when
the model selecting calculation is performed, the prediction calculation performed is ended. Accordingly, in this case,
the excess of the calculation load on the control device over the allowable calculation load is suppressed. Further, in
this invention, if when the states of the internal combustion engine are changed, the future controlled-object-states that
were already predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point are future controlled-object-
states behind the allowable period from the present time point, and at the same time, if the calculation load on the control
device is equal to or smaller than the allowable load value for the calculation load of the model selecting calculation,
and if a possibility that the calculation load on the control device may exceed the allowable calculation load is low even
though the model selecting calculation is performed, the prediction calculation is continued. Accordingly, in this case,
intended future controlled-object-states are obtained when the prediction calculation is ended afterward.
[0035] In a fifth invention of this application, in the first or second invention, the control device further includes a model
selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation to select a state space model suitable for the present state
of the internal combustion engine from a plurality of state space models prepared according to states of the internal
combustion engine. Further, the controlled-object-state predicting means predicts the future controlled-object-states by
using the state space model selected by the model selecting means. Furthermore, in the case of states of the internal
combustion engine is changed during the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting
means and future controlled-object-states that has already predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at
that time point is future controlled-object-states in the future after an allowable period from the present time point or in
the future later of the allowable period, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting
means is ended regardless of the calculation load of the control device.
[0036] Meanwhile, in this invention, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine is changed during the
prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means, future controlled-object-states that has
already been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point is future controlled-object-states
in the future before the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation load of the control device is
larger than an allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model selecting
means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means is continued after the
limited predetermined period is shortened. On the other hand, in the invention, in the case of states of the internal
combustion engine is changed during the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting
means, future controlled-object-states that has already been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means
at that time point is future controlled-object-states in the future before the allowable period from the present time point,
and the calculation load of the control device is equal to or smaller than the allowable load value in view of a calculation
load of the model selecting calculation by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the
controlled-object-state predicting means is continued after the limited predetermined period is maintained at the value
thereof at that time point.
[0037] According to this invention, the following effect is obtained. When the model selecting calculation is performed,
the calculation load on the control device is increased with a relatively great amount. In this invention, if when the states
of the internal combustion engine are changed, the future controlled-object-states that were already predicted at that
time point are future controlled-object-states ahead by an allowable period or ahead of the allowable period from the
present time point, and sufficient future controlled-object-states are obtained even though the prediction calculation is
ended at that time point, the prediction calculation is ended regardless of the calculation load on the control device.
Accordingly, in this case, sufficient future controlled-object-states are obtained while the relatively great increase of the
calculation load on the control device is suppressed. Further, in this invention, if when the states of the internal combustion
engine are changed, the future controlled-object-states that were already predicted at that time point are future controlled-
object-states behind the allowable period from the present time point, and at the same time, the calculation load on the
control device is larger than the allowable load value for the calculation load of the model selecting calculation, and if a
possibility that the calculation load on the control device may exceed the allowable load value is high, the prediction
calculation is continued after the limited predetermined period is shortened. Accordingly, in this case, sufficient future
controlled -object-states are obtained when the prediction calculation is ended afterward while the excess of the calcu-
lation load on the control device over the allowable calculation load is suppressed. Furthermore, in this invention, if when
the states of the internal combustion engine are changed, the future controlled-object-states that were already predicted
at that time point are future controlled-object-states behind the allowable period from the present time point, the calculation
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load on the control device is equal to or smaller than the allowable load value for the calculation load of the model
selecting calculation, and if a possibility that the calculation load on the control device may exceed the allowable load
value is low, the prediction calculation is continued after the limited predetermined period is maintained at the value
thereof at that time point. Accordingly, in this case, intended future controlled-object-states are obtained when the
prediction calculation is ended afterward.
[0038] In a sixth invention of this application, in the first or second invention, the control device further includes a model
selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation to select a state space model suitable for the present state
of the internal combustion engine from a plurality of state space models prepared according to states of interval combustion
engine. Further, in the invention, the controlled-object-state predicting means predicts the future controlled-object-states
by using the state space model selected by the model selecting means.
[0039] Further, in this invention, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine is changed during the prediction
calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and the calculation load of the control device is
larger than an allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model selecting
means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means is ended. On the other
hand, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine is changed during the prediction calculation performed by
the controlled-object-state predicting means and the calculation load of the control device is equal to or smaller than the
allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model selecting means, then
the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means is continued.
[0040] According to this invention, the following effect is obtained. When the model selecting calculation is performed,
the calculation load on the control device is increased with a relatively great amount. In this invention, if when the states
of the internal combustion engine are changed, the calculation load on the control device is larger than the allowable
load value for the calculation load of the model selecting calculation, and if a possibility that the calculation load on the
control device may exceed the allowable calculation load is high, the prediction calculation is ended. Accordingly, in this
case, the excess of the calculation load on the control device over the allowable calculation load is suppressed. Further,
in this invention, if when the states of the internal combustion engine are changed, the calculation load on the control
device is equal to or smaller than the allowable load value for the calculation load of the model selecting calculation,
and if a possibility that the calculation load on the control device may exceed the allowable calculation load is low, the
prediction calculation is continued. Accordingly, in this case, intended future controlled-object-states are obtained when
the prediction calculation is ended afterward.
[0041] In a seventh invention of this application, in the first or second invention, the control device further includes a
model selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation to select a state space model suitable for the present
state of the internal combustion engine from a plurality of state space models prepared according to states of the internal
combustion engine. Further, the controlled-object-state predicting means predicts the future controlled-object-states by
using the state space model selected by the model selecting means.
[0042] Furthermore, in this invention, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine is changed during the
prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and the calculation load of the control
device is larger than an allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model
selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means is continued
after the limited predetermined period is shortened. On the other hand, in the case of states of the internal combustion
engine is changed during the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and the
calculation load of the control device is equal to or smaller than the allowable load value in view of a calculation load of
the model selecting calculation by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-
object-state predicting means is continued after the limited predetermined period is maintained at the value thereof at
that time point.
[0043] According to this invention, the following effect is obtained. When the model selecting calculation is performed,
the calculation load on the control device is increased with a relatively great amount. In this invention, if when the states
of the internal combustion engine are changed, the calculation load on the control device is larger than the allowable
load value for the calculation load of the model selecting calculation, and if a possibility that the calculation load on the
control device may exceed the allowable calculation load is high, the prediction calculation is continued after the limited
predetermined period is shortened. Accordingly, in this case, while the relatively great increase of the calculation load
on the control device is suppressed, sufficient future controlled-object-states are obtained when the prediction calculation
is ended afterward. Meanwhile, in this invention, if when the states of the internal combustion engine are changed, the
calculation, load on the control device is equal to or smaller than the allowable load value for the calculation load of the
model selecting calculation, and if a possibility that the calculation load on the control device may exceed the allowable
calculation load is low, the prediction calculation is continued after the limited predetermined period is maintained at the
value thereof at that time point. Accordingly, in this case, intended future controlled-object-states are obtained when the
prediction calculation is ended afterward.
[0044] Like the first invention, in an eighth invention of this application relates to a control device for an internal
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combustion engine including initial-target-value determining means, operation amount determining means, first opera-
tion-controlling means, and second operation-controlling means. The respective operation-controlling means control the
operations of the respective corresponding objects to be controlled, so that the control amounts of the respective objects
to be controlled are controlled.
[0045] Like the first invention, this invention further includes corrected-target-value outputting means, controlled-object-
state predicting means, and constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means.
[0046] Further, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining
means determines that the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means
satisfies the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-
target-value are input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-
target-value.
[0047] On the other hand, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction
determining means determines as the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting
means do not satisfy the constraint conditions for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and
second initial-target-value are corrected according to the predetermined rule by the corrected-target-value outputting
means; the corrected initial-target-values are output respectively as the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value; the future states of the first object and the second object are predicted again as future controlled-
object-states when the control amount of the first object and the control amount of the second object are controlled
according to the first operation amount and the second operation amount determined by the operation amount determining
means by employing the first initial-target-value and the second initial-target-value respectively as the first control-target-
value and the second control-target-value; the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determines again
whether or not the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfies
the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine.
[0048] Moreover, as in the first invention, in this invention, the first corrected-target-value and second corrected-target-
value are input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-target-
value, when the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determines that the future controlled-object-states
predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfies the constraint condition for the internal com-
bustion engine.
[0049] Meanwhile, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction deter-
mining means determining as the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting
means do not satisfy the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine, then the corrections of the first corrected-
target-value and the second corrected-target-value by the corrected-target-value outputting means, the prediction cal-
culation by the controlled-object-state predicting means based on the first corrected-target-value and the second cor-
rected-target-value corrected by the correction, and the determination by the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining
means based on the future controlled-object-states predicted by the prediction calculation are repeated until determined
that the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfy the constraint
condition.
[0050] As in the third invention, this invention further includes model selecting means. Further, as in the third invention,
in this invention, the control device further includes a model selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation
to select a state space model suitable for the present state of the internal combustion engine from a plurality of state
space models prepared according to states of the internal combustion engine. Furthermore, as in the third invention, in
this invention, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine is changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and future controlled-object-states that has already been
predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point is future controlled-object-states in the future
after an allowable period from the present time point or in the future later of the allowable period, then the prediction
calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means is ended. Meanwhile, as in the third invention, in
this invention, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine is changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and future controlled-object-states that has already been
predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point is future controlled-object-states in the future
before the allowable period from the present time point, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-
object-state predicting means is continued.
[0051]  According to this invention, the following effect is obtained. When the model selecting calculation is performed,
the calculation load on the control device is increased with a relatively great amount. In this invention, if when the states
of the internal combustion engine are changed, the future controlled-object-states that were already predicted at that
time point are future controlled-object-states ahead by an allowable period or ahead of the allowable period from the
present time point, and sufficient future controlled-object-states are obtained even though the prediction calculation is
ended, the prediction calculation is ended. Accordingly, in this case, sufficient future controlled-object-states are obtained
while the relatively great increase of the device-calculation load is suppressed. Moreover, in this invention, if when the
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states of the internal combustion engine are changed, the future controlled-object-states that were already predicted at
that time point are future controlled-object-states behind the allowable period from the present time point, and sufficient
future controlled-object-states are not obtained when the prediction calculation is ended at this time point, the prediction
calculation is continued. Accordingly, in this case, sufficient future controlled-object-states are obtained when the pre-
diction calculation is ended afterward.
[0052] Like the first invention, a ninth invention of this application relates to a control device for an internal combustion
engine including an initial-target-value determining means, an operation amount determining means, a first operation-
controtting means, and a second operation-controlling means. The respective operation-controlling means control the
operations of the respective corresponding objects to be controlled, so that the control amounts of the respective objects
to be controlled are controlled.
[0053] Like the first invention, this invention further includes a corrected-target-value outputting means, a control-
led-object-state predicting means, and a constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means.
[0054] Further, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining
means determines that the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means
satisfy the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-
target-value are input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-
target-value.
[0055] Meanwhile, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction deter-
mining means determines that the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting
means do not satisfy the constraint conditions for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and
second initial-target-value are corrected according to the predetermined rule by the corrected-target-value outputting
means; the corrected initial-target-values are output respectively as the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value; the future states of the first object and the second object being predicted again as future controlled-
object-states upon the control amount of the first object and the control amount of the second object are controlled
according to the first operation amount and the second operation amount determined by the operation amount determining
means by employing the first initial-target-value and the second initial-target-value respectively as the first control-target-
value and the second control-target-value; the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determines again
whether or not the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfies
the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine.
[0056] Moreover, as in the first invention, in this invention, the first corrected-target-value and second corrected-target-
value are input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-target-
value when the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determines that the future controlled-object-states
predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfy the constraint condition for the internal combustion
engine.
[0057] Meanwhile, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction deter-
mining means determines that the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting
means do not satisfy the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine, then the corrections of the first corrected-
target-value and the second corrected-target-value by the corrected-target-value outputting means, the prediction cal-
culation by the controlled-object-state predicting means based on the first corrected-target-value and the second cor-
rected-target-value corrected by the correction, and the determination by the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining
means based on the future controlled-object-states predicted by the prediction calculation are repeated until determined
that the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfy the constraint
condition.
[0058] As in the fourth invention, this invention further includes a model selecting means. As in the fourth invention,
in this invention, future controlled-object-states are predicted using the state space model, which has been selected by
the model selecting means, by the controlled-object-state predicting means. Further, as in the fourth invention, in this
invention, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine is changed during the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means and future control led-object-states that has already been predicted by
the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point is future controlled-object-states in the future after an
allowable period from the present time point or in the future later of the allowable period, then the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means is ended regardless of the calculation load of the control device.
[0059] Meanwhile, as in the fourth invention, in this invention, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine
is changed during the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means, future controlled-
object-states that has already been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point is future
controlled-object-states in the future before the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation load of
the control device is larger than an allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation
by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means
is ended. On the other hand, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine is changed during the prediction
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calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means, future controlled-object-states that has already
been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point is future controlled-object-states in the
future before the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation load of the control device is equal to
or smaller than the allowable load value in view of the calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model
selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means is continued.
[0060] According to this invention, the following effect is obtained. When the model selecting calculation is performed,
the calculation load on the control device is increased with a relatively great amount. In this invention, if when the states
of the internal combustion engine are changed, the future controlled-object-states that were already predicted at that
time point are future controlled-object-states ahead by an allowable period or ahead of the allowable period from the
present time point, and sufficient future controlled-object-states are obtained even though the prediction calculation is
ended at this time point, the prediction calculation is ended regardless of the calculation load on the control device.
Accordingly, in this case, sufficient future controlled-object-states are obtained while the relatively great increase of the
calculation load on the control device is suppressed. Moreover, in this invention, if when the states of the internal
combustion engine are changed, the future controlled-object-states that were already predicted at that time point are
future controlled-object-states behind the allowable period from the present time point, the calculation load on the control
device is larger than the allowable load value for the calculation load of the model selecting calculation, and if a possibility
that the calculation load on the control device may exceed the allowable calculation load is high when the model selecting
calculation is performed, the prediction calculation performed is ended. Accordingly, in this case, the excess of the
calculation load on the control device over the allowable calculation load is suppressed. Further, in this invention, if when
the states of the internal combustion engine are changed, the future controlled-object-states that already predicted at
that time point are future controlled-object-states behind the allowable period from the present time point, the calculation
load on the control device is equal to or smaller than the allowable load value for the calculation load of the model
selecting calculation, and if a possibility that the calculation load on the control device may exceed the allowable calculation
load is low even though the model selecting calculation is performed, the prediction calculation performed is continued.
Accordingly, in this case, intended future controlled-object-states are obtained when the prediction calculation is ended
afterward.
[0061] Like the first invention, a tenth invention of this application relates to a control device for an internal combustion
engine including an initial-target-value determining means, an operation amount determining means, a first operation-
controlling means, and a second operation-controlling means. The respective operation-controlling means control the
operations of the respective corresponding objects to be controlled, so that the control amounts of the respective objects
to be controlled are controlled.
[0062] Like the first invention, this invention further includes a corrected-target-value outputting means, a control-
led-object-state predicting means, and a constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means.
[0063] Further, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining
means determines that the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means
satisfy the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-
target-value are input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-
target-value.
[0064] Meanwhile, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction deter-
mining means determines that the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting
means do not satisfy the constraint conditions for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and
second initial-target-value are corrected according to the predetermined rule by the corrected-target-value outputting
means: the corrected initial-target-values are output respectively as the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value; the future states of the first object and the second object are predicted again as future controlled-
object-states when the control amount of the first object and the control amount of the second object are controlled
according to the first operation amount and the second operation amount determined by the operation amount determining
means by employing the first initial-target-value and the second initial-target-value respectively as the first control-target-
value and the second control-target-value; the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determines again
whether or not the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfies
the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine.
[0065] Moreover, as in the first invention, in this invention, the first corrected-target-value and second corrected-target-
value are input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-target-
value when the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determine that the future controlled-object-states
predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfy the constraint condition for the internal combustion
engine.
[0066] Meanwhile, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction deter-
mining means determines that the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting
means do not satisfy the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine, then the corrections of the first corrected-
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target-value and the second corrected-target-value by the corrected-target-value outputting means, the prediction cal-
culation by the controlled-object-state predicting means based on the first corrected-target-value and the second cor-
rected-target-value corrected by the correction, and the determination by the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining
means based on the future controlled-object-states predicted by the prediction calculation are repeated until determined
that the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfy the constraint
condition.
[0067] As in the fifth invention, this invention further includes a model selecting means. Further, as in the fifth invention,
in this invention, future controlled-object-states are predicted using the state space model, which has been selected by
the model selecting means, by the controlled-object-state predicting means. Furthermore, as in the fifth invention, in this
invention, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine is changed during the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means and future controlled-object-states that has already been predicted by
the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point are future controlled-object-states in the future after an
allowable period from the present time point or in the future later of the allowable period, then the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means is ended regardless of the calculation load of the control device.
[0068] Meanwhile, as in the fifth invention, in this invention, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine is
changed during the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means, future controlled-
object-states that has already been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point is future
controlled-object-states in the future before the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation load of
the control device is larger than an allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation
by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means
is continued after the limited predetermined period being shortened. On the other hand, in the case of states of the
internal combustion engine is changed during the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state pre-
dicting means, future controlled-object-states that has already been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting
means at that time point is future controlled-object-states in the future before the allowable period from the present time
point, and the calculation load of the control device is equal to or smaller than the allowable load value in view of a
calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means is continued after the limited predetermined period is maintained at the
value thereof at that time point.
[0069] According to this invention, the following effect is obtained. When the model selecting calculation is performed,
the calculation load on the control device is increased with a relatively great amount. In this invention, if when the states
of the internal combustion engine are changed, the future controlled-object-states that were already predicted at that
time point are future controlled-object-states ahead by an allowable period or ahead of the allowable period from the
present time point, sufficient future control led-object-states are obtained even though the prediction calculation is ended
at this time point, the prediction calculation is ended regardless of the calculation load on the control device. Accordingly,
in this case, sufficient future controlled-object-states are obtained while the relatively great increase of the calculation
load on the control device is suppressed. Further, in this invention, if when the states of the internal combustion engine
are changed, the future controlled-object-states that were already predicted at that time point are future controlled-object-
states behind the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation load on the control device is larger
than the allowable load value for the calculation load of the model selecting calculation, and if a possibility that the
calculation load on the control device may exceed the allowable load value is high when the model selecting calculation
is performed, the prediction calculation is continued after the limited predetermined period is shortened. Accordingly, in
this case, sufficient future controlled-object-states are obtained when the prediction calculation is ended afterward while
the excess of the calculation load on the control device over the allowable calculation load is suppressed. Furthermore,
in this invention, if when the states of the internal combustion engine are changed, the future controlled-object-states
that were already predicted at that time point are future controlled-object-states behind the allowable period from the
present time point, the calculation load on the control device is equal to or smaller than the allowable load value for the
calculation load of the model selecting calculation, and if a possibility that the calculation load on the control device may
exceed the allowable calculation load is low even though the model selecting calculation is performed, the prediction
calculation is continued after the limited predetermined period is maintained at the value thereof at that time point.
Accordingly, in this case, intended future controlled-object-states are obtained when the prediction calculation is ended
afterward.
[0070] Like the first invention, an eleventh invention of this application relates to a control device for an internal
combustion engine including an initial-target-value determining means, an operation amount determining means, a first
operation-controlling means, and a second operation-controlling means. The respective operation-controlling means
control the operations of the respective corresponding objects to be controlled, so that the control amounts of the
respective objects to be controlled are controlled.
[0071] Like the first invention, this invention further includes a corrected-target-value outputting means, a control-
led-object-state predicting means, and a constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means.
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[0072] Further, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining
means determines that the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means
satisfy the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-
target-value are input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-
target-value.
[0073] Meanwhile, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction deter-
mining means determines that the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting
means do not satisfy the constraint conditions for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and
second initial-target-value are corrected according to the predetermined rule by the corrected-target-value outputting
means; the corrected initial-target-values are output respectively as the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value; the future states of the first object and the second object are predicted again as future controlled-
object-states upon the control amount of the first object and the control amount of the second object are controlled
according to the first operation amount and the second operation amount determined by the operation amount determining
means by employing the first initial-target-value the second initial-target-value respectively as the first control-target-
value and the second control-target-value; the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determines again
whether or not the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfies
the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine.
[0074] Moreover, as in the first invention, in this invention, the first corrected-target-value and second corrected-target-
value are input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-target-
value when the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determines that the future controlled-object-states
predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfy the constraint condition for the internal combustion
engine.
[0075] Meanwhile, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction deter-
mining means determines that the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting
means do not satisfy the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine, then the corrections of the first corrected-
target-value and the second corrected-target-value by the corrected-target-value outputting means, the prediction cal-
culation by the controlled-object-state predicting means based on the first corrected-target-value and the second cor-
rected-target-value corrected by the correction, and the determination by the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining
means based on the future controlled-object-states predicted by the prediction calculation are repeated until determined
that the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfy the constraint
condition.
[0076] As in the sixth invention, this invention further includes a model selecting means. Further, as in the sixth
invention, in this invention, future controlled-object-states are predicted using the state space model, which has been
selected by the model selecting means, by the controlled-object-state predicting means.
[0077] Furthermore, as in the sixth invention, in this invention, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine
is changed during the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and the calculation
load of the control device is larger than an allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting
calculation by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state pre-
dicting means is ended. On the other hand, as in the sixth invention, in this invention, in the case of states of the internal
combustion engine is changed during the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting
means and the calculation load of the control device is equal to or smaller than the allowable load value in view of a
calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means is continued.
[0078] According to this invention, the following effect is obtained. When the model selecting calculation is performed,
the calculation load on the control device is increased with a relatively great amount. In this invention, if when the states
of the internal combustion engine are changed, the calculation load on the control device is larger than the allowable
load value for the calculation load of the model selecting calculation, and if a possibility that the calculation load of the
object to be controlled may exceed the allowable calculation load is high when the model selecting calculation is per-
formed, the prediction calculation is ended. Accordingly, in this case, the excess of the calculation load of the object to
be controlled over the allowable calculation load is suppressed. Further, in this invention, if when the states of the internal
combustion engine are changed, the calculation load on the control device is equal to or smaller than the allowable load
value for the calculation load of the model selecting calculation, and if a possibility that the calculation load on the control
device may exceed the allowable calculation load is low even though the model selecting calculation is performed, the
prediction calculation is continued. Accordingly, in this case, intended future controlled-object-states are obtained when
the prediction calculation is ended afterward.
[0079] Like the first invention, a twelfth invention of this application relates to a control device for an internal combustion
engine including an initial-target-value determining means, an operation amount determining means, a first operation-
controlling means, and a second operation-controlling means. The respective operation-controlling means control the
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operations of the respective corresponding objects to be controlled, so that the control amounts of the respective objects
to be controlled are controlled.
[0080] Like the first invention, this invention further includes a corrected-target-value outputting means, a control-
led-object-state predicting means, and a constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means.
[0081] Further, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining
means determines that the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means
satisfies the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-
target-value are input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-
target-value,
[0082] Meanwhile, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction deter-
mining means determining as the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means
do not satisfy the constraint conditions for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second
initial-target-value are corrected according to the predetermined rule by the corrected-target-value outputting means;
the corrected initial-target-values are output respectively as the first corrected-target-value and the second corrected-
target-value; the future states of the first object and the second object are predicted again as future controlled-object-
states when the control amount of the first object and the control amount of the second object are controlled according
to the first operation amount and the second operation amount determined by the operation amount determining means
by employing the first initial-target-value and the second initial-target-value respectively as the first control-target-value
and the second control-target-value; the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determines again whether
or not the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfy the
constraint condition for the internal combustion engine.
[0083] Moreover, as in the first invention, in this invention, the first corrected-target-value and second corrected-target-
value are input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-target-
value when the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determine that the future controlled-object-states
predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfy the constraint condition for the internal combustion
engine.
[0084] Meanwhile, as in the first invention, in this invention, in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction deter-
mining means determine that the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting
means do not satisfy the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine, then the corrections of the first corrected-
target-value and the second corrected-target-value by the corrected-target-value outputting means, the prediction cal-
culation by the controlled-object-state predicting means based on the first corrected-target-value and the second cor-
rected-target-value corrected by the correction, and the determination by the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining
means based on the future controlled-object-states predicted by the prediction calculation are repeated until determined
as the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfy the constraint
condition.
[0085] As in the seventh invention, this invention further includes a model selecting means. Further, as in the seventh
invention, in this invention, the controlled-object-state predicting means predicts the future controlled-object-states by
using the state space model selected by the model selecting means.
[0086] Furthermore, as in the seventh invention, in this invention, in the case of states of the internal combustion
engine is changed during the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and the
calculation load of the control device is larger than an allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model
selecting calculation by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-
state predicting means is continued after the limited predetermined period being shortened. On the other hand as in the
seventh invention, in this invention, in the case of states of the internal combustion engine is changed during the prediction
calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and the calculation load of the control device is
equal to or smaller than the allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the
model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means is
continued after the limited predetermined period is maintained at the value thereof at that time point.
[0087] According to this invention, the following effect is obtained. When the model selecting calculation is performed,
the calculation load on the control device is increased with a relatively great amount. In this invention, if when the states
of the internal combustion engine are changed, the calculation load on the control device is larger than the allowable
load value for the calculation load of the model selecting calculation, and if a possibility that the calculation load on the
control device may exceed the allowable calculation load is high when the model selecting calculation is performed, the
prediction calculation is continued after the limited predetermined period is shortened. Accordingly, in this case, sufficient
future controlled-object-states are obtained when the prediction calculation is ended afterward while the excessive
calculation load on the control device over the allowable calculation load is suppressed. Furthermore, in this invention,
if when the states of the internal combustion engine are changed, the calculation load on the control device is equal to
or smaller than the allowable load value for the calculation load of the model selecting calculation, and if a possibility
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that the calculation load on the control device may exceed the allowable calculation load is low even though the model
selecting calculation is performed, the prediction calculation is continued after the limited predetermined period is main-
tained at the value thereof at that time point. Accordingly, in this case, intended future controlled-object-states are
obtained when the prediction calculation is ended afterward.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0088]

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of an internal combustion engine to which a control device of the present invention is
applied.
FIG. 2 is a view illustrating the inside of an exhaust turbine of a supercharger of the internal combustion engine
illustrated in FIG. 1.
FIG. 3(A) is a view illustrating a map that is used to determine a target supercharging pressure, and FIG. 3(B) is a
view illustrating a map that is used to determine a target EGR rate.
FIG. 4 is a view illustrating a flowchart for correcting a target supercharging pressure and a target EGR rate according
to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 5 is a view illustrating an example of a flowchart for performing a prediction calculation continuation/end control
of a second embodiment.
FIG. 6 is a view illustrating an example of a flowchart for performing a prediction calculation continuation/end control
of a third embodiment.
FIG. 7 is a view illustrating an example of a flowchart for performing a prediction calculation continuation/end control
of a fourth embodiment.
FIG. 8 is a view illustrating an example of a flowchart for performing a prediction calculation continuation/end control
of a fifth embodiment.
FIG. 9 is a view illustrating an example of a flowchart for performing a prediction calculation continuation/end control
of a twelfth embodiment.
FIG. 10 is a view illustrating an example of a flowchart for performing a prediction calculation continuation/end control
of a thirteenth embodiment.
FIG. 11 is a view illustrating an example of a flowchart for performing a prediction calculation continuation/end control
of the thirteenth embodiment.
FIG. 12 is a view illustrating an example of a flowchart for performing a prediction calculation continuation/end control
of a fourteenth embodiment.
FIG. 13 is a view illustrating an example of a flowchart for performing a prediction calculation continuation/end control
of the fourteenth embodiment.
FIG. 14 is a view illustrating an example of a flowchart for performing a prediction calculation continuation/end control
of a fifteenth embodiment.
FIG. 15 is a view illustrating an example of a flowchart for performing a prediction calculation continuation/end control
of a sixteenth embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0089] Embodiments of a control device for an internal combustion engine of the present invention will be described
below with reference to the drawings. The embodiments to be described below are embodiments when a control device
of the present invention is applied to an internal combustion engine illustrated in FIG. 1.
[0090] An internal combustion engine 10 illustrated in FIG. 1 includes a body (hereinafter, referred to as an "engine
body") 20 of the internal combustion engine, fuel injection valves 21 that are disposed so as to correspond to four
combustion chambers of the engine body 20, respectively, and a fuel pump 22 that supplies fuel to the fuel injection
valves 21 through a fuel supply pipe 23. Further, the internal combustion engine 10 includes an intake system 30 that
supplies air to the combustion chambers from the outside, and an exhaust system 40 that discharges exhaust gas
discharged from the combustion chambers to the outside. Furthermore, the internal combustion engine 10 is a com-
pression self-ignition internal combustion engine (so-called diesel engine).
[0091] The intake system 30 includes an intake branch pipe 31 and an intake pipe 32. One end portion (that is, a
branch portion) of the intake branch pipe 31 is connected to intake ports (not illustrated) that are formed in the engine
body 10 so as to correspond to the respective combustion chambers. Meanwhile, the other end portion of the intake
branch pipe 31 is connected to the intake pipe 32. A throttle valve 33, which controls the amount of air flowing in the
intake pipe 32, is disposed in the intake pipe 32. An actuator (hereinafter, referred to as a "throttle valve actuator") 33a,
which controls the opening of the throttle valve 33, is mounted on the throttle valve 33. Moreover, an intercooler 34,
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which cools the air flowing in the intake pipe 32, is disposed on the intake pipe 32. In addition, an air cleaner 36 is
disposed at an end portion of the intake pipe 32 that faces the outside.
[0092] Meanwhile, the exhaust system 40 includes an exhaust branch pipe 41 and an exhaust pipe 42. One end
portion (that is, a branch portion) of the exhaust branch pipe 41 is connected to exhaust ports (not illustrated) that are
formed in the engine body 10 so as to correspond to the respective combustion chambers. Meanwhile, the other end
portion of the exhaust branch pipe 41 is connected to the exhaust pipe 42. A catalyst converter 43 in which an exhaust
gas purifying catalyst 43a purifying a specific ingredient of the exhaust gas is built is disposed on the exhaust pipe 42.
[0093]  Further, the internal combustion engine 10 includes a supercharger 35. The supercharger 35 includes a
compressor 35a that is disposed in the intake pipe 32 on the upstream of the intercooler 34 and an exhaust turbine 35b
that is disposed in the exhaust pipe 42 on the upstream of the catalyst converter 43. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the exhaust
turbine 35b includes an exhaust turbine body 35c and a plurality of wing-like vanes 35d.
[0094] The exhaust turbine body 35c is connected to the compressor 35a by a shaft (not illustrated). When the exhaust
turbine body 35c is rotated by exhaust gas, the rotation of the exhaust turbine body is transmitted to the compressor
35a by the shaft. Accordingly, the compressor 35a is rotated.
[0095] Meanwhile, the vanes 35d are radially disposed at the same angular interval around a rotation center axis R1
of the exhaust turbine body 35c so as to surround the exhaust turbine body 35c. Further, each of the vanes 35d is
disposed so as to be capable of rotating about an axis that corresponds to each of the vanes and is denoted in FIG. 2
by a reference numeral R2. Furthermore, when a direction where each of the vanes 35d extends, that is, a direction that
is denoted in FIG. 2 by a reference numeral E is referred to as an "extending direction" and a line that connects the
rotation center axis R1 of the exhaust turbine body 35c with the rotation axis R2 of the vane 35d, that is, a line that is
denoted in FIG. 2 by a reference numeral A is referred to as a "reference line," each vane 35d is rotated so that an angle
between the extending direction E of the vane and the reference line A corresponding to the vane is the same about all
the vanes 35d. Moreover, if each vane 35d is rotated so that the angle between the extending direction E of the vane
and the reference line A corresponding to the vane is reduced, that is, so that the flow passage area between the adjacent
vanes 35d is reduced, the flow rate of exhaust gas supplied to the exhaust turbine body 35c is increased. As a result,
the rotational speed of the exhaust turbine body 35c is increased, so that the rotational speed of the compressor 35a is
also increased. Accordingly, the air flowing in the intake pipe 32 is greatly compressed by the compressor 35a. For this
reason, as the angle between the extending direction E of each vane 35d and the reference line corresponding to the
vane 35d (hereinafter, this angle is referred to as a "vane opening") is reduced, the degree of the compression of the
air, which flows in the intake pipe 32 and is compressed by the compressor 35a, is increased.
[0096] Meanwhile, each vane 35d is rotated by an actuator (hereinafter, referred to as a "vane actuator") 35e.
[0097] Further, the internal combustion engine 10 includes an exhaust gas recirculation device (hereinafter, this is
referred to as an "EGR device") 50. The EGR device 50 includes an exhaust gas recirculation pipe (hereinafter, this is
referred to as an "EGR pipe") 51. One end of the EGR pipe 51 is connected to the exhaust branch pipe 41. Meanwhile,
the other end of the EGR pipe 51 is connected to the intake branch pipe 31. Furthermore, an exhaust gas recirculation
control valve (hereinafter, this exhaust gas recirculation control valve is referred to as an "EGR control valve") 52, which
controls the flow rate of exhaust gas flowing in the EGR pipe 51, is disposed on the EGR pipe 51. The EGR control
valve 52 is operated by an actuator (not illustrated) (hereinafter, this is referred to as an "EGR control valve actuator").
In the internal combustion engine 10, the flow rate of exhaust gas flowing in the EGR pipe 51 is increased as the opening
of the EGR control valve 52 (hereinafter, this opening is referred to as an "EGR control valve opening") is increased. In
addition, an exhaust gas recirculation cooler 53, which cools exhaust gas flowing in the EGR pipe 51, is disposed on
the EGR pipe 51.
[0098] Further, an air flow meter 71, which detects the flow rate of air flowing in the intake pipe 32, is mounted on the
intake pipe 32 on the downstream of the air cleaner 36 and on the upstream of the compressor 35a. Furthermore, a
pressure sensor (hereinafter, referred to as an "intake pressure sensor") 72, which detects pressure in the intake branch
pipe 31, is mounted on the intake branch pipe 31.
[0099] Moreover, the internal combustion engine 10 includes an electronic control device 60. The electronic control
device 60 includes a microprocessor (CPU) 61, a read-only memory (ROM) 62, a random access memory (RAM) 63, a
back-up RAM 64, and an interface 65. Since the fuel injection valves 21, the fuel pump 22, the throttle valve actuator
33a, the vane actuator 35e, and the EGR control valve actuator are connected to the interface 65, control signals for
controlling the operations of these are given from the electronic control device 60 through the interface 65. Further, the
air flow meter 71, the intake pressure sensor 72, and an accelerator opening sensor 75 detecting the stepping amount
of an accelerator pedal AP are also connected to the interface 65. Accordingly, a signal corresponding to the flow rate
that is detected by the air flow meter 71, a signal corresponding to the pressure that is detected by the intake pressure
sensor 72, and a signal corresponding to the stepping amount of the accelerator pedal AP that is detected by the
accelerator opening sensor 75 are input to the interface 65.
[0100] Meanwhile, air flowing in the intake pipe 32 is compressed by the compressor 35a of the supercharger 35 in
this embodiment as described above. Further, it is possible to control the pressure of air when air is compressed by the
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compressor 35a (hereinafter, this pressure is referred to as a "supercharging pressure") by controlling the rotational
positions of the vanes 35d (that is, vane opening) of the exhaust turbine 35b. Accordingly, if other conditions other than
the vane opening are the same, a supercharging pressure is increased as the vane opening is reduced. Furthermore,
as described above, in this embodiment, exhaust gas (hereinafter, this exhaust gas is referred to as "EGR gas") is
introduced into the air, which flows in the intake pipe 32, by the EGR device 50. Here, it is possible to control the amount
of the EGR gas (hereinafter, this amount is referred to as an "EGR gas amount") by controlling the opening of the EGR
control valve 52, that is, the EGR control valve opening. Accordingly, if other conditions other than the EGR control valve
opening are the same, the EGR gas amount is increased as the EGR control valve opening is increased.
[0101] Meanwhile, a target value of a supercharging pressure (hereinafter, this target value is referred to as a "target
supercharging pressure") is set in the control device of this embodiment, and the vane opening is controlled so that an
actual supercharging pressure becomes the target supercharging pressure. Moreover, in the control device of this
embodiment, a ratio of the EGR gas amount to the total amount of gas sucked into the combustion chambers (hereinafter,
this ratio is referred to as an "EGR rate") is employed as a parameter that represents the EGR gas amount, a target
value of this EGR rate (hereinafter, this target value is referred to as a "target EGR rate") is set, and the EGR control
valve opening is controlled so that an actual EGR rate becomes the target EGR rate. Next, the control of the supercharging
pressure and the EGR rate will be described.
[0102] When the target supercharging pressure is set, a deviation of an actual supercharging pressure from the target
supercharging pressure (hereinafter, this deviation is referred to as a "supercharging pressure deviation") is calculated
in the electronic control device 60. Here, since the pressure detected by the intake pressure sensor 72 corresponds to
a supercharging pressure, the pressure detected by the intake pressure sensor 72 is used as an actual supercharging
pressure in this embodiment. Further, the setting of the target supercharging pressure will be described in detail below.
[0103] When the supercharging pressure deviation is calculated, this supercharging pressure deviation is converted
according to a predetermined conversion rule (in other words, a predetermined control rule) in the electronic control
device 60. Accordingly, a control signal is generated. The control signal, which is generated here, is a control signal that
is given to the vane actuator 35e from the electronic control device 60 to allow the vane actuator 35e to operate the
vanes 35d. Further, the predetermined conversion rule (hereinafter, this conversion rule is referred to as a "supercharging
pressure deviation conversion rule") is to convert the supercharging pressure deviation into a control signal that allows
the vane actuator 35e to operate the vanes 35d so that the supercharging pressure deviation is reduced.
[0104] When the control signal (hereinafter, this control signal is referred to as a "vane control signal") generated
through the conversion of the supercharging pressure deviation is given to the vane actuator 35e from the electronic
control device 60, the vane actuator 35e operates the vanes 35e according to the vane control signal. That is, the vane
actuator 35e inputs an operation amount (hereinafter, this operation amount is referred to as a "vane operation amount"),
which corresponds to the vane control signal, to the vanes 35e.
[0105] Here, when the supercharging pressure deviation has a positive value, that is, when an actual supercharging
pressure is lower than a target supercharging pressure, the vane actuator 35e operates the vanes 35d so that the vane
opening is reduced. Accordingly, an actual supercharging pressure is increased. Meanwhile, when the supercharging
pressure deviation has a negative value, that is, when an actual supercharging pressure is higher than a target super-
charging pressure, the vane actuator 35e operates the vanes 35d so that the vane opening is increased. Accordingly,
an actual supercharging pressure is reduced.
[0106] Meanwhile, when a target EGR rate is set, a deviation of an actual EGR rate from the target EGR rate (hereinafter,
this deviation is referred to as an "EGR rate deviation") is calculated in the electronic control device 60.
[0107] When the EGR rate deviation is calculated, this EGR rate deviation is converted according to a predetermined
conversion rule (in other words, a predetermined control rule) in the electronic control device 60. Accordingly, a control
signal is generated. The control signal, which is generated here, is a control signal that is given to the EGR control valve
actuator to allow the EGR control valve actuator to operate the EGR control valve 52. Further, the predetermined
conversion rule (hereinafter, this conversion rule is referred to as an "EGR rate deviation conversion rule") is to convert
the EGR rate deviation into a control signal that allows the EGR control valve actuator to operate the EGR control valve
52 so that the EGR rate deviation is reduced.
[0108] When the control signal (hereinafter, this control signal is referred to as an "EGR control valve control signal")
generated through the conversion of the EGR rate deviation is given to the EGR control valve actuator from the electronic
control device 60, the EGR control valve actuator operates the EGR control valve 52 according to the EGR control valve
control signal. That is, the EGR control valve actuator inputs an operation amount (hereinafter, this operation amount
is referred to as an "EGR control valve-operation amount"), which corresponds to the EGR control valve control signal,
to the EGR control valve 52.
[0109] Here, when the EGR rate deviation has a positive value, that is, when an actual EGR rate is lower than a target
EGR rate, the EGR control valve actuator operates the EGR control valve 52 so that the EGR control valve opening is
increased. Accordingly, an actual EGR rate is increased. Meanwhile, when the EGR rate deviation has a negative value,
that is, when an actual EGO rate is higher than a target EGR rate, the EGR control valve actuator operates the EGR
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control valve 52 so that the EGR control valve opening is reduced. Accordingly, an actual EGR rate is reduced.
[0110] Next, the setting of the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate will be described.
[0111] As a supercharging pressure, there is an optimal supercharging pressure corresponding to the operating states
of the internal combustion engine 10 (hereinafter, this is referred to as "engine operating states"). Further, in this em-
bodiment, engine speed and an engine load are employed as the engine operating states, optimal supercharging pres-
sures are obtained in advance by experiments or the like according to the engine speed and the engine load, and these
obtained supercharging pressures are stored in the electronic control device 60 as a target supercharging pressure
TPcom in the form of a map of a function of engine speed N and an engine load L as illustrated in FIG. 3(A). Furthermore,
the target supercharging pressure TPcom is determined from the map of FIG. 3(A) based on engine speed N and an
engine load L.
[0112] Moreover, as an EGR rate, there is also an optimal EGR rate according to the engine operating states. Further,
in this embodiment, engine speed and an engine load are employed as the engine operating states, optimal EGR rates
are obtained in advance by experiments or the like according to the engine and the engine load, and these obtained
EGR rates are stored in the electronic control device 60 as a target EGR rate TRegr in the form of a map of a function
of engine speed N and an engine load L as illustrated in FIG. 3(B). Furthermore, a target supercharging pressure TRegr
is determined from the map of FIG. 3(B) based on engine speed N and an engine load L.
[0113] Meanwhile, when a deviation TPcom-Pcom of an actual intake pressure Pcom from the target supercharging
pressure TPcom, which is determined in this way, (that is, a supercharging pressure deviation) is converted into a vane
control signal according to the supercharging pressure deviation conversion rule as described above and the operating
state of the vanes 35d is controlled according to the vane control signal by the vane actuator 35e, a supercharging
pressure is finally controlled to the target supercharging pressure. However, if the target supercharging pressure TPcom
determined from the map of FIG. 3(A) is used in the control of a supercharging pressure as it is, some inconveniences
are caused.
[0114] That is, for example, when an actual supercharging pressure is lower than the target supercharging pressure,
a control signal (that is, a vane control signal), which allows the vane actuator 35e to operate (that is, rotate) the vanes
35d so that the vane opening is reduced according to the deviation of the actual supercharging pressure from the target
supercharging pressure (that is, the supercharging pressure deviation) as described above, is generated by the electronic
control device 60. Further, the generated vane control signal is given to the vane actuator 35e from the electronic control
device 60, and the vane actuator 35e operates the vanes 35d according to the given vane control signal.
[0115] Meanwhile, at this time, in a certain engine operating state including an EGR rate and the like, a supercharging
pressure may significantly exceed the target supercharging pressure while a supercharging pressure is controlled to the
target supercharging pressure. In particular, when an actual supercharging pressure is significantly lower than the target
supercharging pressure, the vane actuator 35e operates the vanes 35d to a large extent. For this reason, a possibility
that a supercharging pressure may significantly exceed the target supercharging pressure is further increased. However,
it is necessary to prevent the supercharging pressure from significantly exceeding the target supercharging pressure as
described above. In short, when a supercharging pressure is controlled to a target supercharging pressure, the super-
charging pressure should be in an allowable range even though the supercharging pressure exceeds the target super-
charging pressure.
[0116] Further, for example, the oxygen concentration in the gas sucked into the combustion chambers should be
maintained at a certain predetermined concentration or more in order to avoid the occurrence of an accidental fire in the
combustion chambers. Furthermore, the oxygen concentration in the gas sucked into the combustion chambers is
changed depending on an EGR rate, and this EGR rate is changed depending on a supercharging pressure. Accordingly,
when a supercharging pressure is controlled to a target supercharging pressure, the supercharging pressure should be
controlled so that the concentration in the gas sucked into the combustion chambers is maintained at a predetermined
concentration or more.
[0117] As described above, the control of a supercharging pressure has a constraint on the supercharging pressure
itself that is a parameter to be controlled.
[0118] Moreover, an operable range of the vanes 35d (that is, the rotatable range of the vanes 35d) has a limit due
to the structure thereof. For this reason, if the operating state of the vanes 35d reaches the limit of the operable range
of the vanes even though the vane actuator 35e operates the vanes 35d to reduce the vane opening, the vane actuator
35e cannot operate the vanes 35d over the limit of the operable range. If the vane actuator 35e nevertheless operates
the vanes 35d, the failure of the vanes 35 is apt to be caused. Further, the operation of the vanes 35d should be limited
to a range, which is narrower than the operable range of the vanes, in order to more reliably avoid the failure of the
vanes 35d. In short, when a supercharging pressure is controlled to a target supercharging pressure, the operation of
the vanes 35d should be limited to an allowable range that is determined from various viewpoints. As described above,
the control of a supercharging pressure also has a constraint on the operating state of the vanes 35d that is an object
to be controlled.
[0119] In addition, an operable range of the vane actuator 35e also has a limit due to the structure thereof. For this
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reason, if the vane actuator 35e reaches the limit of the operable range of the vane actuator even though the vane
actuator 35e operates the vanes 35d to reduce the vane opening, the vane actuator 35e cannot operate the vanes 35d
over the limit of the operable range. If the vane actuator 35e nevertheless operates the vanes 35d, the failure of the
vane actuator 35e is apt to be caused. Further, the operation of the vane actuator 35e should be limited to a range,
which is narrower than the operable range of the vane actuator 35e, in order to more reliably avoid the failure of the
vane actuator 35e. In short, when a supercharging pressure is controlled to a target supercharging pressure, the operation
of the vane actuator 35e should also be limited to an allowable range that is determined from various viewpoints. As
described above, the control of a supercharging pressure also has a constraint on the operating state of the vane actuator
35e that is a means for controlling the operation of the vanes 35d.
[0120] In addition, as the vane operation amount (that is, an operation amount to be input to the vanes 35d from the
vane actuator 35e), there is an appropriate operation amount when the performance of the vane actuator 35e and the
performance of the vanes 35d are considered. In short, when a supercharging pressure is controlled to a target super-
charging pressure, the vane operation amount should also be limited to an allowable range that is determined from
various viewpoints. As described above, the control of a supercharging pressure also has a constraint on a vane operation
amount.
[0121] Of course, the above-mentioned description is also applied equally to a case where the vane actuator 35e
operates the vanes 35d to control a supercharging pressure to the target supercharging pressure when an actual
supercharging pressure is higher than the target supercharging pressure.
[0122] As described above, the control of a supercharging pressure has a constraint on a supercharging pressure
itself that makes the supercharging pressure be in an allowable range, a constraint on the operating state of the vanes
35d that limits the operation of the vanes 35d to an allowable range, a constraint on the operating state of the vane
actuator 35e that limits the operation of the vane actuator 35e to an allowable range, and a constraint on an vane
operation amount that limits the vane operation amount to an allowable range. Accordingly, when it is expected that
these constraints are not satisfied in a case where the target supercharging pressure TPcom determined from the map
of FIG. 3(A) is used in the control of a supercharging pressure as it is, the target supercharging pressure TPcom
determined from the map of FIG. 3(A) is corrected so that these constraints are satisfied and the corrected target
supercharging pressure should be used in the control of a supercharging pressure.
[0123] Further, this is also applied equally to the control of an EGR rate. That is, if a deviation TRegr-Regr of actual
EGR rate Regr from a target EGR rate TRegr determined from the map of FIG. 3(B) (that is, an EGR rate deviation) is
converted into an EGR control valve control signal according to the EGR rate deviation conversion rule as described
above and the operating state of the EGR control valve 52 is controlled according to this EGR control valve control signal
by the EGR control valve actuator, an EGR rate is finally controlled to the target EGR rate. However, if the target EGR
rate TRegr determined from the map of FIG. 3(B) as described above is used in the control of an EGR rate as it is, some
inconveniences are caused.
[0124] That is, for example, when an actual EGR rate is smaller than the target EGR rate, a signal (that is, an EGR
control valve control signal), which allows the EGR control valve actuator to operate the EGR control valve 52 so that
the EGR control valve opening is increased according to a deviation of an actual EGR rate from the target EGR rate
(that is, an EGR rate deviation) as described above, is generated by the electronic control device 60. Further, this
generated EGR control valve control signal is given to the EGR control valve actuator from the electronic control device
60, and the EGR control valve actuator operates the EGR control valve 52 according to the given EGR control valve
control signal.
[0125] Meanwhile, at this time, in a certain engine operating state including a supercharging pressure and the like, an
EGR rate may significantly exceed the target EGR rate while an EGR rate is controlled to the target EGR rate. In particular,
when an actual EGR rate is significantly smaller than the target EGR rate, the EGR control valve actuator operates the
EGR control valve 52 to a large extent. For this reason, a possibility that an EGR rate may significantly exceed the target
EGR rate is further increased. However, it is necessary to prevent the EGR rate from significantly exceeding the target
EGR rate as described above. In short, when an EGR rate is controlled to the target supercharging pressure, the EGR
rate should be in an allowable range even though the EGR rate exceeds the target EGR rate.
[0126] Further, for example, the oxygen concentration in the gas sucked into the combustion chambers should be
maintained at a certain predetermined concentration or more in order to avoid the occurrence of an accidental fire in the
combustion chambers. Furthermore, the oxygen concentration in the gas sucked into the combustion chambers is
changed depending on an EGR rate. Accordingly, when an EGR rate is controlled to a target EGR rate, the EGR rate
should be controlled so that the concentration in the gas sucked into the combustion chambers is maintained at a
predetermined concentration or more.
[0127] As described above, the control of an EGR rate has a constraint on the EGR rate itself that is a parameter to
be controlled.
[0128] Moreover, an operable range of the EGR control valve 52 has a limit due to the structure thereof. For this
reason, if the operating state of the EGR control valve 52 reaches the limit of the operable range of the EGR control
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valve even though the EGR control valve actuator operates the EGR control valve 52 to increase the EGR control valve
opening, the EGR control valve actuator cannot operate the EGR control valve 52 over the limit of the operable range.
If the EGR control valve actuator nevertheless operates the GR control valve 52, the failure of the EGR control valve
52 is apt to be caused. Further, the operation of the EGR control valve 52 should be limited to a range, which is narrower
than the operable range of the EGR control valve, in order to more reliably avoid the failure of the EGR control valve
52. In short, when an EGR rate is controlled to a target EGR rate, the operation of the EGR control valve 52 should be
limited to an allowable range that is determined from various viewpoints. As described above, the control of an EGR
rate also has a constraint on the operating state of the EGR control valve 52 that is an object to be controlled.
[0129] In addition, an operable range of the EGR control valve actuator also has a limit due to the structure thereof.
For this reason, if the EGR control valve actuator reaches the limit of the operable range of the EGR control valve actuator
even though the EGR control valve actuator operates the EGR control valve 52 to increase the EGR control valve
opening, the EGR control valve actuator cannot operate the EGR control valve 52 over the limit of the operable range.
If the EGR control valve actuator nevertheless operates the EGR control valve 52, the failure of the EGR control valve
actuator is apt to be caused. Further, the operation of the EGR control valve actuator should be limited to a range, which
is narrower than the operable range of the EGR control valve actuator, in order to more reliably avoid the failure of the
EGR control valve actuator. In short, when an EGR rate is controlled to a target EGR rate, the operation of the EGR
control valve actuator should also be limited to an allowable range that is determined from various viewpoints. As
described above, the control of an EGR rate also has a constraint on the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator
that is a means for controlling the operation of the EGR control valve 52.
[0130] In addition, as the EGR control valve-operation amount (that is, an operation amount to be input to the EGR
control valve 52 from the EGR control valve actuator), there is an appropriate operation amount when the performance
of the EGR control valve actuator and the performance of the EGR control valve 52 are considered. In short, when an
EGR rate is controlled to a target EGR rate, the EGR control valve-operation amount should also be limited to an allowable
range that is determined from various viewpoints. As described above, the control of an EGR rate also has a constraint
on an EGR control valve-operation amount.
[0131] Of course, the above-mentioned description is also applied equally to a case where the EGR control valve
actuator operates the EGR control valve 52 to control an EGR rate to the target EGR rate when an actual EGR rate is
higher than the target EGR rate.
[0132] As described above, the control of an EGR rate has a constraint on the EGR rate itself that makes the EGR
rate be in an allowable range, a constraint on the operating state of the EGR control valve 52 that limits the operation
of the EGR control valve 52 to an allowable range, a constraint on the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator
that limits the operation of the EGR control valve actuator to an allowable range, and a constraint on an EGR control
valve-operation amount that limits the EGR control valve-operation amount to an allowable range. Accordingly, when it
is expected that these constraints are not satisfied in a case where the target EGR rate TRegr determined from the map
of FIG. 3(B) is used in the control of an EGR rate as it is, the target EGR rate TRegr determined from the map of FIG.
3(B) is corrected so that these constraints are satisfied and the corrected target EGR rate should be used in the control
of an EGR rate.
[0133] In addition, if a vane opening is changed even though an EGR control valve opening is constant, a supercharging
pressure is changed. Accordingly, not a little EGR gas amount is changed in this case, so that an EGR rate is changed.
That is, the control of a supercharging pressure affects an EGR rate. Meanwhile, if an EGR control valve opening is
changed even though a vane opening amount is constant, an EGR gas amount is also changed. Accordingly, a pressure
in the intake branch pipe 31 is changed in this case, so that a supercharging pressure is changed. That is, the control
of an EGR rate affects a supercharging pressure.
[0134]  As described above, the control of a supercharging pressure and the control of an EGR rate interfere with
each other. Accordingly, when a supercharging pressure is controlled to a target supercharging pressure, a supercharging
pressure should be controlled while the constraint on an EGR rate, the constraint on the operating state of the EGR
control valve 52, the constraint on the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator, and the constraint condition
related with the EGR control valve-operation amount, which have been described above, are satisfied. Meanwhile, when
an EGR rate is controlled to a target EGR rate, an EGR rate should be controlled while the constraint on a supercharging
pressure, the constraint on the operating state of the vanes 35d, the constraint on the operating state of the vane actuator
35e, and the constraint condition on the vane operation amount, which have been described above, are satisfied. That
is, when the control of a supercharging pressure and the control of an EGR rate are performed, a supercharging pressure
and an EGR rate should be controlled while the all constraints having been described above are satisfied at the same time.
[0135] Meanwhile, in the control device of this embodiment, the target supercharging pressure determined from the
map of FIG. 3(A) is corrected and the target EGR rate determined from the map of FIG. 3(B) is corrected so that all of
the constraint on a supercharging pressure, the constraint on the operating state of the vanes 35d, the constraint on the
operating state of the vane actuator 35e, the constraint on a vane operation amount, the constraint on an EGR rate, the
constraint on the operating state of the EGR control valve 52, the constraint on the operating state of the EGR control
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valve actuator, and the constraint on an EGR control valve-operation amount are satisfied. Then, the corrected target
supercharging pressure is used in the control of a supercharging pressure, and the corrected target EGR rate is used
in the control of an EGR rate.
[0136]  More specifically, in the control device of this embodiment, the target supercharging pressure TPcom is de-
termined from the map of FIG. 3(A) based on engine speed N and an engine load L and the target EGR rate TRegr is
determined from the map of FIG. 3(B) based on engine speed N and an engine load L. Further, an actual supercharging
pressure, the operating state of the vanes 35d, the operating state of the vane actuator 35e, a vane operation amount,
an actual EGR rate, the operating state of the EGR control valve 52, the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator,
and an EGR control valve-operation amount when the vanes 35d and the EGR control valve 52 will be operated as
described above are predicted based on the target supercharging pressure TPcom and the target EGR rate TRegr
before the vanes 35d and the EGR control valve 52 are actually operated as described above based on the target
supercharging pressure TPcom and the target EGR rate TRegr (hereinafter, this prediction is referred to as "prediction
calculation").
[0137] Further, it is determined whether or not the predicted supercharging pressure, the predicted operating state of
the vanes 35d, the predicted operating state of the vane actuator 35e, the predicted vane operation amount, the predicted
actual EGR rate, the predicted operating state of the EGR control valve 52, the predicted operating state of the EGR
control valve actuator, and the predicted EGR control valve-operation amount satisfy the constraint on a supercharging
pressure, the constraint on the operating state of the vanes 35d, the constraint on the operating state of the vane actuator
35e, the constraint on the vane operation amount, the constraint on an EGR rate, the constraint on the operating state
of the EGR control valve 52, the constraint on the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator, and the constraint
on an EGR control valve-operation amount.
[0138] That is, it is determined whether or not a constraint condition that the predicted supercharging pressure is in
an allowable range is satisfied, it is determined whether or not a constraint condition that the predicted operating state
of the vanes 35d is in an allowable range is satisfied, it is determined whether or not a constraint condition that the
predicted operating state of the vane actuator 35e is in an allowable range is satisfied, it is determined whether or not
a constraint condition that the predicted vane operation amount is in an allowable range is satisfied, it is determined
whether or not a constraint condition that the predicted EGR rate is in an allowable range is satisfied, it is determined
whether or not a constraint condition that the predicted operating state of the EGR control valve 52 is in an allowable
range is satisfied, it is determined whether or not a constraint condition that the predicted operating state of the EGR
control valve actuator is in an allowable range is satisfied, and it is determined whether or not a constraint condition that
the predicted EGR control valve-operation amount is in an allowable range is satisfied.
[0139] Further, if the constraint conditions are satisfied, the target supercharging pressure TPcom determined from
the map of FIG. 3(A) is set as the target supercharging pressure for the control of a supercharging pressure as it is and
the target EGR rate TRegr determined from the map of FIG. 3(B) is set as the target EGR rate for the control of an EGR
rate as it is.
[0140] Furthermore, the vane actuator 35e operates the vanes 35d according to the vane control signal that is calculated
as described above based on the target supercharging pressure set in this way, and the EGR control valve actuator
operates the EGR control valve 52 according to the EGR control valve control signal that is calculated as described
above based on the target EGR rate set in this way.
[0141] Meanwhile, if the constraint conditions are not satisfied, the target supercharging pressure TPcom determined
from the map of FIG. 3(A) and the target EGR rate TRegr determined from the map of FIG. 3(B) are corrected according
to predetermined rules.
[0142] Further, an actual supercharging pressure, the operating state of the vanes 35d, the operating state of the vane
actuator 35e, a vane operation amount, an actual EGR rate, the operating state of the EGR control valve 52, the operating
state of the EGR control valve actuator, and an EGR control valve-operation amount when the vanes 35d and the EGR
control valve 52 will be actually operated are predicted again based on the corrected target supercharging pressure
TPcom and the corrected target EGR rate TRegr. Furthermore, it is determined whether or not the supercharging
pressure, the operating state of the vanes 35d, the operating state of the vane actuator 35e, the vane operation amount,
the actual EGR rate, the operating state of the EGR control valve 52, the operating state of the EGR control valve
actuator, and the EGR control valve-operation amount, which have been predicted, satisfy the constraint conditions.
[0143] Here, if the constraint conditions are satisfied, the corrected target supercharging pressure is set as the target
supercharging pressure for the control of a supercharging pressure, the vane actuator 35e operates the vanes 35d
according to the vane control signal calculated as described above based on this set target supercharging pressure, the
corrected target EGR rate is set as the target EGR rate for the control of an EGR rate, and the EGR control valve actuator
operates the EGR control valve 52 according to the EGR control valve control signal calculated as described above
based on this set target EGR rate.
[0144] Meanwhile, if the constraint conditions are not satisfied even here, the corrected target supercharging pressure
is further corrected according to the predetermined rule and the corrected target EGR rate is further corrected according
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to the predetermined rule. Further, an actual supercharging pressure, the operating state of the vanes 35d, the operating
state of the vane actuator 35e, a vane operation amount, an actual EGR rate, the operating state of the EGR control
valve 52, the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator, and an EGR control valve-operation amount when the
vanes 35d and the EGR control valve 52 will be actually operated are predicted again based on the further corrected
target supercharging pressure and the further corrected target EGR rate. Furthermore, it is determined whether or not
the supercharging pressure, the operating state of the vanes 35d, the operating state of the vane actuator 35e, the vane
operation amount, the actual EGR rate, the operating state of the EGR control valve 52, the operating state of the EGR
control valve actuator, and the EGR control valve-operation amount, which have been predicted, satisfy the constraint
conditions.
[0145] In the control device of this embodiment, the correction of a target supercharging pressure and an target EGR
rate; the prediction of an actual supercharging pressure, the operating state of the vanes 35d, the operating state of the
vane actuator 35e, a vane operation amount, an actual EGR rate, the operating state of the EGR control valve 52, the
operating state of the EGR control valve actuator, and an EGR control valve-operation amount when the vanes 35d and
the EGR control valve 52 will be operated, which is performed based on the corrected target supercharging pressure
and the corrected target EGR rate; and the determination of whether or not the supercharging pressure, the operating
state of the vanes 35d, the operating state of the vane actuator 35e, the vane operation amount, the actual EGR rate,
the operating state of the EGR control valve 52, the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator, and the EGR
control valve-operation amount, which have been predicted, satisfy the constraint conditions are repeated until it is
determined that the constraint conditions are satisfied.
[0146] As described above, according to the control device of this embodiment, a supercharging pressure and an
EGR rate are it a state where a constraint condition related with a supercharging pressure, a constraint condition related
with an EGR rate, a constraint condition related with the operating state of the vanes, a constraint condition related with
the operating state of the EGR control valve, a constraint condition related with a vane operation amount, a constraint
condition related with an EGR control valve-operation amount, a constraint condition related with the operating state of
the vane actuator, and a constraint condition related with the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator are
satisfied. For this reason, a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate are controlled in a state that is suitable for the
control of a supercharging pressure, the control of an EGR rate, the control of the operation of the vanes, the control of
the operation of the EGR control valve, the determination of a vane operation amount, the determination of an EGR
control valve-operation amount, the control of the operation of the vane actuator, and the control of the operation of the
EGR control valve actuator.
[0147] Further, according to the control device of this embodiment, since a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate
are controlled so that the constraint conditions for a vane operation amount and an EGR control valve-operation amount
are satisfied, an anti-windup effect is obtained. For this reason, it may be said that the control responsiveness of a
supercharging pressure and an EGR rate is better while a supercharging pressure and an EGR are controlled to a target
supercharging pressure and a target EGR rate, respectively (that is, a transient state).
[0148]  Furthermore, according to the control device of this embodiment, a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate
are controlled in a state where the constraint conditions for the vanes and the EGR control valve and the constraint
conditions for the vane actuator and the EGR control valve actuator are satisfied. For this reason, it may be said that
the stability and robustness of the control of a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate are high.
[0149] Moreover, according to the control device of this embodiment, a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate are
controlled while all the above-mentioned constraint conditions are satisfied. Accordingly, while a supercharging pressure
and an EGR rate are controlled to a target supercharging pressure and a target EGR rate, respectively, a case where
a supercharging pressure exceeds or is lower than a target supercharging pressure to an unallowable extent is prevented,
the failure of the vanes 35d is prevented, the failure of the vane actuator 35e is prevented, a case where an EGR rate
exceeds or is lower than a target EGR rate to an unallowable extent is prevented, the failure of the EGR control valve
52 is prevented, and the failure of the EGR control valve actuator is prevented. That is, a supercharging pressure and
an EGR rate are controlled in a suitable state.
[0150] Meanwhile, the above-mentioned idea related with the control of a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate
may be applied to not only a case where the control of a supercharging pressure and the control of an EGR rate are
performed at the same time but also a case where the control of a plurality of parameters to be controlled in the internal
combustion engine 10 is performed at the same time. That is, for example, the amount of air sucked into the combustion
chambers (hereinafter, the amount of this air is referred to as "intake air volume") may be controlled by the throttle valve
33 in the internal combustion engine 10, but the above-mentioned idea can also be applied to a case where the control
of the intake air volume, the control of a supercharging pressure, and the control of an EGR rate are performed at the
same time. Further, for example, if the internal combustion engine 10 includes another EGR device, which introduces
exhaust gas to the intake pipe 32 on the upstream of the compressor 35a of the supercharger 35 from the exhaust pipe
42 on the downstream of the exhaust turbine 35b of the supercharger 35, in addition to the EGR device 50 of the above-
mentioned embodiment, the above-mentioned idea can also be applied to a case where the control of the amount of
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the exhaust gas introduced into the intake pipe 32 by this another EGR device and the control of the amount of the
exhaust gas introduced into the intake branch pipe 31 by the EGR device 50 of the above-mentioned embodiment are
performed at the same time.
[0151] Meanwhile, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the vanes and the EGR control valve are objects to be
controlled in the internal combustion engine. Furthermore, the idea of the above-mentioned embodiment can also be
applied to a case where other objects to be controlled other than the vanes and the EGR control valve (that is, components
of the internal combustion engine) are controlled. Accordingly, broadly, it may be said that the above-mentioned em-
bodiment is to control the objects to be controlled, such as the vane and the EGR control valve.
[0152] Moreover, in the above-mentioned embodiment, a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate are control amounts
to be controlled in the internal combustion engine. Further, the idea of the above-mentioned embodiment can also be
applied to a case where other control amounts other than a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate are controlled.
Accordingly, broadly, it may be said that the above-mentioned embodiment is to control the control amounts, such as a
supercharging pressure and an EGR rate.
[0153] Furthermore, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the electronic control device determines a target super-
charging pressure and a target EGR rate as an initial target value of a supercharging pressure and an initial target value
of an EGR rate from the maps of FIGS. 3(A) and 3(B). Accordingly, it may be said that the electronic control device
functions as an initial-target-value determining means.
[0154] Moreover, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the electronic control device corrects the target supercharging
pressure and the target EGR rate determined from the maps of FIGS. 3(A) and 3(B) and outputs the corrected target
supercharging pressure and the corrected target EGR rate as the corrected-target-values of a supercharging pressure
and an EGR rate. Accordingly, it may be said that the electronic control device functions as a corrected-target-value
outputting means.
[0155] Further, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the electronic control device generates the vane control signal
that allows the vane actuator to operate the vanes according to the deviation of an actual supercharging pressure from
the target supercharging pressure (that is, the supercharging pressure deviation) and generates the EGR control valve
control signal that allows the EGR control valve actuator to operate the EGR control valve according to the deviation of
an actual EGR rate from the target EGR rate (that is, the EGR rate deviation). Furthermore, the vane actuator and the
EGR control valve actuator control the operations of the vanes and the EGR control valve according to the vane control
signal and the EGR control valve control signal. That is, the vane actuator and the EGR control valve actuator give
operation amounts to the vanes and the EGR control valve according to the vane control signal and the EGR control
valve control signal. Accordingly, it may be said that the electronic control device functions as an operation amount
determining means that determines operation amounts to be input to the vanes and the EGR control valve according to
the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate.
[0156] Of course, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the electronic control device generates the vane control signal
that allows the vane actuator to operate the vanes according to the deviation of an actual supercharging pressure from
the target supercharging pressure (that is, the supercharging pressure deviation) and generates the EGR control valve
control signal that allows the EGR control valve actuator to operate the EGR control valve according to the deviation of
an actual EGR rate from the target EGR rate (that is, the EGR rate deviation). Accordingly, it may be said that the
electronic control device functions as a control signal generating means.
[0157] Moreover, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the electronic control device performs a control process where
a target supercharging pressure is input as a control-target-value for the control of a supercharging pressure, a vane
operation amount to be input to the vanes is determined according to the input target supercharging pressure, an target
EGR rate is input as a control-target-value for the control of an EGR rate, and an EGR control valve-operation amount
to be input to the EGR control valve is determined according to the input target EGR rate. Accordingly, it may be said
that the electronic control device functions as a control process performing means for performing the control process.
[0158] Further, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the electronic control device determines whether or not the
constraint conditions are satisfied when the vane operation amount, which is determined while the target supercharging
pressure determined from the map of FIG. 3(A) is used as the target supercharging pressure in the control of an actual
supercharging pressure, is input to the vanes and the EGR control valve-operation amount, which is determined while
the target EGR rate determined from the map of FIG. 3(B) is used as the target EGR rate in the control of an actual EGR
rate, is input to the EGR control valve. Furthermore, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the electronic control device
determines whether or not the constraint conditions are satisfied when the vane operation amount, which is determined
while the corrected target supercharging pressure is used as the target supercharging pressure in the control of an
actual supercharging pressure, is input to the vanes and the EGR control valve-operation amount, which is determined
while the corrected target EGR rate is used as the target EGR rate in the control of an actual EGR rate, is input to the
EGR control valve. Accordingly, it may be said that the electronic control device functions as a determining means for
determining whether or not the constraint conditions are satisfied.
[0159] Moreover, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the electronic control device inputs the target supercharging
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pressure and the target EGR rate to the control process as a target value in the control of an actual supercharging
pressure and a target value in the control of an actual EGR rate if it is determined that the constraint conditions are
satisfied when a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate are controlled according to the vane operation amount (or
the vane control signal) and the EGR control valve-operation amount (or the EGR control valve control signal) determined
based on the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate determined as initial target values from the maps
of FIGS. 3(A) and 3(B). Accordingly, it may be said that the electronic control device functions as an initial target value
input means.
[0160] Further, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the electronic control device inputs the corrected target super-
charging pressure and the corrected target EGR rate to the control process as a target value in the control of an actual
supercharging pressure and a target value in the control of an actual EGR rate if it is determined that the constraint
conditions are satisfied based on the corrected target supercharging pressure and the corrected target EGR rate. Ac-
cordingly, it may be said that the electronic control device functions as a corrected-target-value input means.
[0161] Furthermore, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the vane actuator and the EGR control valve actuator
control the operations of the vanes and the EGR control valve, respectively. Accordingly, the vane actuator and the EGR
control valve are an operation-controlling means for controlling the operations of the vanes and the EGR control valve,
respectively. Moreover, the idea of the above-mentioned embodiment can also be applied to a case where the operations
of objects to be controlled are controlled by other actuators other than the vane actuator and the EGR control valve.
Accordingly, broadly, it may be said that the above-mentioned embodiment is to control the operations of the objects to
be controlled by the operation-controlling means, such as the vane actuator and the EGR control valve actuator.
[0162] Further, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate are
corrected so that all of a constraint condition related with a supercharging pressure, a constraint condition related with
an EGR rate, a constraint condition related with the operating state of the vanes, a constraint condition related with the
operating state of the EGR control valve, a constraint condition related with a vane operation amount, the constraint
condition related with an EGR control valve-operation amount, a constraint condition related with the operating state of
the vane actuator, and a constraint condition related with the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator are
satisfied. Furthermore, the idea of the above-mentioned embodiment can also be applied to a case where components
of the internal combustion engine other than the vanes and the EGR control valve are used as objects to be controlled,
parameters other than a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate are used as control amounts of the objects to be
controlled, and actuators other than the vane actuator and the EGR control valve actuator are used as an operation-
controlling means. Accordingly, broadly, it may be said that the above-mentioned embodiment is to correct the target
values of control amounts so that all of constraint conditions for control amounts, constraint conditions for the operating
states of objects to be controlled, constraint conditions for operation amounts to be input to the objects to be controlled,
and constraint conditions for the operating states of the operation-controlling means are satisfied.
[0163] Moreover, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate
are corrected so that all the control conditions are satisfied. However, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the target
supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate may be corrected so that at least one of the constraint condition related
with a supercharging pressure, the constraint condition related with the operating state of the vanes, the constraint
condition related with a vane operation amount, and the constraint condition related with the operating state of the vane
actuator and at least one of the constraint condition related with an EGR rate, the constraint condition related with the
operating state of the EGR control valve, the constraint condition rotated with an EGR control valve-operation amount,
and the constraint condition related with the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator are satisfied. Further, the
idea of the above-mentioned embodiment can also be applied to a case where components of the internal combustion
engine other than the vanes and the EGR control valve are used as objects to be controlled, parameters other than a
supercharging pressure and an EGR rate are used as control amounts of the objects to be controlled, and actuators
other than the vane actuator and the EGR control valve actuator are used as an operation-controlling means. Accordingly,
broadly, it may be said that the above-mentioned embodiment is to correct a target value of a first control amount and
a target value of a second control amount so that at least one of a constraint condition related with a control amount of
a first object to be controlled of the internal combustion engine, a constraint condition related with the operating state of
the first object to be controlled, a constraint condition related with an operation amount to be input to the first object to
be controlled, and a constraint condition related with the operating state of a first operation-controlling means for controlling
the operation of the first object to be controlled and at least one of a constraint condition related with a control amount
of a second object to be controlled of the internal combustion engine, a constraint condition related with the operating
state of the second object to be controlled, a constraint condition related with an operation amount to be input to the
second object to be controlled, and a constraint condition related with the operating state of a second operation-controlling
means for controlling the operation of the second object to be controlled are satisfied.
[0164] Meanwhile, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the constraint condition related with a supercharging pressure
is that a supercharging pressure is in an allowable range. However, if there is a constraint condition to be applied to a
supercharging pressure other than the constraint condition that a supercharging pressure is in an allowable range when
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the control of a supercharging pressure, the control of an EGR rate, the control of the operation of the vanes, the control
of the operation of the EGR control valve, the determination of a vane operation amount, the determination of an EGR
control valve-operation amount, the control of the operation of the vane actuator, and the control of the operation of the
EGR control valve actuator (hereinafter, these controls and determinations are referred to as "various controls related
with control amounts of the objects to be controlled") are considered, the constraint condition to be applied may be
employed instead of or in addition to the constraint condition that a supercharging pressure is in an allowable range.
[0165] Likewise, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the constraint condition related with an EGR rate is that an
EGR rate is in an allowable range. However, if there is a constraint condition to be applied to an EGR rate other than
the constraint condition that an EGR rate is in an allowable range when various controls related with control amounts
of the objects to be controlled are considered, the constraint condition to be applied may be employed instead of or in
addition to the constraint condition that an EGR rate is in an allowable range.
[0166] Likewise, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the constraint condition related with the operating state of the
vanes is that the operating state of the vanes is in an allowable range. However, if there is a constraint condition to be
applied to the operating state of the vanes other than the constraint condition that the operating state of the vanes is in
an allowable range when various controls related with control amounts of the objects to be controlled are considered,
the constraint condition to be applied may be employed instead of or in addition to the constraint condition that the
operating state of the vanes is in an allowable range. Accordingly, broadly, a constraint condition related with the vanes
may be employed in the above-mentioned embodiment.
[0167] Likewise, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the constraint condition related with the operating state of the
EGR control valve is that the operating state of the EGR control valve is in an allowable range. However, if there is a
constraint condition to be applied to the operating state of the EGR control valve other than the constraint condition that
the operating state of the EGR control valve is in an allowable range when various controls related with control amounts
of the objects to be controlled are considered, the constraint condition to be applied may be employed instead of or in
addition to the constraint condition that the operating state of the EGR control valve is in an allowable range. Accordingly,
broadly, a constraint condition related with the EGR control valve may be employed in the above-mentioned embodiment.
[0168] Moreover, when the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate are corrected, the constraint con-
dition related with the operating state of the vanes and the constraint condition related with the operating state of the
EGR control valve are considered in the above-mentioned embodiment. However, if there are a constraint on the vanes
and a constraint condition related with the EGR control valve that are to be considered other than the constraint condition
related with the operating state of the vanes and the constraint condition related with the operating state of the EGR
control valve, these constraint conditions may be considered in the above-mentioned embodiment when the target
supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate are corrected. Further, the idea of the above-mentioned embodiment
can also be applied to a case where components of the internal combustion engine other than the vanes and the EGR
control valve are used as objects to be controlled. Accordingly, broadly, it may be said that the above-mentioned em-
bodiment is to correct target values of the control amounts of the first and second objects to be controlled so that a
constraint condition related with the first object to be controlled in the internal combustion engine and a constraint
condition related with the second object to be controlled in the internal combustion engine are satisfied.
[0169] Likewise, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the constraint condition related with the operating state of the
vane actuator is that the operating state of the vane actuator is in an allowable range. However, if there is a constraint
condition to be applied to the operating state of the vane actuator other than the constraint condition that the operating
state of the vane actuator is in an allowable range when various controls related with control amounts of the objects to
be controlled are considered, the constraint condition to be applied may be employed instead of or in addition to the
constraint condition that the operating state of the vane actuator is in an allowable range. Accordingly, broadly, a constraint
condition related with the vane actuator may be employed in the above-mentioned embodiment.
[0170] Likewise, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the constraint condition related with the operating state of the
EGR control valve actuator is that the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator is in an allowable range. However,
if there is a constraint condition to be applied to the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator other than the
constraint condition that the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator is in an allowable range when various
controls related with control amounts of the objects to be controlled are considered, the constraint condition to be applied
may be employed instead of or in addition to the constraint condition that the operating state of the EGR control valve
actuator is in an allowable range. Accordingly, broadly, a constraint condition related with the EGR control valve actuator
may be employed in the above-mentioned embodiment.
[0171] Moreover, when the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate are corrected, the constraint con-
dition related with the operating state of the vane actuator and the constraint condition related with the operating state
of the EGR control valve actuator are considered in the above-mentioned embodiment. However, if there are a constraint
condition related with the vane actuator and a constraint condition related with the EGR control valve actuator that are
to be considered other than the constraint on the operating state of the vane actuator and the constraint on the operating
state of the EGR control valve actuator, these constraint conditions may be considered in the above-mentioned embod-
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iment when the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate are corrected. Further, the idea of the above-
mentioned embodiment can also be applied to a case where actuators other than the vane actuator and the EGR control
valve actuator are used as an operation-controlling means. Accordingly, broadly, it may be said that the above-mentioned
embodiment is to correct target values of the control amounts of the first and second objects to be controlled so that a
constraint condition related with a first operation-controlling means for controlling the operation of the first object to be
controlled of the internal combustion engine and a constraint condition related with a second operation-controlling means
for controlling the operation of the second object to be controlled of the internal combustion engine are satisfied.
[0172] Likewise, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the constraint condition related with a vane operation amount
is that a vane operation amount is in an allowable range. However, if there is a constraint condition to be applied to a
vane operation amount other than the constraint condition that a vane operation amount is in an allowable range when
various controls related with control amounts of the objects to be controlled are considered, the constraint condition to
be applied may be employed instead of or in addition to the constraint condition that a vane operation amount is in an
allowable range.
[0173] Likewise, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the constraint condition related with an EGR control valve-op-
eration amount is that an EGR control valve-operation amount is in an allowable range. However, if there is a constraint
condition to be applied to an EGR control valve-operation amount other than the constraint condition that an EGR control
valve-operation amount is in an allowable range when various controls related with control amounts of the objects to be
controlled are considered, the constraint condition to be applied may be employed instead of or in addition to the constraint
condition that an EGR control valve-operation amount is in an allowable range.
[0174] Further, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the constraint conditions are constraint conditions that are related
with a supercharging pressure, an EGR rate, the vanes, the EGR control valve, a vane operation amount, an EGR
control valve-operation amount, the vane actuator, and the EGR control valve actuator. However, if there are constraint
conditions to be applied other than these constraint conditions, the constraint conditions to be applied may be employed
instead of or in addition to the constraint conditions. Accordingly, broadly, constraint conditions for the internal combustion
engine may be employed in the above-mentioned embodiment.
[0175] Furthermore, in the control device of the above-mentioned embodiment, the corrected target supercharging
pressure and the corrected target EGR rate, which are used in the control of an actual supercharging pressure and an
actual EGR rate, may be a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate where all the constraint conditions are satisfied
when a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate are actually controlled based on at least the target supercharging
pressure and the target EGR rate. However, the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate determined
from the maps of FIGS. 3(A) and 3(B) are values optimal for an engine operating state. Accordingly, there is a possibility
that a state where the corrected target supercharging pressure and the corrected target EGR rate used in the control of
an actual supercharging pressure and an actual EGR rate are significantly different from the target supercharging
pressure and the target EGR rate determined from the maps of FIGS. 3(A) and 3(B) may cause a large variation of
output torque (that is, torque shock) or the deterioration of drivability. For this reason, this is not preferable for an engine
operating state. Accordingly, if there are a plurality of corrected target supercharging pressure and corrected target EGR
rates where all the constraint conditions are satisfied, it is preferable that a target supercharging pressure and a target
EGR rate, which are closest to the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate determined from the maps
of FIGS. 3(A) and 3(B), among these target supercharging pressures and target EGR rates be employed in the control
device of the above-mentioned embodiment.
[0176] Moreover, in the above-mentioned embodiment, it may also be said that the vanes are a pressure control valve
for controlling the degree of increase in the pressure of the air sucked into the combustion chambers. Further, in the
above-mentioned embodiment, it may be said that the EGR control valve is an exhaust gas amount control valve for
controlling the amount of exhaust gas introduced into an intake passage of the internal combustion engine.
[0177] Meanwhile, as described above, in the prediction calculation of the first embodiment, for example, the target
supercharging pressure TPcom is determined from the map of FIG. 3(A) based on engine speed N and an engine load
L and the target EGR rate TRegr is determined from the map of FIG. 3(B) based on engine speed N and an engine load
L. Then, an actual supercharging pressure, the operating state of the vanes 35d, the operating state of the vane actuator
35e, a vane operation amount, an actual EGR rate, the operating state of the EGR control valve 52, the operating state
of the EGR control valve actuator, and an EGR control valve-operation amount when the vanes 35d and the EGR control
valve 52 will be operated are predicted based on the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate TRegr.
That is, when being broadly expressed, a state of the object to be controlled (hereinafter, the state of the object to be
controlled is referred to as a "controtted-object-state") is predicted in the prediction calculation of the first embodiment.
Further, a controlled-object-state in the future until after a predetermined period from the present time point (hereinafter,
this time is referred to as a "prediction length") is predicted as a future controlled-object-state. Furthermore, until a target
value of a control amount of an object to be controlled, which allows a predicted future controlled-object-state to become
an optimal state, is determined, prediction calculation is performed while the target value of the control amount of the
object to be controlled is corrected. Moreover, the target value of the control amount, which allows the predicted future
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controlled-object-state to become an optimal state, is set as a target value of an actual control amount and the object
to be controlled is controlled according to this set target value.
[0178] Meanwhile, it is preferable that the future controlled-object-state calculated in the prediction calculation be a
controlled-object-state in the future as far as possible. Considering only this, it is preferable that the prediction length in
the prediction calculation be as long as possible. However, as the prediction length becomes long, the time required for
the calculation of a future controlled-object-state also becomes long. Further, as the time required for the calculation of
a future controlled-object-state becomes longer, the time required for the finding of a target value of a control amount,
which allows a future controlled-object-state to become an optimal state, also becomes longer. Furthermore, if this time
is long, the timing where a target value of a control amount is set is delayed. As a result, the control of an actual object
to be controlled is delayed. Moreover, in this case, even though a target value of a control amount, which allows a future
controlled-object-state to become an optimal state, is found out and an object to be controlled is controlled according to
this target value, there is actually a high possibility that a future controlled-object-state may not become an optimal state.
That is, as the prediction length in the prediction calculation, there is a prediction length optimal for the setting of a target
value of a control amount that actually allows a future controlled-object-state to become an optimal state. In the first
embodiment, this optimal prediction length is set as a limited prediction length in the prediction calculation (hereinafter,
this prediction length is referred to as a "set prediction length").
[0179] Since a future controlled-object-state in the future after a limited prediction length is predicted (that is, a limited
predetermined period) in the prediction calculation of a future controlled-object-state as described above, the following
effects are obtained. That is, since a future controlled-object-state is predicted in the future after a limited prediction
length in the prediction calculation, the future controlled-object-state to be predicted is limited within a limited time.
Accordingly, a calculation load of the electronic control device when prediction calculation is performed is suppressed
to a relatively low level. For this reason, it is possible to quickly and accurately predict a future controlled-object-state.
That is, even though the future controlled-object-state obtained by the prediction calculation is a future controlled-object-
state in the future after a limited prediction length, it is possible to set a target value of a control amount that actually
allows a future controlled-object-state to become an optimal state. That is, it is possible to obtain an effect of quickly
and accurately predicting a future controlled-object-state, which can set a target value of a control amount actually
allowing a future controlled-object-state to become an optimal state, by predicting a future controlled-object-state, which
corresponds to a limited prediction length, in the prediction calculation of a future controlled-object-state.
[0180] Meanwhile, in the first embodiment, prediction calculation is performed using one model (or one model group
formed of a plurality of models) that represents states relating to an object to be controlled (that is, supercharging
pressure, the operating state of the vanes 35d, the operating state of the vane actuator 35e, a vane operation amount,
an actual EGR rate, the operating state of the EGR control valve 52, the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator,
and an EGR control valve-operation amount).
[0181] Meanwhile, the calculation load of the electronic control device (hereinafter, the calculation load of the electronic
control device is referred to as a "device-calculation load") caused by prediction calculation is further increased as the
prediction length in the prediction calculation becomes longer. Accordingly, the device-calculation load may be exceed-
ingly increased according to a prediction length. Further, if the device-calculation load exceeds a certain predetermined
value, for example, the accuracy of the result of the calculation performed by the electronic control device (for example,
the accuracy of the calculation result of the prediction calculation) or the accuracy of the control performed by the
electronic control device (for example, the accuracy of the control of an object to be controlled) may become lower than
allowable accuracy.
[0182] Meanwhile, in the first embodiment, the following prediction calculation continuation/end control may be per-
formed during the prediction calculation. A device-calculation load monitor, which detects a device-calculation load, is
provided in this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as a "second embodiment"). Meanwhile, a device-calculation load,
which does not allow the accuracy of the result of the calculation performed by the electronic control device or the
accuracy of the control performed by the electronic control device to become lower than allowable accuracy, is preset
as an allowable calculation load value. Further, in this embodiment, the following prediction calculation continuation/end
control is performed during the prediction calculation. That is, when a device-calculation load detected by the device-
calculation load monitor (hereinafter, this device-calculation load is referred to as a "device-calculation load detection
value,") exceeds the allowable calculation load value, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction
length is shortened by a predetermined period. Meanwhile, when the device-calculation load detection value is equal to
or smaller than the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation, the prediction calculation is continued
while the set prediction length is maintained as it is.
[0183] According to this, the following effect is obtained. That is, the set prediction length is to define the predicted
range of a future controlled-object-state. Further, in this embodiment, the set prediction length is shortened when a
device-calculation load exceeds the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation. That is, the pre-
dicted range of a future controlled-object-state narrows. For this reason, a device-calculation load is reduced, so that
the significant excess of the device-calculation load over the allowable calculation load value is suppressed. Accordingly,
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according to this embodiment, the accuracy of the prediction calculation performed by the electronic control device is
maintained high and the accuracy of calculation other than the prediction calculation performed by the electronic control
device or the accuracy of the control performed by the electronic control device is also maintained high.
[0184] Meanwhile, in the second embodiment, the set prediction length may be shortened according to the device-cal-
culation load detection value instead of being shortened by a predetermined period when the device-calculation load
detection value exceeds the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation. That is, in a prediction
calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as a "third embodiment"), when the
device-calculation load detection value exceeds the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation,
the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened by a longer time as the device-
calculation load detection value is larger. Meanwhile, when the device-calculation load detection value is equal to or
smaller than the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation, the prediction calculation is continued
while the set prediction length is maintained as it is.
[0185] According to this, as in the second embodiment, the predicted range of a future controlled-object-state narrows
when the device-calculation load exceeds the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation. For this
reason, as in the second embodiment, the significant excess of the device-calculation load over the allowable calculation
load value is suppressed. Here, in the third embodiment, the set prediction length is shortened by a longer time as the
device-calculation load is larger. That is, as the device-calculation load is increased, the device-calculation load is
reduced. For this reason, the significant excess of the device-calculation load over the allowable calculation load value
is more reliably suppressed. Accordingly, according to the third embodiment, the accuracy of the prediction calculation
performed by the electronic control device is maintained higher and the accuracy of calculation other than the prediction
calculation performed by the electronic control device or the accuracy of the control performed by the electronic control
device is also more reliably maintained high.
[0186] Meanwhile, as described above, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of the second embodi-
ment, the set prediction length is shortened by a longer time as the device-calculation detection value is larger when
the device-calculation load detection value exceeds the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation.
Here, it is preferable that the shortened set prediction length be a prediction length that does not allow the device-
calculation load to exceed the allowable calculation load value when a future controlled-object-state in the future after
the shortened set prediction length is predicted.
[0187] Meanwhile, in the second and third embodiments, the prediction calculation may be ended instead of the
shortening of the set prediction length when the device-calculation load detection value exceeds the allowable calculation
load value during the prediction calculation. That is, in a prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment
(hereinafter, referred to as a "fourth embodiment"), the prediction calculation is ended when the device-calculation load
exceeds the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation. Meanwhile, when the device-calculation
load detection value is equal to or smaller than the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation, the
prediction calculation is continued while a predetermined prediction length is maintained as it is.
[0188] According to this, the following effect is obtained. That is, in this embodiment, the prediction calculation is ended
when the device-calculation load exceeds the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation. For this
reason, the device-calculation load is reduced. Accordingly, the reduction of the accuracy of calculation other than the
prediction calculation performed by the electronic control device or the accuracy of the control performed by the electronic
control device is suppressed.
[0189] Mean while, in the prediction calculation, a future controlled-object-state in the future after the set prediction
length is calculated as described below. That is, first, a future controlled-object-state in the future after a predetermined
period is calculated when an object to be controlled is controlled according to a target value of a certain control amount
(this predetermined period is a time shorter than the set prediction length) based on the present controlled-object-state.
Then, a future controlled-object-state in the future after a further predetermined period is calculated based on the cal-
culated future controlled-object-state. That is, a future controlled-object-state in the future after a further predetermined
period is calculated based on a future controlled-object-state that has been just calculated. After that, calculation (that
is, the calculation of a future controlled-object-state in the future after a further predetermined period based on a future
controlled-object-state that has been just calculated) is repeated until a future controlled-object-state in the future after
a set prediction amount is calculated. In this way, a future controlled-object-state in the future after the set prediction
length is calculated.
[0190] Meanwhile, the set prediction length in the prediction calculation is a prediction length optimal for the setting
of a target value of a control amount that actually allows a future controlled-object-state to become an optimal state.
Accordingly, a future controlled-object-state, which is obtained in a case where prediction calculation is ended when the
device-calculation load detection value exceeds the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation,
is a future controlled-object-state in the future after a time shorter than the set prediction length (hereinafter, this time is
referred to as an "elapsed prediction length"). Accordingly, if the prediction calculation is ended when the elapsed
prediction length is short, only a near future controlled-object-state is obtained by the prediction calculation. For this
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reason, it is impossible to set a target value of ain optimal control amount. Accordingly, it is not preferable that the
prediction calculation be ended when the elapsed prediction length is short.
[0191]  Further, in the fourth embodiment, the elapsed prediction length may be used in addition to the device-calculation
load when it is determined whether or not the prediction calculation is ended. That is, in this embodiment (hereinafter,
referred to as a "fifth embodiment"), an elapsed prediction length where an allowable future controlled-object-state is
obtained when the prediction calculation, is ended is preset as an allowable prediction length. Further, in a prediction
calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, when the elapsed prediction length is shorter than the allowable
prediction length even though the device-calculation load detection value exceeds the allowable calculation load value
during the prediction calculation, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened by
a predetermined period (or by a longer time as the device-calculation load detection value is larger). Meanwhile, if the
elapsed prediction length is equal to or longer than the allowable prediction length when the device-calculation load
detection value exceeds the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation, the prediction calculation
is ended.
[0192] According to this, the following effect is obtained. That is, if the prediction calculation is ended when the predicted
range of a future controlled-object-state in the prediction calculation is excessively narrow, there is a case where a
sufficient future controlled-object-state is not obtained as a target value setting parameter that is used to set a target
value of a control amount of an object to be controlled (hereinafter, this parameter is referred to as a "target value setting
parameters"). Accordingly, when the predicted range of a future controlled-object-state in the prediction calculation is
excessively narrow, there is a case where the prediction calculation should be continued even though the device-
calculation load is larger than the allowable calculation load value. In this embodiment, the prediction calculation is
continued even though the device-calculation load exceeds the allowable calculation load value when the elapsed
prediction length is shorter than the allowable prediction length and the predicted range of a future controlled-object-
state in the prediction calculation is excessively narrow. Accordingly, in this case, a sufficient future controlled-object-
state is obtained as a target value setting parameter.
[0193] Moreover, in this embodiment, when the prediction calculation is continued although the device-calculation
load exceeds the allowable calculation load value, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length
is shortened. For this reason, the device-calculation load is reduced. Accordingly, according to this embodiment, the
significant excess of the device-calculation load over the allowable calculation load value is suppressed even though
the prediction calculation is continued.
[0194] Further, in this embodiment, when the device-calculation load exceeds the allowable calculation load during
the prediction calculation, the elapsed prediction length is equal to or longer than the allowable prediction length. Further,
when a sufficient future controlled-object-state is obtained as a target value setting parameter even though the prediction
calculation is ended at that time, the prediction calculation is ended. Accordingly, the device-calculation load is reduced.
Therefore, according to this embodiment, the reduction of the accuracy of calculation other than the prediction calculation
performed by the electronic control device or the accuracy of the control performed by the electronic control device is
suppressed.
[0195] Meanwhile, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, when the device-calcu-
lation load detection value is equal to or smaller than the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation,
the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is maintained as it is regardless of the elapsed
prediction length.
[0196] Meanwhile, when the device-calculation load is equal to or smaller than the allowable calculation load value,
the set prediction length is made long in the range where the device-calculation load is maintained at the allowable
calculation load value or less, As a result, even though the device-calculation load is increased, the deterioration of the
accuracy of the result of the calculation performed by the electronic control device or the accuracy of the control performed
by the electronic control device, which is caused by the increase of the device-calculation load, does not occur. Accord-
ingly, if it is preferable that the set prediction length be made long to obtain a target value of an optimal control amount
when the device-calculation load is equal to or smaller than the allowable calculation load value, it is preferable that the
set prediction length be made long.
[0197] Further, in the second to fifth embodiments, when the device-calculation load detection value is equal to smaller
than the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation, the set prediction length may be increased
by a predetermined period in the range where the device-calculation load is maintained at the allowable calculation load
value or less on condition that it is preferable that the set prediction length be made long to obtain a target value of an
optimal control amount.
[0198] According to this, a more suitable future controlled-object-state is obtained.
[0199] Meanwhile, in the second to fourth embodiments, a future device-calculation load may be used instead of the
device-calculation load detection value (that is, the present device-calculation load) to determine whether or not the
prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened or whether or not the prediction calculation
is ended. In a prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as a "sixth
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embodiment"), a future device-calculation load is predicted during the prediction calculation based on the device-calcu-
lation load detection value. Further, when this predicted future device-calculation load exceeds the allowable calculation
load value, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened by a predetermined period
(or a longer time as the predicted future device-calculation load is larger) or the prediction calculation is ended. Meanwhile,
when the predicted future device-calculation load is equal to or smaller than the allowable calculation load value, the
prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is maintained as it is.
[0200] According to this, the following effect is obtained. That is, when it is predicted that a future device-calculation
load will exceeds the allowable calculation load value, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction
length is shortened or the prediction calculation is ended. For this reason, when the prediction calculation is continued
while the set prediction length is shortened, the present device-calculation load is reduced. Accordingly, the accuracy
of the prediction calculation performed by the electronic control device is maintained high and the accuracy of calculation
other than the prediction calculation performed by the electronic control device or the accuracy of the control performed
by the electronic control device is also maintained high. Further, since the present device-calculation load is significantly
reduced when the prediction calculation is ended, the accuracy of calculation other than the prediction calculation
performed by the electronic control device or the accuracy of the control performed by the electronic controls device is
maintained high. Meanwhile, in this embodiment, when it is predicted that a future device-calculation load will be equal
to or smaller than the allowable calculation load value, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction
length is maintained as it is. Accordingly, in this case, an intended future controlled-object-state is obtained as a target
value setting parameter at the time of the end of the prediction calculation.
[0201] Further, in the fifth embodiment, a future device-calculation load may be used instead of the device-calculation
load detection value to determine whether or not the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length
is shortened or whether or not the prediction calculation is ended. In a prediction calculation continuation/end control of
this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as a "seventh embodiment"), a future device-calculation load is predicted during
the prediction calculation based on the device-calculation load detection value. Further, if the elapsed prediction length
is equal to or longer than the allowable prediction length when this predicted future device-calculation load exceeds the
allowable calculation load value, the prediction calculation is ended. Meanwhile, when the elapsed prediction length is
shorter than the allowable prediction length even though the predicted future device-calculation load exceeds the allow-
able calculation load value, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened by a
predetermined period (or by a longer time as the predicted future device-calculation load is larger).
[0202] According to this, the same effect as the effect obtained from the fifth and sixth embodiments is obtained.
[0203] Mean while, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, when the predicted future
device-calculation load is equal to or larger than the allowable calculation load value during the prediction calculation,
the prediction calculation is continued while the set scheduled amount is maintained as it is, regardless of the elapsed
prediction length.
[0204] Meanwhile, when an engine load (that is, a load of the internal combustion engine) is high, for example, the
number of times of combustion per unit time is large. For this reason, the number of times of calculation for the deter-
mination of a target amount of injected fuel or the like is also increased, so that the device-calculation load is high. That
is, the device-calculation load tends to become high when an engine load is large. That is, it is possible to estimate that
the device-calculation load is high if an engine load is high.
[0205] Furthermore, in the second to fourth embodiments and the sixth embodiment, the present engine load may be
used instead of the device-calculation load detection value or a future device-calculation load to determine whether or
not the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened or whether or not the prediction
calculation is ended. In this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as an "eighth embodiment"), an engine load where the
device-calculation load becomes the allowable calculation load value is preset as an allowable engine load value.
Moreover, in a prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, when the present engine load exceeds
the allowable engine load value (that is, when it is estimated that the present device-calculation load exceeds the
allowable calculation load value) during the prediction calculation, the prediction calculation is continued while the set
prediction length is shortened by a predetermined period (or by a longer time as the present engine load is higher) or
the prediction calculation is ended. Meanwhile, when the present engine load is equal to or smaller than the allowable
engine load value during the prediction calculation, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length
is maintained as it is.
[0206] According to this, since it is possible to perform the prediction calculation continuation/end control using the
present engine load without using the device-calculation load detection value, it is not necessary to use the calculation
load monitor that is used to detect a device-calculation load. Further, in this embodiment, the present engine load is a
parameter representing the present device-calculation load. Accordingly, according to this embodiment, the same effect
as the effect obtained from the second to fourth embodiments is also obtained.
[0207] Furthermore, in the fifth and seventh embodiments, the present engine load may be used instead of the de-
vice-calculation load detection value or a future device-calculation load to determine whether or not the prediction
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calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened or whether or not the prediction calculation is ended.
In a prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as a "ninth embodiment"),
the prediction calculation is ended if the elapsed prediction length is equal to or longer than the allowable prediction
length when the present engine load exceeds the allowable engine load value (that is, when it is estimated that the
present device-calculation load exceeds the allowable calculation load value) during the prediction calculation. Mean-
while, when the elapsed prediction length is shorter than the allowable prediction length even though the present engine
load exceeds the allowable engine load value during the prediction calculation, the prediction calculation is continued
while the set prediction length is shortened by a predetermined period (or by a longer time as the present engine load
is higher).
[0208] According to this, since it is possible to perform the prediction calculation continuation/end control using the
present engine load without using the device-calculation load detection value, it is not necessary to use the calculation
load monitor that is used to detect a device-calculation load. Further, in this embodiment, the present engine load is a
parameter representing the present device-calculation load. Accordingly, according to this embodiment, the same effect
as the effect obtained from the fourth embodiment is obtained.
[0209] Meanwhile, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, when the present engine
load is equal to or smaller than the allowable engine load value during the prediction calculation, the prediction calculation
is continued while the set prediction length is maintained as it is, regardless of the elapsed prediction length.
[0210] Meanwhile, in the eighth embodiment, a future engine load may be used instead of the present engine load to
determine whether or not the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened or whether
or not the prediction calculation is ended. In this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as a "tenth embodiment"), a future
engine load is predicted during the prediction calculation. Further, in a prediction calculation continuation/end control of
this embodiment, when the predicted future engine load exceeds an allowable engine load (that is, when it is estimated
that a future device-calculation load exceeds the allowable calculation load value), the prediction calculation is continued
while the set prediction length is shortened by a predetermined period (or by a longer time as the predicted future engine
load is higher) or the prediction calculation is ended. Meanwhile, when the predicted future engine load is equal to or
smaller than the allowable engine load during the prediction calculation, the prediction calculation is continued while the
set prediction length is maintained as it is.
[0211] According to this, since it is possible to perform the prediction calculation continuation/end control using a future
engine load without using the device-calculation load detection value, it is not necessary to use the calculation load
monitor that is used to detect a device-calculation load. Further, in this embodiment, a future engine load is a parameter
representing a future device-calculation load. Accordingly, according to this embodiment, the same effect as the effect
obtained from the sixth embodiment is also obtained.
[0212] Meanwhile, a future engine load may be predicted based on the present engine load, and may be predicted
based on other parameters related with the internal combustion engine.
[0213] Meanwhile, in the ninth embodiment, a future engine load may be used instead of the present engine load to
determine whether or not the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened or whether
or not the prediction calculation is ended. In this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as a "tenth embodiment"), a future
engine load is predicted during the prediction calculation. In this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as an "eleventh
embodiment"), a future engine load is predicted during the prediction calculation. Further, in a prediction calculation
continuation/end control of this embodiment, the prediction calculation is ended if the elapsed prediction length is equal
to longer than the allowable prediction length when the predicted future engine load exceeds the allowable engine load
value (that is, when it is estimated that a future device-calculation load exceeds the allowable calculation load value).
Meanwhile, when the elapsed prediction length is shorter than the allowable prediction length even though a future
engine load exceeds the allowable engine load value during the prediction calculation, the prediction calculation is
continued while the set prediction length is shortened by a predetermined period (or by a longer time as the predicted
future engine load is higher).
[0214] According to this, the same effect as the effect obtained from the fifth and tenth embodiments is obtained.
[0215] Meanwhile, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, when a future engine load
is equal to or smaller than the allowable engine load during the prediction calculation, the prediction calculation is
continued while the set prediction length is maintained as it is, regardless of the elapsed prediction length.
[0216] Accordingly, considering the second to fourth embodiments, the sixth embodiment, the eighth embodiment,
and the tenth embodiment, broadly, it may be said that the present invention is to continue the prediction calculation
while shortening the set prediction length or is to end the prediction calculation when the present device-calculation load
exceeds the allowable calculation load value (or when it is estimated that the present device-calculation load exceeds
the allowable calculation load value, or when it is predicted that a future device-calculation load will exceed the allowable
calculation load value) during the prediction calculation and is to continue the prediction calculation while maintaining
the set prediction length as it is when the present device-calculation load is equal to smaller than the allowable calculation
load value (or when the present device-calculation load is equal to or smaller than the allowable calculation load value,
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or when a future device-calculation load is equal to or smaller than the allowable calculation load value) during the
prediction calculation.
[0217] Likewise, considering the fifth, seventh, ninth, and eleventh embodiments, broadly, it may be said that the
present invention is to end the prediction calculation if the elapsed prediction length is equal to or longer than the allowable
prediction length when the present device-calculation load exceeds the allowable calculation load value (or when it is
estimated that the present device-calculation load exceeds the allowable calculation load value, or when it is predicted
that a future device-calculation load will exceed the allowable calculation load value) during the prediction calculation,
is to continue the prediction calculation while shortening the set prediction length when the elapsed prediction length is
shorter than the allowable prediction length even though the present device-calculation load exceeds the allowable
calculation load value (or even though it is estimated that the present device-calculation load exceeds the allowable
calculation load value, or even though it is predicted that a future device-calculation load will exceed the allowable
calculation load value) during the prediction calculation, and is to continue the prediction calculation while maintaining
the set prediction length as it is when the present device-calculation load is equal to smaller than the allowable calculation
load value (or when the present device-calculation load is equal to or smaller than the allowable calculation load value,
or when a future device-calculation load is equal to or smaller than the allowable calculation load value) during the
prediction calculation.
[0218] Meanwhile, when the term of a "device-calculation load" is used in this specification, the present device-calcu-
lation load, a future device-calculation load, the estimated values of the present device-calculation load, and the estimated
value of a future device-calculation load are included in this "device-catcutation load".
[0219] Meanwhile, in the prediction calculation of the second embodiment, a different model may be for each control-
led-object-state instead of one model. In this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as a "twelfth embodiment"), an optimal
model is prepared in advance for each of the states of the internal combustion engine that include controlled-object-
states, Further, an optimal model is selected according to the state of the internal combustion engine, and the prediction
calculation is performed using the selected model. According to this, an optimal model is selected at the start time point
of prediction calculation according to the state of the internal combustion engine corresponding to that time point and
the prediction calculation is started using the selected model, Further, even when the state of the internal combustion
engine is changed during one time of the prediction calculation (hereinafter, this time is referred to as "the time of the
change of an engine state"), an optimal model is newly selected according to the state of the internal combustion engine
corresponding to that time point (hereinafter, this state is referred to as "the changed engine state") and the prediction
calculation is continued using the selected model.
[0220] As described above, in the twelfth embodiment, calculation for newly selecting an optimal model (hereinafter,
this calculation is referred to as "model selecting calculation") is performed at the time of the change of an engine state
according to the changed controlled-object-state. Further, the device-calculation load is increase by this model selecting
calculation, so that the device-calculation load may exceed the allowable calculation load value. Meanwhile, if an elapsed
prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is equal to or longer than the allowable
prediction length, an allowable future controlled-object-state is obtained even though the prediction calculation is ended
at that time.
[0221] Meanwhile, in the twelfth embodiment, the prediction calculation may be ended at the time of the change of an
engine state (that is, the time where the model selecting calculation is performed) according to an elapsed prediction
length corresponding to that time point. In a prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment (herein-
after, referred to as a "twelfth embodiment"), when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change
of an engine state is equal to or longer than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state,
the prediction calculation is ended regardless of the device-calculation load detection value (in this case, the model
selecting calculation is not performed). Meanwhile, when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the
change of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state,
the prediction calculation is continued (in this case, the model selecting calculation is performed).
[0222] According to this, the following effect is obtained. That is, when the prediction calculation is continued at the
time of the change of an engine state, the model selecting calculation is performed. Further, a calculation load of this
model selecting calculation is relatively high. Accordingly, when the model selecting calculation is performed, a de-
vice-calculation load is increased with a relatively great amount. Accordingly, in order to suppress the relatively great
increase of the device-calculation load, the prediction calculation should be ended if a sufficient future controlled-object-
state is obtained as a target value setting parameter even though the prediction calculation is ended. Here, in this
embodiment, an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is equal to or
longer than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state. Accordingly, when a sufficient
future controlled-object-state is obtained as a target value setting parameter even though the prediction calculation is
ended, prediction control is ended. Therefore, the relatively great increase of a device-calculation load is suppressed.
[0223] Meanwhile, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, one of the prediction
calculation continuation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed while a controlled-object-
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state is not changed during the prediction calculation.
[0224] Further, the prediction calculation is continued in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this
embodiment. As a result, when the model selecting calculation is performed, one of the prediction calculation continu-
ation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments may be performed and the model selecting calculation may
be continued regardless of the present device-calculation load detection value (or an elapsed prediction length at that
time point, a future device-calculation load, the present engine load, or a future engine load).
[0225] Meanwhile, in the twelfth embodiment, the device-calculation load detection value may be used in addition to
the elapsed prediction length as described below when it is determined whether or not the prediction calculation is ended
at the time of the change of an engine state. In this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as a "thirteenth embodiment),
a device-calculation load where the device-calculation load does not exceed allowable calculation load value is preset
as a safe calculation load value even though the model selecting calculation is performed at the time of the change of
an engine state. Further, in a prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, if the device-calculation
load detection value is equal to or smaller than the safe calculation load value when an elapsed prediction length
corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of
the change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is maintained as it
is (in this case, the model selecting calculation is performed). Meanwhile, if the device-calculation load detection value
is larger than the safe calculation load value when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change
of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state, the
prediction calculation is ended (in this case, the model selecting calculation is not performed). Of course, when an
elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is equal to or longer than the
allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is ended regardless
of the device-calculation load detection value (in this case, the model selecting calculation is not performed).
[0226] According to this, the following effect is obtained. That is, as described with reference to the twelfth embodiment,
in order to suppress the relatively great increase of the device-calculation load, the prediction calculation should be
ended if a sufficient future controlled-object-state is obtained as a target value setting parameter even though the
prediction calculation is ended. However, when a possibility that the device-calculation load may exceed the allowable
calculation load value is low even though the prediction calculation is continued at the time of the change of an engine
state and the model selecting calculation is performed, the prediction calculation should be continued to obtain a sufficient
future controlled-object-state. Here, in this embodiment, the device-calculation load is equal to or smaller than the safe
calculation load value when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is
shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state, and the prediction calculation
is continued when a possibility that the device-calculation load may exceed the allowable calculation load value is low
even though the model selecting calculation is performed. Accordingly, after that, when the prediction calculation is
ended, a more sufficient future controlled-object-state is obtained as a parameter that is used to set a target value of a
control amount of an object to be controlled. Meanwhile, in this embodiment, the device-calculation load is larger than
the safe calculation load value when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine
state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state, and the prediction
calculation is ended if a possibility that the device-calculation load may exceed the allowable calculation load value is
high when the model selecting calculation is performed. Accordingly, the excess of the device-calculation load over the
allowable calculation load value is suppressed.
[0227] Meanwhile, the prediction calculation is continued in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this
embodiment. As a result, while the model selecting calculation is performed, one of the prediction calculation continu-
ation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed or the model selecting calculation is continued
regardless of the present device-calculation load detection value (or an elapsed prediction length at that time point, a
future device-calculation load, the present engine load, or a future engine load).
[0228] Further, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, one of the prediction calcu-
lation continuation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed while a controlled-object-state is
not changed during the prediction calculation.
[0229] Meanwhile, in the twelfth embodiment, the device-calculation load detection value may be used in addition to
the elapsed prediction length as described below when it is determined whether or not the prediction calculation is ended
at the time of the change of an engine state. In this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as a "fourteenth embodiment),
a safe calculation load value is preset as in the thirteenth embodiment. Further, in a prediction calculation continuation/end
control of this embodiment, if the device-calculation load detection value is larger than the safe calculation detection
value when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is shorter than the
allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is continued while the
set prediction length is shortened by a predetermined period (or by a longer time as the device-calculation load detection
value is larger) (in this case, the model selecting calculation is performed). Meanwhile, if the device-calculation load
detection value is equal to or smaller than the safe calculation load value when an elapsed prediction length corresponding
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to the time of the change of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of
an engine state, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is maintained as it is (in this case,
the model selecting calculation is performed). Of course, when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time
of the change of an engine state is equal to or longer than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of
an engine state, the prediction calculation is ended regardless of the device-calculation load detection value (in this
case, the model selecting calculation is not performed).
[0230] According to this, the following effect is obtained. That is, in this embodiment, if the device-calculation load is
larger than the safe calculation load value when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change
of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state, the
prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened. Since the set prediction length is shortened
as described above, the device-calculation load is reduced. Accordingly, even though the prediction calculation is con-
tinued and the model selecting calculation is performed, a possibility that the device-calculation load may exceed the
allowable calculation load value is reduced. Further, since the prediction calculation is continued, a further future con-
trolled-object-state is obtained by the prediction calculation. Accordingly, according to this embodiment, a more sufficient
future controlled-object-state is obtained as a parameter that is used to set a target value of a control amount of an
object to be controlled. Furthermore, in this embodiment, as in the thirteenth embodiment, the device-calculation load
is equal to or smaller than the safe calculation load value when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time
of the change of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine
state, and the prediction calculation is continued when a possibility that the device-calculation load may exceed the
allowable calculation load value is low even though the model selecting calculation is performed. Accordingly, according
to this embodiment, as in the thirteenth embodiment, a more sufficient future controlled-object-state is obtained as a
parameter that is used to set a target value of a control amount of an object to be controlled, when the prediction
calculation is ended.
[0231] Meanwhile, the prediction calculation is continued in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this
embodiment. As a result, while the model selecting calculation is performed, one of the prediction calculation continu-
ation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed or the model selecting calculation is continued
regardless of the present device-calculation load detection value (or an elapsed prediction length at that time point, a
future device-calculation load, the present engine load, or a future engine load).
[0232] Further, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, one of the prediction calcu-
lation continuation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed while a controlled-object-state is
not changed during the prediction calculation.
[0233] Meanwhile, in the thirteenth embodiment, only the device-calculation load detection value may be used without
the use of the elapsed prediction length when it is determined whether or not the prediction calculation is ended at the
time of the change of an engine state. In a prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment (hereinafter,
referred to as a "fifteenth embodiment"), the prediction calculation is ended when the device-calculation load detection
value is larger than the safe calculation load value at the time of the change of an engine state (in this case, the model
selecting calculation is not performed). Meanwhile, when the device-calculation load detection value is smaller than the
safe calculation load value at the time of the change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is continued while the
set prediction length is maintained as it is (in this case, the model selecting calculation is performed).
[0234] According to this, the following effect is obtained. That is, as described with reference to the twelfth embodiment,
the device-calculation load is increased with a relatively great amount when the prediction calculation is continued at
the time of the change of an engine state and the model selecting calculation is performed. Further, in this case, the
device-calculation load may exceed the allowable calculation load value. Accordingly, there is a case where the prediction
calculation should be ended at the time of the change of an engine state in order to reliably suppress the excess of the
device-calculation load over the allowable calculation load value. Here, in this embodiment, the device-calculation load
is larger than the safe calculation load value at the time of the change of an engine state, and the prediction calculation
is ended when a possibility that the device-calculation load may exceed the allowable calculation load value is high if
the model selecting calculation is performed. Accordingly, according to this embodiment, the excess of the device-
calculation load over the allowable calculation load value is suppressed at the time of the change of an engine state.
Meanwhile, in this embodiment, the device-calculation load is equal to or smaller than the safe calculation load value at
the time of the change of an engine state, and the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is
maintained as it is when a possibility that the device-calculation load may exceed the allowable calculation load value
is low even though the model selecting calculation is performed. Accordingly, according to this embodiment, a sufficient
future controlled-object-state is obtained as a target value setting parameter at the time of the end of the prediction
calculation.
[0235] Meanwhile, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, one of the prediction
calculation continuation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed while a controlled-object-
state is not changed during the prediction calculation.
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[0236] Meanwhile, in the fourteenth embodiment, only the device-calculation load detection value may be used without
the use of the elapsed prediction length when it is determined whether or not the prediction calculation is ended at the
time of the change of an engine state. In a prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment (hereinafter,
referred to as a "sixteenth embodiment"), the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened
by a predetermined period (or by a longer time as the device-calculation load detection value is larger) when the device-
calculation load detection value is larger than the calculation load value at the time of the change of an engine state (in
this case, the model selecting calculation is performed). Meanwhile, when the device-calculation load detection value
is smaller than the safe calculation load value at the time of the change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is
continued while the set prediction length is maintained as it is (in this case, the model selecting calculation is performed).
[0237] According to this, the following effect is obtained. That is, as described with reference to the fifteenth embodiment,
the device-calculation load may exceed the allowable calculation load value when the prediction calculation is continued
at the time of the change of an engine state and the model selecting calculation is performed. Accordingly, there is a
case where the device-calculation load should be reduced at the time of the change of an engine state in order to reliably
suppress the excess of the device-calculation load over the allowable calculation load. Here, in this embodiment, the
device-calculation load is larger than the safe calculation load value at the time of the change of an engine state, and
the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened when a possibility that the device-
calculation load may exceed the allowable calculation load value is high if the model selecting calculation is performed.
According to this, the device-calculation load is reduced. Accordingly, according to this embodiment, the excess of the
device-calculation load over the allowable calculation load is reliably suppressed at the time of the change of an engine
state. Meanwhile, in this embodiment, the device-calculation load is equal to or smaller than the safe calculation load
value at the time of the change of an engine state, and the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction
length is maintained as it is when a possibility that the device-calculation load may exceed the allowable calculation load
is low even though the model selecting calculation is performed. Accordingly, according to this embodiment, a sufficient
future controlled-object-state is obtained as a target value setting parameter at the time of the end of the prediction
calculation.
[0238] Meanwhile, the prediction calculation is continued in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this
embodiment. As a result, while the model selecting calculation is performed, one of the prediction calculation continu-
ation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed or the model selecting calculation is continued
regardless of the present device-calculation load detection value (or an elapsed prediction length at that time point, a
future device-calculation load, the present engine load, or a future engine load).
[0239] Further, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, one of the prediction calcu-
lation continuation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed while a controlled-object-state is
not changed during the prediction calculation.
[0240] Meanwhile, in the thirteenth embodiment, a future device-calculation load may be used instead of the de-
vice-calculation load detection value (that is, the present device-calculation load) when it is determined whether or not
the prediction calculation is ended at the time of the change of an engine state. In this embodiment (hereinafter, referred
to as a "seventeenth embodiment"), a future device-calculation load is predicted during the prediction calculation based
on the device-calculation load detection value. Further, in a prediction calculation continuation/end control of this em-
bodiment, the prediction calculation is ended when the predicted future device-calculation load is larger than the safe
calculation load value even though an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine
state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state (in this case, the model
selecting calculation is not performed). Meanwhile, if the predicted future device-calculation load is equal to or smaller
than the safe calculation load value when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an
engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state, the prediction
calculation is continued while the set prediction length is maintained as it is (in this case, the model selecting calculation
is performed). Of course, when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state
is equal to or longer than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state, the prediction
calculation is ended regardless of the predicted future device-calculation load detection value (in this case, the model
selecting calculation is not performed).
[0241] According to this, the following effect is obtained. That is, when the prediction calculation is continued at the
time of the change of an engine state and the model selecting calculation is performed, the device-calculation load is
increased with a relatively great amount. Accordingly, there is a case where the prediction calculation should be ended
at the time of the change of an engine state in order to reliably suppress the excess of the device-calculation load over
the allowable calculation load in the future. Here, in this embodiment, a future device-calculation load is larger than the
safe calculation load value even though an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an
engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state. Accordingly,
when a possibility that the device-calculation load may exceed the allowable calculation load value in the future is high
if the model selecting calculation is performed, the prediction calculation is ended. Therefore, the excess of the device-
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calculation load over the allowable calculation load is reliably suppressed in this case. Meanwhile, in this embodiment,
a future device-calculation load is equal to or smaller than the safe calculation load value when an elapsed prediction
length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the
time of the change of an engine state. Accordingly, when a possibility that the device-calculation load may exceed the
allowable calculation load value in the future is low even though the model selecting calculation is performed, the
prediction calculation is continued. Therefore, in this case, a sufficient future controlled-object-state is obtained as a
target value setting parameter at the time of the end of the prediction calculation. Further, in this embodiment, an elapsed
prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is equal to or longer than the allowable
prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state, and the prediction calculation is ended when a sufficient
future controlled-object-state is obtained even though the prediction calculation is ended at that time point. Accordingly,
in this case, a sufficient future controlled-object-state is obtained and the excess of the device-calculation load over the
allowable calculation load value is suppressed.
[0242] Meanwhile, the prediction calculation is continued in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this
embodiment. As a result, while the model selecting calculation is performed, one of the prediction calculation continu-
ation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed or the model selecting calculation is continued
regardless of the present device-calculation load detection value (or an elapsed prediction length at that time point, a
future device-calculation load, the present engine load, or a future engine load).
[0243] Further, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, one of the prediction calcu-
lation continuation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed while a controlled-object-state is
not changed during the prediction calculation.
[0244] Meanwhile, in the fourteenth embodiment, a future device-calculation load may be used instead of the de-
vice-calculation load detection value (that is, the present device-calculation load) when it is determined whether or not
the prediction calculation is ended at the time of the change of an engine state. In this embodiment (hereinafter, referred
to as an "eighteenth embodiment"), a future device-calculation load is predicted as in the fourteenth embodiment. Further,
in a prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, if the predicted future device-calculation load is
larger than the safe calculation detection value when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the
change of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state,
the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened by a predetermined period (or by a
longer time as the predicted future device-calculation load is larger) (in this case, the model selecting calculation is
performed). Meanwhile, if the predicted future device-calculation load is equal to or smaller than the safe calculation
load value when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is shorter than
the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is continued while
the set prediction length is maintained as it is (in this case, the model selecting calculation is performed). Of course,
when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is equal to or longer than
the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is ended regardless
of the predicted future device-calculation load (in this case, the model selecting calculation is not performed).
[0245] According to this, the following effect is obtained. That is, in this embodiment, a future device-calculation load
is larger than the safe calculation load value when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change
of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state. Accordingly,
when a possibility that the device-calculation load may exceed the allowable calculation load value in the future is high
if the model selecting calculation is performed, the prediction calculation is continued while the set scheduled length is
shortened. Therefore, since the set scheduled length is shortened in this case, the excess of the device-calculation load
over the allowable calculation load value is suppressed in the future. Moreover, since the prediction calculation is
continued, a sufficient future controlled-object-state is obtained as a target value setting parameter at the time of the
end of the prediction calculation. Meanwhile, a future device-calculation load is equal to or smaller than the safe calculation
load value when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is shorter than
the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state. Accordingly, when a possibility that the
device-calculation load may exceed the allowable calculation load value in the future is low even though the model
selecting calculation is performed, the prediction calculation is continued while the set scheduled length is maintained
as it is. Therefore, since the prediction calculation is continued while the set scheduled length is relative long in this
case, a more sufficient future controlled-object-state is obtained as a target value setting parameter at the time of the
end of the prediction calculation. Moreover, in this embodiment, an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time
of the change of an engine state is equal to or longer than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of
an engine state. Accordingly, when a sufficient future controlled-object-state is obtained as a target value setting pa-
rameter even though the prediction calculation is ended at that time point, the prediction calculation is ended. Therefore,
in this case, a sufficient future controlled-object-state is obtained as a target value setting parameter and the excess of
the device-calculation load over the allowable calculation load is suppressed.
[0246] Meanwhile, the prediction calculation is continued in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this
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embodiment. As a result, while the model selecting calculation is performed, one of the prediction calculation continu-
ation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed or the model selecting calculation is continued
regardless of the present device-calculation load detection value (or an elapsed prediction length at that time point, a
future device-calculation load, the present engine load, or a future engine load).
[0247] Further, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, one of the prediction calcu-
lation continuation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed while a controlled-object-state is
not changed during the prediction calculation.
[0248] Meanwhile, in the thirteenth embodiment, an engine load may be used instead of the device-calculation load
detection value as described below when it is determined whether or not the prediction calculation is ended at the time
of the change of an engine state. In this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as a "nineteenth embodiment"), an engine
load where the device-calculation load becomes a safe calculation load is preset as a safe engine load. Further, in a
prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, if an engine load is larger than the safe engine load
(that is, if it is estimated that the device-calculation load is larger than the safe calculation load) when an elapsed prediction
length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the
time of the change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is ended (in this case, the model selecting calculation
is not performed). Meanwhile, if an engine load is equal to or smaller than the safe engine load when an elapsed prediction
length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the
time of the change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is maintained
as it is (in this case, the model selecting calculation is performed). Of course, when an elapsed prediction length corre-
sponding to the time of the change of an engine state is equal to or longer than the allowable prediction length at the
time of the change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is ended regardless of an engine load (in this case, the
model selecting calculation is not performed).
[0249] According to this, since it is possible to perform the prediction calculation continuation/end control using the
present engine load without using the device-calculation load detection value, it is not necessary to use the calculation
load monitor that is used to detect a device-calculation load. Further, in this embodiment, the present engine load is a
parameter representing the present device-calculation load. Accordingly, according to this embodiment, the same effect
as the effect obtained from the thirteenth embodiment is also obtained.
[0250] Meanwhile, the prediction calculation is continued in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this
embodiment. As a result, while the model selecting calculation is performed, one of the prediction calculation continu-
ation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed or the model selecting calculation is continued
regardless of the present device-calculation load detection value (or an elapsed prediction length at that time point, a
future device-calculation load, the present engine load, or a future engine load).
[0251]  Further, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, one of the prediction calcu-
lation continuation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed while a controlled-object-state is
not changed during the prediction calculation.
[0252] Meanwhile, in the fourteenth embodiment, an engine load may be used instead of the device-calculation load
detection value as described below when it is determined whether or not the prediction calculation is ended at the time
of the change of an engine state. In this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as a "twentieth embodiment"), an engine
load where the device-calculation load becomes a safe calculation load is preset as a safe engine load. Moreover, in a
prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, if an engine load is larger than the safe engine load
(that is, if it is estimated that the device-calculation load is larger than the safe calculation load) when an elapsed prediction
length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the
time of the change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened
by a predetermined period (or by a longer time as an engine load is larger) (in this case, the model selecting calculation
is performed). Meanwhile, if an engine load is equal to or smaller than the safe engine load when an elapsed prediction
length corresponding to the time of the change of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the
time of the change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is maintained
as it is (in this case, the model selecting calculation is performed). Of course, when an elapsed prediction length corre-
sponding to the time of the change of an engine state is equal to or longer than the allowable prediction length at the
time of the change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is ended regardless of an engine load (in this case, the
model selecting calculation is not performed).
[0253] According to this, since it is possible to perform the prediction calculation continuation/end control using the
present engine load without using the device-calculation load detection value, it is not necessary to use the calculation
load monitor that is used to detect a device-calculation load, Further, in this embodiment, the present engine load is a
parameter representing the present device-calculation load. Accordingly, according to this embodiment, the same effect
as the effect obtained from the fourteenth embodiment is also obtained.
[0254] Meanwhile, the prediction calculation is continued in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this
embodiment. As a result, while the model selecting calculation is performed, one of the prediction calculation continu-
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ation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed or the model selecting calculation is continued
regardless of the present device-calculation load detection value (or an elapsed prediction length at that time point, a
future device-calculation load, the present engine load, or a future engine load).
[0255] Moreover, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, one of the prediction cal-
culation continuation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed while a controlled-object-state
is not changed during the prediction calculation.
[0256] Meanwhile, in the nineteenth embodiment, a future engine load may be used instead of the present engine
load when it is determined whether or not the prediction calculation is ended at the time of the change of an engine
state. In this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as a "twenty-first embodiments"), a future engine load is preset during
the prediction calculation. Further, in a prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, if the predicted
future engine load is larger than the safe engine load (that is, if it is estimated that a future device-calculation load is
larger than the safe calculation load) when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an
engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state, the prediction
calculation is ended (in this case, the model selecting calculation is not performed). Meanwhile, if the predicted future
engine load is equal to or smaller than the safe engine load when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the
time of the change of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an
engine state, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is maintained as it is (in this case,
the model selecting calculation is performed). Of course, when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time
of the change of an engine state is equal to or longer than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of
an engine state, the prediction calculation is ended regardless of the predicted future engine load (in this case, the model
selecting calculation is not performed).
[0257] According to this, since it is possible to perform the prediction calculation continuation/end control using the
future engine load without using the device-calculation load detection value, it is not necessary to use the calculation
load monitor that is used to detect a device-calculation load. Further, in this embodiment, the future engine load is a
parameter representing a future device-calculation load. Accordingly, according to this embodiment, the same effect as
the effect obtained from the thirteenth embodiment is also obtained.
[0258] Meanwhile, the prediction calculation is continued in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this
embodiment. As a result, while the model selecting calculation is performed, one of the prediction calculation continu-
ation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed or the model selecting calculation is continued
regardless of the present device-calculation load detection value (or an elapsed prediction length at that time point, a
future device-calculation load, the present engine load, or a future engine load).
[0259] Moreover, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, one of the prediction cal-
culation continuation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed while a controlled-object-state
is not changed during the prediction calculation.
[0260] Meanwhile, in the twentieth embodiment, a future engine load may be used instead of the present engine load
when it is determined whether or not the prediction calculation is ended at the time of the change of an engine state. In
this embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as a "twenty-second embodiment"), a future engine load is preset during the
prediction calculation. Further, in a prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, if the predicted
future engine load is larger than the safe engine load (that is, if it is estimated that a future device-calculation load is
larger than the safe calculation load) when an elapsed prediction length corresponding to the time of the change of an
engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the change of an engine state, the prediction
calculation is continued while the set prediction length is shortened by a predetermined period (or by a longer time as
the predicted future engine load is larger) (in this case, the model selecting calculation is performed). Meanwhile, if the
predicted future engine load is equal to or smaller than the safe engine load when an elapsed prediction length corre-
sponding to the time of the change of an engine state is shorter than the allowable prediction length at the time of the
change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is continued while the set prediction length is maintained as it is
(in this case, the model selecting calculation is performed). Of course, when an elapsed prediction length corresponding
to the time of the change of an engine state is equal to or longer than the allowable prediction length at the time of the
change of an engine state, the prediction calculation is ended regardless of the predicted future engine load (in this
case, the model selecting calculation is not performed).
[0261] According to this, since it is possible to perform the prediction calculation continuation/end control using the
future engine load without using the device-calculation load detection value, it is not necessary to use the calculation
load monitor that is used to detect a device-calculation load. Further, in this embodiment, the future engine load is a
parameter representing a future device-calculation load. Accordingly, according to this embodiment, the same effect as
the effect obtained from the fourteenth embodiment is also obtained.
[0262] Meanwhile, the prediction calculation is continued in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this
embodiment. As a result, while the model selecting calculation is performed, one of the prediction calculation continu-
ation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed or the model selecting calculation is continued
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regardless of the present device-calculation load detection value (or an elapsed prediction length at that time point, a
future device-calculation load, the present engine load, or a future engine load).
[0263] Moreover, in the prediction calculation continuation/end control of this embodiment, one of the prediction cal-
culation continuation/end controls of the second to eleventh embodiments is performed while a controlled-object-state
is not changed during the prediction calculation.
[0264] Next, there is introduced one specific example of a method of obtaining a target supercharging pressure and
a target EGR rate that satisfy all the constraint conditions based on the target supercharging pressure and the target
EGR rate determined from the maps of FIGS. 3(A) and 3(B) in the control device of the above-mentioned embodiment.
[0265] When a plurality of components of an internal combustion engine are used as objects to be controlled, the
internal state of the internal combustion engine at the present time is represented by an internal state vector "x", and
an operation amount, which is to be input to each object to be controlled to control a control amount of each object to
be controlled to a target value, is represented by an operation amount vector "u", a state vector "x+", which represents
the internal state of the internal combustion engine where corresponding operation amounts have been input to the
respective objects to be controlled, that is, the internal state of the internal combustion engine at the next time, can be
represented using constant matrices (or coefficient matrices) Ai and Bi by a state equation of the following Expression (1). 

[0266] Meanwhile, in the above Expression (1), "x" is included in a divided state space "Xi".
[0267]  Further, a control amount vector "y", which represents a control amount output from each object to be controlled
when a corresponding operation amount is input to each object to be controlled to control a control amount of each
object to be controlled to a corresponding target value, can be represented using constant matrices (or coefficient
matrices) Ci and Di by an output equation of the following Expression (2). 

[0268] Here, a vector (hereinafter, this vector is referred to as a "constrained signal vector) "c", which represents a
constraint on the internal state vector x, a constraint on the operation amount vector u, and a constraint on the control
amount vector y, is defined as a vector that is represented by the following Expression (3). 

[0269] Meanwhile, when the constrained signal vector c is defined as in the above Expression (3), the constrained
signal vector c is represented from the above Expressions (1) and (2) by the following Expression (4). 
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[0270] Here, a constant matrix (or coefficient matrix) Cc is defined as in the following Expression (5), and a constant
matrix (or coefficient matrix) Dc is defined as in the following Expression (6).

[0271] Further, when the constant matrices Cc and Dc are defined as in the above Expressions (5) and (6), the above
Expression (4) is represented by the following Expression (7). 

[0272] As described above, a state space model related with the objects to be controlled is represented by the above
Expressions (1), (2), and (7).
[0273] Here, a constraint on the internal state of each object to be controlled, which is represented by the internal
state vector x, is represented by a bounded closed set "X"; a constraint on the operation amount to be input to each
object to be controlled, which is represented by the operation amount vector u, is represented by a bounded closed set
"U"; a constraint on the control amount output from each object to be controlled, which is represented by the control
amount vector y, is represented by a bounded closed set "Y"; and a bounded closed set "C" is defined as a set that is
represented by the following Expression (8). Meanwhile, the internal state vector x is a m-dimensional vector, the
operation amount vector u is a n-dimensional vector, the control amount vector y is a p-dimensional vector, and the
bounded closed set C belongs to a vector space Rq when "q = m + n + p" is satisfied. 

[0274] Further, if the constrained signal vector c belongs to the bounded closed set C, the internal state vector x
belongs to the bounded closed set X, the operation amount vector u belongs to the bounded closed set U, and the
control amount vector y belongs to the bounded closed set Y. Accordingly, when the operation amount vector u (that is,
each operation amount) is corrected so that the constrained signal vector c belongs to the bounded closed set C and
the operation amount according to the corrected operation amount vector u is input to each object to be controlled, the
control amount of each object to be controlled is controlled so that all of the constraint on the internal state of each object
to be controlled, the constraint on the operation amount to be input to each object to be controlled, and the constraint
on the control amount output from each object to be controlled are satisfied.
[0275] When internal state feedback, which uses the internal state observation of a plurality of components of the
internal combustion engine including the vanes 35d, the vane actuator 35e, the EGR control valve 52, and the EGR
control valve actuator, and a tracking error integral control based on a deviation of an actual supercharging pressure
from a target supercharging pressure (that is, a supercharging pressure deviation) and a deviation of an actual EGR
rate from a target EGR rate (that is, an EGR rate deviation) are performed on the premise of the above description, a
target supercharging pressure and a target EGR rate, which are determined from the maps of FIGS. 3(A) and 3(B),
respectively, are corrected as described below. As a result, a target supercharging pressure and a target EGR rate,
which are to be used to determine the operation amounts to be input to the vanes 35d and the EGR control valve 52,
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respectively, are obtained.
[0276] That is, when a feedback gain relating to the internal state feedback is represented by "Kxi", a feedback gain
relating to the tracking error integral control is represented by "Kvi", an internal state vector representing the internal
states of a plurality of components of the internal combustion engine is represented by "x", an integrated tracking error
value vector representing an integrated tracking error value in the tracking error integral control is represented by "v",
and an operation amount vector representing an operation amount to be input to the vanes 35 from the vane actuator
35e and an operation amount to be input to the EGR control valve 52 from the EGR control valve actuator is represented
by "u", the operation amount vector u is represented by the following expression (9). 

[0277] Further, when a target value vector representing a target supercharging pressure and a target EGR rate is
represented by "r’’, a control amount vector representing a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate, which are control
amounts of objects to be controlled, is represented by "y", and a tracking error vector representing a deviation of an
actual supercharging pressure from a target supercharging pressure (that is, a tracking error) and a deviation of an
actual EGR rate from a target EGR rate (that is, a tracking error) is represented by "e", the tracking error vector e is
represented by the following expression (10). 

[0278] Furthermore, when an integrated tracking error value vector at the present time is represented by "v", an
integrated tracking error value vector at the next time is represented by "v+", the integrated tracking error value vector
v+ at the next time is represented by the following expression (11). 

[0279] Moreover, when the above expressions (10) and (11) are substituted in the above expressions (1), (2), and (7)
and transformed, a state space model of a closed loop system of the following expressions (12) to (14) are obtained. 
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[0280] Here, the above expression (12) is an expression for obtaining integrated tracking error values at the next time
(these are represented by an integrated tracking error value vector v+) and the internal states of the components of the
internal combustion engine at the next time (these are represented by an internal state vector x+) based on integrated
tracking error values of a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate at the present time (these are represented by the
integrated tracking error value vector v), the internal states of the components of the internal combustion engine at the
present time (these are represented by the internal state vector x), and a target supercharging pressure and a target
EGR rate at the present time (these are represented by the target value vector r).
[0281] Further, the above expression (13) is an expression for obtaining a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate
that are control amounts of objects to be controlled (these are represented by the control amount vector y) based on
the integrated tracking error values of a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate and the internal states of the components
of the internal combustion engine.
[0282] Furthermore, the above expression (14) is an expression for obtaining the above-mentioned constrained signal
vector c based on the integrated tracking error values of a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate and the internal
states of the components of the internal combustion engine.
[0283] Meanwhile, "ξ", "Φ", "G", "H", and "Hc" are defined as in the following expressions (15) to (19).
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[0284] Further, when "ξ", "Φ", "G", "H", and "Hc" are used, the above expressions (12) to (14) can be represented as
in the following expressions (20) to (22). 

[0285] Moreover, a target supercharging pressure and a target EGR rate, which are determined from the maps of
FIGS. 3(A) and 3(B), respectively, in a case where a target supercharging pressure and a target EGR rate where a
constraint condition ahead of h step (this "h" is the "set prediction length," in the abode-mentioned embodiment) is
satisfied are obtained, when a calculation cycle is referred to as a "step" and a target supercharging pressure and a
target EGR rate are given as the target value vector r, that is, a target supercharging pressure and a target EGR rate,
which are represented by the target value vector r obtained through the solving of an optimization problem illustrated in
the following expression (23) for obtaining the minimum value of an absolute value of the deviation of the target value
vector r, which represents a target supercharging pressure and a target EGR rate obtained at this time from an initial
target value vector r0, when an initial target value vector representing an initial target value is represented by "r0", are
a target supercharging pressure and a target EGR rate where a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate can be
controlled while all constraints are satisfied. 

[0286] That is, sequentially, if the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate, which are obtained through
the solving of the optimization problem illustrated in the above expression (23), are used in the control of a supercharging
pressure and an EGR rate, a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate are controlled while all constraints are satisfied.
[0287] Here, in the optimization problem illustrated in the above expression (23), "Ck+j|k" represents an estimated
value of "c" at a time k+j when information needed at a time k has already been known, and "ξk+j|k" represents an
estimated value of "ξ" at a time k+j when information needed at a time k has already been known.
[0288] Meanwhile, in the example introduced above, the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate, which
are determined from the maps of FIGS. 3(A) and 3(B), respectively, are corrected using a state space model so that all
constraint conditions are satisfied, and the corrected target supercharging pressure and the corrected target EGR rate
are used in the control of an actual supercharging pressure and an actual EGR rate. Accordingly, in the example
introduced above, it may be said that a supercharging pressure, an EGR rate, the operating state of the vanes, the
operating state of the EGR control valve, a vane operation amount, an EGR control valve-operation amount, the operating
state of the vane actuator, and the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator when an actual supercharging
pressure and an EGR rate are controlled based on the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate that are
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determined from the maps of FIGS. 3(A) and 3(B), respectively, are predicted by the state space model; whether or not
all constraint conditions are satisfied is determined based on the results of this prediction; a target supercharging pressure
and a target EGR rate are corrected until it is determined that all constraint conditions are satisfied; and a target super-
charging pressure and a target EGR rate when it is determined that all constraint conditions are satisfied are used in
the control of an actual supercharging pressure and an actual EGR rate.
[0289] According to this, when a target supercharging pressure is changed or a target EGR rate is changed, an optimal
target supercharging pressure or an optimal target EGR rate is sequentially calculated until a supercharging pressure
or an EGR rate are controlled to a target supercharging pressure or a target EGR rate, respectively, (that is, a transient
state) and a supercharging pressure or an EGR rate are controlled based on the calculated target supercharging pressure
or the calculated target EGR rate. For this reason, the responsiveness of a supercharging pressure or an EGR rate in
the transient state is good.
[0290]  Particularly, according to this, since the operation amounts to be input to the vanes 35d and the EGR control
valve 52 are also constrained, an anti-windup effect is obtained. For this reason, it may be said that the responsiveness
of the control of a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate is better while a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate
are controlled to a target supercharging pressure and a target EGR rate, respectively (that is, a transient state).
[0291] Further, in the above-mentioned embodiments and the example introduced above, a supercharging pressure
and an EGR rate are controlled so that the constraints on the objects to be controlled, such as the vanes of the supercharger
and the EGR control valve of the EGR device, and the constraints on the actuators controlling the operations of the
objects to be controlled, such as the vane actuator and the EGR control valve actuator are satisfied. For this reason, it
may be said that the stability and robustness of the control of a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate are high.
[0292] Furthermore, non-linear characteristics of the input to an object to be controlled and the output from an object
to be controlled, the constraints on the input and output, and the constraint on the internal state of an object to be
controlled can be positively described in the state space model described based on the above-mentioned idea. For this
reason, it may be said that the stability and robustness of control are high in the control of a supercharging pressure
and an EGR rate where the state space model is used.
[0293] Meanwhile, when the optimization problem of the above expression (24) is to be solved, an optimal solution
may be obtained. However, when the time taken for one time of calculation is relatively short or a solution needs to be
quickly obtained, an approximate solution may be obtained.
[0294] Moreover, the internal state feedback, which uses the internal state observation of the components of the
internal combustion engine including the vanes, the vane actuator, the EGR control valve, and the EGR control valve
actuator, has been performed in the example introduced above. However, when the internal state observation of the
components of the internal combustion engine cannot be performed or cannot be accurately performed, output feedback
based on values output from the objects to be controlled, such as a supercharging pressure and an EGR rate, may be
used instead of the internal state feedback.
[0295] Meanwhile, embodiments of the present invention have been described as to the cases where the control
device of the invention is applied to a compression self-ignition internal combustion engine, as examples. However, the
present invention can also be applied to a spark-ignition internal combustion engine.
[0296] Next, there is introduced one example of a routine for setting a target supercharging pressure and a target
EGR rate and correcting a target supercharging pressure and a target EGR rate according to the first embodiment in
the above-mentioned example. This example is illustrated in FIG. 4. The routine of FIG. 4 is performed at predetermined
period intervals.
[0297] When the routine of FIG. 4 is started, first, a target supercharging pressure TPcom is determined from the map
of FIG. 3(A) based an engine speed N and an engine load L in step 100. Then, in step 101, a target EGR rate TRegr is
determined from the map of FIG. 3(B) based on engine speed N and an engine load L.
[0298] After that, in step 102, prediction calculation is performed based on the target supercharging pressure deter-
mined in step 100 and the target EGR rate. That is, future controlled-object-states (that is, a supercharging pressure,
the operating state of the vanes 35d, the operating state of the vane actuator 35e, a vane operation amount, the operating
state of the EGR rate, EGR control valve 52, the operating state of the EGR control valve actuator, and an EGR control
valve-operation amount) are predicted only for a set prediction length when the control of a supercharging pressure and
an EGR rate is performed based on the target supercharging pressure determined in step 100 and the target EGR rate.
[0299] Next, it is determined in step 103 whether or not the future controlled-object-states predicted in step 102 satisfies
all the above-mentioned constraint conditions. Here, if it is determined that the future controlled-object-states satisfy all
the above-mentioned constraint conditions, the routine proceeds to step 104, the target supercharging pressure deter-
mined in step 100 is set to a target supercharging pressure used in the control of an actual supercharging pressure, the
target EGR rate determined in step 101 is set to a target EGR rate used in the control of an actual EGR rate, and the
routine is ended.
[0300] Meanwhile, if it is determined in step 103 that the future controlled-object-states predicted in step 102 do not
satisfy at least one of the above-mentioned constraint conditions, the routine proceeds to step 105, the target super-
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charging pressure determined in step 100 and the target EGR rate determined in step 101 are corrected according to
the above-mentioned manner, and the routine proceeds to step 102 again. Further, in this case, the prediction calculation
is performed in step 102 based on the target supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate that are corrected in step
104, After that, it is determined in step 103 whether or not the future controlled-object-states predicted in step 102 satisfy
all the above-mentioned constraint conditions. Here, if it is determined that the future controlled-object-states satisfy all
the above-mentioned constraint conditions, the routine proceeds to step 103, the target supercharging pressure corrected
in step 104 is set to a target supercharging pressure used in the control of an actual supercharging pressure, and the
target EGR rate corrected in step 104 is set to a target EGR rate used in the control of an actual supercharging pressure.
[0301] Meanwhile, if it is determined in step 103 that the future controlled-object-states predicted in step 102 do not
satisfy at least one of the above-mentioned constraint conditions, the routine proceeds to step 104 again, the target
supercharging pressure and the target EGR rate corrected in step 104 at the last time are further corrected according
to the above-mentioned manner, and the routine proceeds to step 102 again. That is, until it is determined in step 103
that the future controlled-object-states satisfy all the above-mentioned constraint conditions, steps 104, 102, and 103
are repeatedly performed.
[0302] Next, there is introduced one example of a routine for performing the prediction calculation continuation/end
control of the second embodiment. This example is illustrated in FIG. 5. The routine of FIG. 5 is started when the prediction
calculation (that is, step 102) of the routine of FIG. 4 is started, and is ended when prediction calculation is ended.
[0303] When the routine of F!G. 5 is started, a device-calculation load CL is acquired in step 200. Then, it is determined
in step 201 whether or not the device-calculation load CL acquired in step 200 exceeds an allowable calculation load
value CLth (CL > CLth). Here, if it is determined that "CL > CLth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 202. Meanwhile,
if it is determined that "CL ≤ CL" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 203.
[0304]  If it is determined in step 201 that "CL > CLth" is satisfied and the routine proceeds to step 202, the present
set prediction length LE(k-1) is shortened by a predetermined period K1 and input as a set prediction length LE(k) that
is to be used in future (LE(k) ← LE(k-1) - K1). Then, the routine proceeds to step 203.
[0305] It is determined in step 203 whether or not the prediction calculation is being performed. Here, if it is determined
that the prediction calculation is being performed, the routine returns to step 200. Meanwhile, if it is determined that the
prediction calculation is not being performed, the routine is ended as it is.
[0306] Next, there is introduced one example of a routine for performing the prediction calculation continuation/end
control of the third embodiment. This example is illustrated in FIG. 6. The routine of FIG. 6 is started when the prediction
calculation (that is, step 102) of the routine of FIG. 4 is started, and is ended when prediction calculation is ended.
[0307] When the routine of FIG. 6 is started, a device-calculation load CL is acquired in step 300. Then, it is determined
in step 301 whether or not the device-calculation load CL acquired in step 300 exceeds an allowable calculation load
value CLth (CL > CLth). Here, if it is determined that "CL > CLth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 302. Meanwhile,
if it is determined that "CL ≤ CL" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 304.
[0308] If it is determined in step 301 that "CL > CLth" is satisfied and the routine proceeds to step 302, a coefficient
K2 that is used in shortening an initial set prediction length LEi and is larger as the device-calculation load CL acquired
in step 100 is larger is calculated. After that, in step 303, the initial set prediction length LEi is shortened by the coefficient
K2 calculated in step 302 and input as a set prediction length LE(k) that is to be used in future (LE(k) ← LEi - K2). Then,
the routine proceeds to step 304.
[0309] It is determined in step 304 whether or not the prediction calculation is being performed. Here, if it is determined
that the prediction calculation is being performed, the routine returns to step 300. Meanwhile, if it is determined that the
prediction calculation is not being performed, the routine is ended as it is.
[0310] Next, there is introduced one example of a routine for performing the prediction calculation continuation/end
control of the fourth embodiment. This example is illustrated in FIG. 7. The routine of FIG. 7 is started when the prediction
calculation (that is, step 102) of the routine of FIG. 4 is started, and is ended when prediction calculation is ended.
[0311] When the routine of FIG. 7 is started, a device-calculation load CL is acquired in step 400. Then, it is determined
in step 401 whether or not the device-calculation load CL acquired in step 400 exceeds an allowable calculation load
value CLth (CL > CLth). Here, if it is determined that "CL > CLth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 402. Meanwhile,
if it is determined that CL ≤ CL" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 403.
[0312] If it is determined in step 401 that "CL > CLth" is satisfied and the routine proceeds to step 402, a prediction
calculation end flag F1 is set and the routine proceeds to step 403. Here, when the prediction calculation end flag is set
in step 402, the prediction calculation of step 102 of FIG. 4 is ended. Meanwhile, the prediction calculation of step 102
of FIG. 4 is continued while this prediction calculation end flag is reset.
[0313]  It is determined in step 403 whether or not the prediction calculation is being performed. Here, if it is determined
that the prediction calculation is being performed, the routine returns to step 400. Meanwhile, if it is determined that the
prediction calculation is not being performed, the routine proceeds to step 404.
[0314] In step 404, the prediction calculation end flag F1 is reset and the routine is ended. That is, when step 102 of
FIG. 4 is started next time, the prediction calculation end flag F1 has already been reset.
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[0315] Next, there is introduced one example of a routine for performing the prediction calculation continuation/end
control of the fifth embodiment. This example is illustrated in FIG. 8. The routine of FIG. 8 is started when the prediction
calculation (that is, step 102) of the routine of FIG. 4 is started, and is ended when prediction calculation is ended.
[0316] When the routine of FIG. 8 is started, a device-calculation load CL is acquired in step 500. Then, it is determined
in step 501 whether or not the device-calculation load CL acquired in step 500 exceeds an allowable calculation load
value CLth (CL > CLth). Here, if it is determined that "CL > CLth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 502. Meanwhile,
if it is determined that "CL ≤ CL" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 504.
[0317] If it is determined in step 501 that "CL > CLth" is satisfied and the routine proceeds to step 502, it is determined
whether or not an elapsed prediction length LEE is shorter than an allowable prediction length LEEth (LEE < LEEth).
Here, if it is determined that "LEE < LEEth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 503. Meanwhile, if it is determined
that "LEE ≥ LEEth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 506.
[0318] If it is determined in step 501 that "CL > CLth" is satisfied, it is determined in step 503 that "LEE < LEEth" is
satisfied, and the routine proceeds to step 503, the present set prediction length LE(k-1) is shortened by a predetermined
period K1 and input as a set prediction length LE(k) that is to be used in future (LE(k) ← LE(k-1) - K1). Then, the routine
proceeds to step 504.
[0319] Meanwhile, if it is determined in step 501 that "CL > CLth" is satisfied, it is determined in step 503 that "LEE ≥
LEEth" is satisfied, and the routine proceeds to step 506, a prediction calculation end flag F1 is set and the routine
proceeds to step 504. Here, when the prediction calculation end flag is set in step 506, the prediction calculation of step
102 of FIG. 4 is ended. Meanwhile, the prediction calculation of step 102 of FIG. 4 is continued while this prediction
calculation end flag is reset.
[0320] It is determined in step 504 whether or not the prediction calculation is being performed. Here, if it is determined
that the prediction calculation is being performed, the routine returns to step 500. Meanwhile, if it is determined that the
prediction calculation is not being performed, the routine proceeds to step 505.
[0321] In step 505, the prediction calculation flow rate flag F1 is reset and the routine is ended. That is, when step
102 of FIG. 4 is started next time, the prediction calculation end flag F1 has already been reset.
[0322] Next, there is introduced one example of a routine for performing the prediction calculation continuation/end
control of the twelfth embodiment. This example is illustrated in FIG. 9. The routine of FIG. 9 is started when the prediction
calculation (that is, step 102) of the routine of FIG. 4 is started, and is ended when prediction calculation is ended.
[0323] When the routine of Fig. 9 is started, it is determined in step 600 whether or not the present is the time of the
change of an engine state. Here, if it is determined that the present is the time of the change of an engine state, the
routine proceeds to step 601. Meanwhile, if it is determined that the present is not the time of the change of an engine
state, the routine proceeds to step 605.
[0324] If it is determined in step 600 that the present is the time of the change of an engine state and the routine
proceeds to step 601, it is determined whether or not an elapsed prediction length LEE is shorter than an allowable
prediction length LEEth (LEE < LEEth). Here, if it is determined that "LEE < LEEth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to
step 602. Meanwhile, if it is determined that "LEE ≥ LEEth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 604.
[0325] If it is determined in step 600 that the present is the time of the change of an engine state, it is determined in
step 601 that "LEE ≥ LEEth" is satisfied, and the routine proceeds to step 604, a prediction calculation end flag F1 is
set and the routine proceeds to step 602. Here, when the prediction calculation end flag is set in step 604, the prediction
calculation of step 102 of FIG. 4 is ended. Meanwhile, the prediction calculation of step 102 of FIG. 4 is continued while
this prediction calculation end flag is reset.
[0326] If it is determined in steep 600 that the present is not the time of the change of an engine state and the routine
proceeds to step 605, a device-calculation load CL is acquired. Then, it is determined in step 606 whether or not the
device-calculation load CL acquired in step 605 is larger than an allowable calculation load value CLth (CL > CLth).
Here, if it is determined that "CL > CLth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 607. Meanwhile, if it is determined that
"CL ≤ CLth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 602.
[0327] If it is determined in step 606 that "CL > CLth" is satisfied and the routine proceeds to step 607, the present
set prediction length LE(k-1) is shortened by a predetermined period K1 and input as a set prediction length LE(k) that
is to be used in future (LE(k) ← LE(k-1) - K1). Then, the routine proceeds to step 602.
[0328] It is determined in step 602 whether or not the prediction calculation is being performed. Here, if it is determined
that the prediction calculation is being performed, the routine returns to step 600. Meanwhile, if it is determined that the
prediction calculation is not being performed, the routine proceeds to step 603.
[0329] In step 603, the prediction calculation end flag F1 is reset and the routine is ended. That is, when step 102 of
FIG. 4 is started next time, the prediction calculation end flag F1 has already been reset.
[0330] Next, there is introduced one example of a routine for performing the prediction calculation continuation/end
control of the thirteenth embodiment. This example is illustrated in FIGS. 10 and 11. The routine of FIGS. 10 and 11 is
started when the prediction calculation (that is, step 102) of the routine of FIG. 4 is started, and is ended when prediction
calculation is ended.
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[0331] When the routine of FIGS. 10 and 11 is started, it is determined in step 700 of FIG. 10 whether or not the
present is the time of the change of an engine state. Here, if it is determined that the present is the time of the change
of an engine state, the routine proceeds to step 701. Meanwhile, if it is determined that the present is not the time of the
change of an engine state, the routine proceeds to step 708 of FIG. 11.
[0332] If it is determined in step 700 that the present is the time of the change of an engine any the routine proceeds
to step 701, it is determined whether or not an elapsed prediction length LEE is shorter than an allowable prediction
length LEEth (LEE < LEEth"). Here, if it is determined that "LEE < LEEth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 702.
Meanwhile, if it is determined that "LEE ≥ LEEth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 707.
[0333] If it is determined in step 700 that the present is the time of the change of an engine state, it is determined in
step 701 that "LEE ≥ LEEth" is satisfied, and the routine proceeds to step 702, a device-calculation load CL is acquired.
Then, it is determined in step 703 whether or not the device-calculation load CL acquired in step 702 is larger than a
safe calculation load CLsth (CL > CLsth). Here, if it is determined that "CL > CLsth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to
step 704. Meanwhile, if it is determined that "CL ≤ CLsth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 705.
[0334] If it is determined in step 700 that the present is the time of the change of an engine state, it is determined in
step 701 that "LEE < LEEth" is satisfied, it is determined in step 703 that "CL > CLsth" is satisfied, and the routine
proceeds to step 704, a prediction calculation end flag F1 is set and the routine proceeds to step 705. Here, when the
prediction calculation end flag is set in step 704, the prediction calculation of step 102 of FIG. 4 is ended. Meanwhile,
the prediction calculation of stew 102 of FIG. 4 is continued while this prediction calculation end flag is reset.
[0335] If it is determined in step 700 that the present is the time of the change of an engine state, it is determined in
step 701 that "LEE ≥ LEEth" is satisfied, and the routine proceeds to step 707, a prediction calculation end flag F1 is
set and the routine proceeds to step 705.
[0336] If it is determined in steep 700 that the present is not the time of the change of an engine state and the routine
proceeds to step 708 of FIG. 11, a device-calculation load CL is acquired. Then, it is determined in step 709 whether or
not the device-calculation load CL acquired in step 708 is larger than an allowable calculation load value CLth (CL >
CLth). Here, if it is determined that "CL > CLth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 710. Meanwhile, if it is determined
that "CL ≤ CLth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 705 of FIG. 10.
[0337] If it is determined in step 709 that "CL > CLth" is satisfied and the routine proceeds to step 710, the present
set prediction length LE(k-1) is shortened by a predetermined period K1 and input as a set prediction length LE(k) that
is to be used in future (LE(k) ← LE(k-1) - K1). Then, the routine proceeds to step 705.
[0338] It is determined in step 705 whether or not the prediction calculation is being performed. Here, if it is determined
that the prediction calculation is being performed, the routine returns to step 700. Meanwhile, if it is determined that the
prediction calculation is not being performed, the routine proceeds to step 706.
[0339] In steep 706, the prediction calculation end flag F1 is reset and the routine is ended. That is, when step 102 of
FIG. 4 is started next time, the prediction calculation end flag F1 has already been reset.
[0340] Next, there is introduced one example of a routine for performing the prediction calculation continuation/end
control of the fourteenth embodiment. This example is illustrated in FIGS. 12 and 13. The routine of FIGS. 12 and 13 is
started when the prediction calculation (that is, step 102) of the routine of FIG. 4 is started, and is ended when prediction
calculation is ended. Meanwhile, since step 800 to 803 and steps 805 to 810 of the routine of FIGS. 12 and 13 are the
same as steps 700 to 703 and steps 705 to 710 of the routine of FIGS. 10 and 11, respectively, the descriptions of these
steps will be not provided.
[0341] In the routine of FIGS. 12 and 13, if it is determined in step 800 that the present is the time of the change of
an engine state, it is determined in step 801 that "LEE < LEEth" is satisfied, it is determined in step 803 that "CL > CLsth"
is satisfied, and the routine proceeds to step 804, the present set prediction length LE(k-1) is shortened by a predetermined
period K1 and input as a set prediction length LE(k) that is to be used in future (LE(k) ← LE(k-1) - K1). Then, the routine
proceeds to step 805.
[0342] Next, there is introduced one example of a routine for performing the prediction calculation continuation/end
control of the fifteenth embodiment. This example is illustrated in FIG. 14. The routine of FIG. 14 is started when the
prediction calculation (that is, step 102) of the routine of FIG. 4 is started, and is ended when prediction calculation is ended.
[0343] When the routine of FIG. 14 is started, it is determined in step 900 whether or not the present is the time of the
change of an engine state. Here, if it is determined that the present is the time of the change of an engine state, the
routine proceeds to step 901. Meanwhile, if it is determined that the present is not the time of the change of an engine
state, the routine proceeds to step 906.
[0344] If it is determined in step 900 that the present is the time of the change of an engine state and the routine
proceeds to step 901, a device-calculation load CL is acquired. Then, it is determined in step 902 whether or not the
device-calculation load CL acquired in step 901 is larger than a safe calculation load CLsth (CL > CLsth). Here, if it is
determined that "CL > CLsth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 903. Meanwhile, if it is determined that "CL ≤
CLsth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 904.
[0345] If it is determined in step 900 that the present is the time of the change of an engine state, it is determined in
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step 902 that "LEE < LEEth" is satisfied, and the routine proceeds to step 903, a prediction calculation end flag F1 is
set and the routine proceeds to step 904. Here, when the prediction calculation end flag is set in step 903, the prediction
calculation of step 102 of FIG. 4 is ended. Meanwhile, the prediction calculation of step 102 of FIG. 4 is continued while
this prediction calculation end flag is reset.
[0346] If it is determined in step 900 that the present is not the time of the change of an engine state and the routine
proceeds to step 906, a device-calculation load CL is acquired. Then, it is determined in step 907 whether or not the
device-calculation load CL acquired in step 906 is larger than an allowable calculation load value CLth (CL > CLth).
Here, if it is determined that "CL > CLth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 908. Meanwhile, if it is determined that
"CL ≤ CLth" is satisfied, the routine proceeds to step 904.
[0347] If it is determined in step 907 that "CL > CLth" is satisfied and the routine proceeds to step 908, the present
set prediction length LE(k-1) is shortened by a predetermined period K1 and input as a set prediction length LE(k) that
is to be used in future (LE(k) ← LE(k-1) - K1). Then, the routine proceeds to step 904.
[0348]  It is determined in step 904 whether or not the prediction calculation is being performed. Here, if it is determined
that the prediction calculation is being performed, the routine returns to step 900. Meanwhile, if it is determined that the
prediction calculation is not being performed, the routine proceeds to step 905.
[0349] In step 905, the prediction calculation end flag F1 is reset and the routine is ended. That is, when step 102 of
FIG. 4 is started next time, the prediction calculation end flag F1 has already been reset.
[0350] Next, there is introduced one example of a routine for performing the prediction calculation continuation/end
control of the sixteenth embodiment. This example is illustrated in FIG. 15. The routine of FIG. 15 is started when the
prediction calculation (that is, step 102) of the routine of FIG. 4 is started, and is ended when prediction calculation is
ended. Meanwhile, since steps 1000 to 1002 and steps 1004 to 1008 of the routine of FIG. 15 are the same as steps
900 to 902 and steps 904 to 908 of the routine of FIG. 14, respectively, the descriptions of these steps will be not provided.
[0351] In the routine of FIG. 15, if it is determined in step 1000 that the present is the time of the change of an engine
state, it is determined in step 1002 that "CL > CLth" is satisfied, and the routine proceeds to step 1003, the present set
prediction length LE(k-1) is shortened by a predetermined period K1 and input as a set prediction length LE(k) that is to
be used in future (LE(k) ← LE(k-1) - K1). Then, the routine proceeds to step 1004.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0352]  10, internal combustion engine; 35, supercharger; 35d, vane; 35e, vane actuator; 50, EGR device; 52, EGR
control valve; 72, intake pressure sensor.

Claims

1. A control device for internal combustion engine comprising:

an initial-target-value determining means for determining: a target value of a control amount of a first object to
be controlled in the internal combustion engine as a first initial-target-value; and a target value of a control
amount of a second object to be controlled in the internal combustion engine as a second initial-target-value;
an operation amount determining means for determining: an operation amount to be input to the first object as
a first operation amount depending on a first control-target-value, the first control-target-value being a target
value for controlling the control amount of the first object; and an operation amount to be input to the second
object as a second operation amount depending on a second control-target-value, the second control-target-
value being a target value for controlling the control amount of the second object;
a first operation-controlling means for controlling an operation of the first object according to the first operation
amount determined by the operation amount determining means; and
a second operation-controlling means for controlling an operation of the second object according to the second
operation amount determined by the operation amount determining means,
the control amounts of the respective objects being controlled due to the respective operation-controlling means
controlling the operations of the respective corresponding objects,
the control device further comprising:

a corrected-target-value outputting means for correcting the first initial-target-volue and the second initial-
target-value according to a predetermined rule and outputting the corrected initial-target-values respectively
as first corrected-target-value and second corrected-target-value;
a controlled-object-state predicting means for performing prediction calculation to predict future states of
the first object and the second object as future control led-object-states through calculation upon the control
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amount of the first object and the control amount of the second object being controlled according to the first
operation amount and the second operation amounts determined by the operation amount determining
means by employing the first initial-target-value and the second initial-target-value respectively as the first
control-target-value and the second control-target-value; and
a constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means for determining whether or not the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying a constraint condition for
the internal combustion engine,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint condition
for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-target-value being
input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-target-
value,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means not satisfying the constraint condi-
tions for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-target-value
being corrected according to the predetermined rule by the corrected-target-value outputting means; the
corrected initial-target-values being output respectively as the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value; the future states of the first object and the second object being predicted again as
future controlled -object-states upon the control amount of the first object and the control amount of the
second object being controlled according to the first operation amount and the second operation amount
determined by the operation amount determining means by employing the first initial-target-value and the
second initial-target-value respectively as the first control-target-value and the second control-target-value;
the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining again whether or not the future con-
trolled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint
condition for the internal combustion engine; and then the first corrected-target-value and second corrected-
target-value being input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and
second control-target-value upon the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as
the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying
the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means not satisfying the constraint
condition for the internal combustion engine, then the corrections of the first corrected-target-value and the
second corrected-target-value by the corrected-target-value outputting means, the prediction calculation
by the controlled-object-state predicting means based on the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value corrected by the correction, and the determination by the constraint-condition-sat-
isfaction determining means based on the future controlled-object-states predicted by the prediction cal-
culation being repeated until determined as the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-
object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint condition,
the controlled-object-state predicting means predicting states of the objects in the future after a limited
predetermined period through calculation.

2. The control device for internal combustion engine according to claim 1,
wherein the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means being continued after
the limited predetermined period being shortened upon a calculation load of the control device being larger than an
allowable load value in view of calculation capacity of the control device.

3. The control device for internal combustion engine according to claim 1 or claim 2,
the control device further comprising a model selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation to select
a state space model suitable for the present state of the internal combustion engine from a plurality of state space
models prepared according to states of the internal combustion engine,
wherein the controlled-object-state predicting means predicting the future controlled-object-states by using the state
space model selected by the model selecting means,
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means and future controlled-object-states having already been predicted
by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-object-states in the future
after an allowable period from the present time point or in the future later of the allowable period, then the prediction
calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means being ended,and
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation performed
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by the controlled-object-state predicting means and future controlled-object-states having already been predicted
by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-object-states in the future
before the allowable period from the present time point, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-
object-state predicting means being continued.

4. The control device for internal combustion engine according to claim 1 or claim 2,
the control device further comprising a model selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation to select
a state space model suitable for the present state of the internal combustion engine from a plurality of state space
models prepared according to states of the internal combustion engine,
wherein the controlled-object-state predicting means predicting the future controlled-object-states by using the state
space model selected by the model selecting means,
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means and future controlled-object-states having already been predicted
by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-object-states in the future
after an allowable period from the present time point or in the future later of the allowable period, then the prediction
calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means being ended regardless of the calculation
load of the control device,
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means, future controlled-object-states having already been predicted by
the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-object-states in the future
before the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation load of the control device being larger
than an allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model selecting
means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means being ended, and
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation performed
buy during the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means, future controlled-
object-states having already been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being
future controlled-object-states in the future before the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation
load of the control device being equal to or smaller than the allowable load value in view of the calculation load of
the model selecting calculation by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the
controlled-object-state predicting means being continued.

5. The control device for internal combustion engine according to claim 1 or claim 2,
the control device further comprising a model selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation to select
a state space model suitable for the present state of the internal combustion engine from a plurality of state space
models prepared according to states of the internal combustion engine,
wherein the controlled-object-state predicting means predicting the future controlled-object-states by using the state
space model selected by the model selecting means,
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means and future controlled-object-states having already been predicted
by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-object-states in the future
after an allowable period from the present time point or in the future later of the allowable period, then the prediction
calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means being ended regardless of the calculation
load of the control device,
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means, future controlled-object-states having already been predicted by
the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-object-states in the future
before the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation load of the control device being larger
than an allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model selecting
means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means being continued
after the limited predetermined period being shortened, and
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means, future controlled-object-states having already been predicted by
the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-object-states in the future
before the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation load of the control device being equal
to or smaller than the allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the
model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means
being continued after the limited predetermined period being maintained at the value thereof at that time point.
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6. The control device for internal combustion engine according to claim or claim 2,
the control device further comprising a model selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation to select
a state space model suitable for the present state of the internal combustion engine from a plurality of state space
models prepared according to states of the internal combustion engine,
wherein the controlled-object-state predicting means predicting the future controlled-object-states by using the state
space model selected by the model selecting means,
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means and the calculation load of the control device being larger than an
allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model selecting means,
then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means being ended, and
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means and the calculation load of the control device being equal to or
smaller than the allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model
selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means being
continued.

7. The control device for internal combustion engine according to claim 1 or claim 2,
the control device further comprising a model selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation to select
a state space model suitable for the present state of the internal combustion engine from a plurality of state space
models prepared according to states of the internal combustion engine,
wherein the controlled-object-state predicting means predicting the future controlled-object-states by using the state
space model selected by the model selecting means,
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means and the calculation load of the control device being larger than an
allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model selecting means,
then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means being continued after the
limited predetermined period being shortened, and
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means and the calculation load of the control device being equal to or
smaller than the allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by the model
selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means being
continued after the limited predetermined period being maintained at the value thereof at that time point.

8. A control device for internal combustion engine comprising:

an initial-target-value determining means for determining: a target value of a control amount of a first object to
be controlled in the internal combustion engine as a first initial-target-value; and a target value of a control
amount of a second object to be controlled in the internal combustion engine as a second initial-target-value;
an operation amount determining means for determining: an operation amount to be input to the first object as
a first operation amount depending on a first control-target-value, the first control-target-value being a target
value for controlling the control amount of the first object; and an operation amount to be input to the second
object as a second operation amount depending on a second control-target-value, the second control-target-
value being a target value for controlling the control amount of the second object;
a first operation-controlling means for controlling an operation of the first object according to the first operation
amount determined by the operation amount determining means; and
a second operation-controlling means for controlling an operation of the second object according to the second
operation amount determined by the operation amount determining means,
the control amounts of the respective objects being controlled due to the respective operation-controlling means
controlling the operations of the respective corresponding objects,
the control device further comprising:

a corrected-target-value outputting means for correcting the first initial-target-value and the second initial-
target-value according to a predetermined rule and outputting the corrected initial-target-values respectively
as first corrected-target-value and second corrected-target-value;
a controlled-object-state predicting means for performing prediction calculation to predict future states of
the first object and the second object as future controlled-object-states through calculation upon the control
amount of the first object and the control amount of the second object being controlled according to the first
operation amount and the second operation amount determined by the operation amount determining
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means by employing the first initial-target-value and the second initial-target-value respectively as the first
control-target-value and the second control-target-value; and
a constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means for determining whether or not the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying a constraint condition for
the internal combustion engine,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint condition
for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-target-value being
input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-target-
value,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means not satisfying the constraint condi-
tions for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-target-value
being corrected according to the predetermined rule by the corrected-target-value outputting means; the
corrected initial-target-values being output respectively as the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value; the future states of the first object and the second object being predicted again as
future controlled-object-states upon the control amount of the first object and the control amount of the
second object being controlled according to the first operation amount and the second operation amount
determined by the operation amount determining means by employing the first initial-target-value and the
second initial-target-value respectively as the first control-target-value and the second control-target-value;
the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining again whether or not the future con-
trolled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint
condition for the internal combustion engine; and then the first corrected-target-value and second corrected-
target-value being input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and
second control-target-value upon the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as
the future control led-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying
the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means not satisfying the constraint
condition for the internal combustion engine, then the corrections of the first corrected-target-value and the
second corrected-target-value by the corrected-target-value outputting means, the prediction calculation
by the controlled-object-state predicting means based on the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value corrected by the correction, and the determination by the constraint-condition-sat-
isfaction determining means based on the future controlled-object-states predicted by the prediction cal-
culation being repeated until determined as the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-
object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint condition,
the control device further comprising a model selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation
to select a state space model suitable for the present state of the internal combustion engine from a plurality
of state space models prepared according to states of the internal combustion engine,
the controlled-object-state predicting means predicting the future controlled-object-states by using the state
space model selected by the model selecting means,
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and future controlled-object-states having already
been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-
object-states in the future after an allowable period from the present time point or in the future later of the
allowable period, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means
being ended,and
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and future controlled-object-states having already
been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-
object-states in the future before the allowable period from the present time point, then the prediction
calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means being continued.

9. A control device for internal combustion engine comprising:

an initial-target-value determining means for determining: a target value of a control amount of a first object to
be controlled in the internal combustion engine as a first initial-target-value; and a target value of a control
amount of a second object to be controlled in the internal combustion engine as a second initial-target-value;
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an operation amount determining means for determining: an operation amount to be input to the first object as
a first operation amount depending on a first control-target-value, the first control-target-value being a target
value for controlling the control amount of the first object; and an operation amount to be input to the second
object as a second operation amount depending on a second control-target-value, the second control-target-
value being a target value for controlling the control amount of the second object;
a first operation-controlling means for controlling an operation of the first object according to the first operation
amount determined by the operation amount determining means; and
a second operation-controlling means for controlling an operation of the second object according to the second
operation amount determined by the operation amount determining means,
the control amounts of the respective objects being controlled due to the respective operation-controlling means
controlling the operations of the respective corresponding objects,
the control device further comprising:

a corrected-target-value outputting means for correcting the first initial-target-value and the second initial-
target-value according to a predetermined rule and outputting the corrected initial-target-values respectively
as first corrected-target-value and second corrected-target-value;
a controlled-object-state predicting means for performing prediction calculation to predict future states of
the first object and the second object as future controlled-object-states through calculation upon the control
amount of the first object and the control amount of the second object being controlled according to the first
operation amount and the second operation amount determined by the operation amount determining
means by employing the first initial-target-value and the second initial-target-value respectively as the first
control-target-value and the second control-target-value; and
a constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means for determining whether or not the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying a constraint condition for
the internal combustion engine,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint condition
for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-target-value being
input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-target-
value,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means not satisfying the constraint condi-
tions for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-target-value
being corrected according to the predetermined rule by the corrected-target-value outputting means; the
corrected initial-target-values being output respectively as the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value; the future states of the first object and the second object being predicted again as
future controlled-object-states upon the control amount of the first object and the control amount of the
second object being controlled, according to the first operation amount and the second operation amount
determined by the operation amount determining means by employing the first initial-target-value and the
second initial-target-value respectively as the first control-target-value and the second control-target-value;
the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining again whether or not the future con-
trolled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint
condition for the internal combustion engine; and then the first corrected-target-value and second corrected-
target-value being input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and
second control-target-value upon the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as
the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying
the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means not satisfying the constraint
condition for the internal combustion engine, then the corrections of the first corrected-target-value and the
second corrected-target-value by the corrected-target-value outputting means, the prediction calculation
by the controlled-object-state predicting means based on the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value corrected by the correction, and the determination by the constraint-condition-sat-
isfaction determining means based on the future controlled-object-states predicted by the prediction cal-
culation being repeated until determined as the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-
object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint condition,
the control device further comprising a model selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation
to select a state space model suitable for the present state of the internal combustion engine from a plurality
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of state space models prepared according to states of the internal combustion engine,
the controlled-object-state predicting means predicting the future controlled-object-states by using the state
space model selected by the model selecting means,
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and future controlled-object-states having already
been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-
object-states in the future after an allowable period from the present time point or in the future later of the
allowable period, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means
being ended regardless of the calculation load of the control device,
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means, future controlled-object-states having already
been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-
object-states in the future before the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation load
of the control device being larger than an allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model
selecting calculation by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the con-
trolled-object-state predicting means being ended, and
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means, future controlled-object-states having already
been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-
object-states in the future before the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation load
of the control device being equal to or smaller than the allowable load value in view of the calculation load
of the model selecting calculation by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means being continued.

10. A control device for internal combustion engine comprising:

an initial-target-value determining means for determining: a target value of a control amount of a first object to
be controlled in the internal combustion engine as a first initial-target-value; and a target value of a control
amount of a second object to be controlled in the internal combustion engine as a second initial-target-value;
an operation amount determining means for determining: an operation amount to be input to the first object as
a first operation amount depending on a first control-target-value, the first control-target-value being a target
value for controlling the control amount of the first object; and an operation amount to be input to the second
object as a second operation amount depending on a second control-target-value, the second control-target-
value being a target value for controlling the control amount of the second object;
a first operation-controlling means for controlling an operation of the first object according to the first operation
amount determined by the operation amount determining means; and
a second operation-controtting means for controlling an operation of the second object according to the second
operation amount determined by the operation amount determining means,
the control amounts of the respective objects being controlled due to the respective operation-controlling means
controlling the operations of the respective corresponding objects,
the control device further comprising:

a corrected-target-value outputting means for correcting the first initial-target-value and the second initial-
target-value according to a predetermined rule and outputting the corrected initial-target-values respectively
as first corrected-target-value and second corrected-target-value;
a controlled-object-state predicting means for performing prediction calculation to predict future states of
the first object and the second object as future controlled-object-states through calculation upon the control
amount of the first object and the control amount of the second object being controlled according to the first
operation amount and the second operation amount determined by the operation amount determining
means by employing the first initial-target-value and the second initial-target-value respectively as the first
control-target-value and the second control-target-value; and
a constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means for determining whether or not the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying a constraint condition for
the internal combustion engine,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint condition
for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-target-value being
input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-target-
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value,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means not satisfying the constraint condi-
tions for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-target-value
being corrected according to the predetermined rule by the corrected-target-value outputting means; the
corrected initial-target-values being output respectively as the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value; the future states of the first object and the second object being predicted again as
future controlled-object-states upon the control amount of the first object and the control amount of the
second object being controlled according to the first operation amount and the second operation amount
determined by the operation amount determining means by employing the first initial-target-value and the
second initial-target-value respectively as the first control-target-value and the second control-target-value;
the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining again whether or not the future con-
trolled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint
condition for the internal combustion engine; and then the first corrected-target-value and second corrected-
target-value being input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and
second control-target-value upon the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as
the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying
the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means not satisfying the constraint
condition for the internal combustion engine, then the corrections of the first corrected-target-value and the
second corrected-target-value by the corrected-target-value outputting means, the prediction calculation
by the control led-object-state predicting means based on the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value corrected by the correction, and the determination by the constraint-condition-sat-
isfaction determining means based on the future controlled-object-states predicted by the prediction cal-
culation being repeated until determined as the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-
object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint condition,
the control device further comprising a model selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation
to select a state space model suitable for the present state of the internal combustion engine from a plurality
of state space models prepared according to states of the internal combustion engine,
the controlled-object-state predicting means predicting the future controlled-object-states by using the state
space model selected by the model selecting means,
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and future controlled-object-states having already
been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-
object-states in the future after an allowable period from the present time point or in the future later of the
allowable period, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means
being ended regardless of the calculation load of the control device,
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means, future controlled-object-states having already
been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-
object-states in the future before the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation load
of the control device being larger than an allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model
selecting calculation by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the con-
trolled-object-state predicting means being continued after the limited predetermined period being short-
ened, and
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means, future controlled-object-states having already
been predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means at that time point being future controlled-
object-states in the future before the allowable period from the present time point, and the calculation load
of the control device being equal to or smaller than the allowable load value in view of a calculation load of
the model selecting calculation by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed
by the controlled-object-state predicting means being continued after the limited predetermined period being
maintained at the value thereof at that time point.

11. A control device for internal combustion engine comprising:

an initial-target-value determining means for determining: a target value of a control amount of a first object to
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be controlled in the internal combustion engine as a first initial-target-value; and a target value of a control
amount of a second object to be controlled in the internal combustion engine as a second initial-target-value;
an operation amount determining means for determining: an operation amount to be input to the first object as
a first operation amount depending on a first control-target-value, the first control-target-value being a target
value for controlling the control amount of the first object; and an operation amount to be input to the second
object as a second operation amount depending on a second control-target-value, the second control-target-
value being a target value for controlling the control amount of the second object;
a first operation-controlling means for controlling an operation of the first object according to the first operation
amount determined by the operation amount determining means; and
a second operation-controlling means for controlling an operation of the second object according to the second
operation amount determined by the operation amount determining means,
the control amounts of the respective objects being controlled due to the respective operation -controlling means
controlling the operations of the respective corresponding objects,
the control device further comprising:

a corrected-target-value outputting means for correcting the first initial-target-value and the second initial-
target-value according to a predetermined rule and outputting the corrected initial-target-values respectively
as first corrected-target-value and second corrected-target-value;
a controlled-object-state predicting means for performing prediction calculation to predict future states of
the first object and the second object as future controlled-object-states through calculation upon the control
amount of the first object and the control amount of the second object being controlled according to the first
operation amount and the second operation amount determined by the operation amount determining
means by employing the first initial-target-value and the second initial-target-value respectively as the first
control-target-value and the second control-target-value; and
a constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means for determining whether or not the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying a constraint condition for
the internal combustion engine,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint condition
for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-target-value being
input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-target-
value,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means not satisfying the constraint condi-
tions for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-target-value
being corrected according to the predetermined rule by the corrected-target-value outputting means; the
corrected initial-target-values being output respectively as the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value; the future states of the first object and the second object being predicted again as
future controlled-object-states upon the control amount of the first object and the control amount of the
second object being controlled according to the first operation amount and the second operation amount
determined by the operation amount determining means by employing the first initial-target-value and the
second initial-target-value respectively as the first control-target-value and the second control-target-value;
the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining again whether or not the future con-
trolled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint
condition for the internal combustion engine; and then the first corrected-target-value and second corrected-
target-value being input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and
second control-target-value upon the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as
the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying
the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means not satisfying the constraint
condition for the internal combustion engine, then the corrections of the first corrected-target-value and the
second corrected-target-value by the corrected-target-value outputting means, the prediction calculation
by the controlled-object-state predicting means based on the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value corrected by the correction, and the determination by the constraint-condition-sat-
isfaction determining means based on the future controlled-object-states predicted by the prediction cal-
culation being repeated until determined as the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-
object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint condition,
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the control device further comprising a model selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation
to select a state space model suitable for the present state of the internal combustion engine from a plurality
of state space models prepared according to states of the internal combustion engine,
the controlled-object-state predicting means predicting the future controlled-object-states by using the state
space model selected by the model selecting means,
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and the calculation load of the control device
being larger than an allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by
the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state pre-
dicting means being ended, and
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and the calculation load of the control device
being equal to or smaller than the allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting
calculation by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-
state predicting means being continued.

12. A control device for internal combustion engine comprising:

an initial-target-value determining means for determining: a target value of a control amount of a first object to
be controlled in the internal combustion engine as a first initial-target-value; and a target value of a control
amount of a second object to be controlled in the internal combustion engine as a second initial-target-value;
an operation amount determining means for determining: an operation amount to be input to the first object as
a first operation amount depending on a first control-target-value, the first control-target-value being a target
value for controlling the control amount of the first object; and an operation amount to be input to the second
object as a second operation amount depending on a second control-target-value, the second control-target-
value being a target value for controlling the control amount of the second object;
a first operation-controlling means for controlling an operation of the first object according to the first operation
amount determined by the operation amount determining means; and
a second operation-controlling means for controlling an operation of the second object according to the second
operation amount determined by the operation amount determining means,
the control amounts of the respective objects being controlled due to the respective oporation-controlling means
controlling the operations of the respective corresponding objects,
the control device further comprising:

a corrected-target-value outputting means for correcting the first initial-target-value and the second initial-
target-value according to a predetermined rule and outputting the corrected initial-target-values respectively
as first corrected-target-value and second corrected-target-value;
a controlled-object-state predicting means for performing prediction calculation to predict future states of
the first object and the second object as future controlled-object-states through calculation upon the control
amount of the first object and the control amount of the second object being controlled, according to the
first operation amount and the second operation amount determined by the operation amount determining
means by employing the first initial-target-value and the second initial-target-value respectively as the first
control-target-value and the second control-target-value; and
a constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means for determining whether or not the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying a constraint condition for
the internal combustion engine,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint condition
for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-target-value being
input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and second control-target-
value,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted by the controlled-object-state predicting means not satisfying the constraint condi-
tions for the internal combustion engine, then the first initial-target-value and second initial-target-value
being corrected according to the predetermined rule by the corrected-target-value outputting means; the
corrected initial-target-values being output respectively as the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value; the future states of the first object and the second object being predicted again as
future controlled-object-states upon the control amount of the first object and the control amount of the
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second object being controlled according to the first operation amount and the second operation amount
determined by the operation amount determining means by employing the first initial-target-value and the
second initial-target-value respectively as the first control-target-value and the second control-target-value;
the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining again whether or not the future con-
trolled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint
condition for the internal combustion engine; and then the first corrected-target-value and second corrected-
target-value being input to the operation amount determining means as the first control-target-value and
second control-target-value upon the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as
the future controlled-object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means satisfying
the constraint condition for the internal combustion engine,
in the case of the constraint-condition-satisfaction determining means determining as the future controlled-
object-states predicted again by the controlled-object-state predicting means not satisfying the constraint
condition for the internal combustion engine, then the corrections of the first corrected-target-value and the
second corrected-target-value by the corrected-target-value outputting means, the prediction calculation
by the controlled-object-state predicting means based on the first corrected-target-value and the second
corrected-target-value corrected by the correction, and the determination by the constraint-condition-sat-
isfaction determining means based on the future controlled-object-states predicted by the prediction cal-
culation being repeated until determined as the future controlled-object-states predicted by the controlled-
object-state predicting means satisfying the constraint condition,
the control device further comprising a model selecting means for performing a model selecting calculation
to select a state space model suitable for the present state of the internal combustion engine from a plurality
of state space models prepared according to states of the internal combustion engine,
the controlled-object-state predicting means predicting the future controlled-object-states by using the state
space model selected by the model selecting means,
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and the calculation load of the control device
being larger than an allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting calculation by
the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-state pre-
dicting means being continued after the limited predetermined period being shortened, and
in the case of states of the internal combustion engine being changed during the prediction calculation
performed by the controlled-object-state predicting means and the calculation load of the control device
being equal to or smaller than the allowable load value in view of a calculation load of the model selecting
calculation by the model selecting means, then the prediction calculation performed by the controlled-object-
state predicting means being continued after the limited predetermined period being maintained at the value
thereof at that time point.
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